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1981 AUSTRALIAN TOUR
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Dates; APRIL
Wednesday 22nd 
Friday 24th 
Saturday 25th
Monday 27th 
SYDNEY
PERTH Concert Hall /2nd show 5«45p.m.y
ADELAIDE Thebarton Town Hall 
MELBOURNE Festival Hall 
(N.B. chairs out for dancing)
Tuesday 28th Wednesday 29th 
Capitol Theatre / Now 3 shows/
Saturday M AY 2nd BRISBANE Cloudland Ballroom
FRONT COVER FOTO -  Jimmy Barnes & Don 
Walker, by Eric Algra.
COLD CHISEL
Cold Chisel picked up no less than six 
awards in the TV Week/Countdown 
Rock Awards at the Regent Theatre, 
Sydney last month. They took out Best 
Australian Album {East), Best Australian 
Recorded Songwriter (Don Walker), 
Best Australian Record Cover (East), 
Most Popular Australian Group, Most 
Popular Australian Record (East) and 
the Most Outstanding Achievement in 
Australian Rock Music. The producer of 
‘East’, Mark Opitz, also picked up the 
Best Australian Record Producer’s 
award.
Then in what TV Week described as ‘the wildest 
performance ever seen on a live television 
presentation’ they performed ‘My Turn To Cry’ live, 
with a section at the end that got stuck into TV 
Week and the false glamour of the Awards 
presentation, ending with a Who-like equipment- 
destruction binge.
Manager Rod Willis described the episode as “ a 
long overdue statement about the Australian Rock 
Awards” , and said the criticism directed against TV 
Week in the song’s lyrics was due to the fact that 
TV WEEK has no involvement with rock apart from 
running Ian Meldrum’s colijmn e^ch week. ‘Their 
involvement is designed purely to sell magazines, 
not to encourage new talent or Australian music, 
as the credible rock media does.”
In the Countdown following the Rock Awards, 
compere Ian Meldrum levelled two critical barbs at 
Cold Chisel. He said that in his opinion the Most 
Outstanding Achievement award should have 
gone to Air Supply for their SVi-million overseas 
sales, and that Cold Chisel should have more 
regard for their fans by taking the equivalent of one 
week’s dole (which he said was $56 a week; in fact 
it is $53.45) for their ‘kids shows’ so that the tickets 
could be brought down to a level everyone could 
afford.
This provoked an immediate reaction from Rod 
Willis. He called Meldrum’s criticism ‘infantile’, and 
said that if Meldrum ‘really wanted the awards 
back, he can come q,nd get them’. And that the 
contentious award was in fact wrongly inscribed!! 
Instead of reading ‘Most Outstanding Achieve­
ment’ it reads ‘MOST POPULAR PERFORMA’ 
(sic). Willis commented that perhaps Meldrum had 
been listening to Joe Dolce too often recently. The 
wrong inscription was not just a case of a mix up in 
the awards either, as James Reyne of Australian 
Crawl did in fact receive his award correctly 
inscribed.
‘‘That was a thorougly fitting climax to the whole 
fiasco.”
☆  ☆  ☆
Willis however was genuinely perturbed about 
Meldrum’s implication that the band was not giving 
enough back to the kids who have given them their 
present popularity.
“ He certainly had worked the whole thing out for 
his two seconds of scathing comment,” he 
remarked sarcastically. “ He sure had researched 
it.”
W illis idly wondered how much Meldrum 
charged for his personal D.J. disco appearances, 
before stating that Cold Chisel’s club price:had not 
increased since 1979, even though the band’s 
popularity had rocketed, and that the band’s price 
was considerably lower than many other top acts.
“We’re very conscious of ticket prices,” he said, 
“And we always try to give value for money. With 
the high prices that overseas acts are charging at 
the moment, it does seen unfair that Chisel, who 
are playing basically the same venues, should be 
singled out for criticism.”
Off the top of his head Willis also recounted 
numerous attempts that Cold Chisel have made to 
give something back to their disadvantaged fans. 
These include transporting a full concert system to 
rock-starved Darwin, at a cost to the band of 
$50,000; numerous country tours; benefits for 
Greenpeace, Save the Whale, and the Andy 
Durant Memorial Concert; concerts for prisoners, 
including ones at Parramatta, Bathurst and Yatala 
in Adelaide (Don Walker has also held two or three 
songwriting workshops in jails). They’ve also put 
on cut-price youth club concerts including one at 
Cabramatta Youth Centre where the admission 
price was only $2.
“ It’s the kids who put the band where they are 
today,” Willis reiterated. “And it’s to them that the 
band has its first loyalty. To the kids who have been 
queuing outside record shops in Parramatta and 
Elizabeth to get ‘Swingshift’. Countdown only got 
behind the band after we were successful, they 
just jumped on the bandwagon. And it is precisely 
those bandwagon jumpers who have been slag­
ging the band off in the week after the Awards. 
We’re not concerned -  we didn’t need them 
anyway.”
Willis may have a point. ‘Swingshift’ is the first 
Australian album ever to debut in the Sydney and 
Adelaide charts at the top spot, and only the 
Andrew Durant Memorial Concert Album, which 
ironically features Jimmy Barnes, Ian Moss and 
Don Walker, kept it from the, top spot in Melbourne, 
and ‘East’, their four times Australian platinum 
(over 200,000 copies) album got off to a flying start 
in the U.S.A., being the fourth most added album 
on American AOR (Adult Orientated Rock) Radio 
in its first week of release. It’s also gained very 
favourable reviews in the American trade 
magazines.
foto. Eric Algra.
NUMBERS PLUS ONE 
BECOMES NUMBERS MINUS 
TWO.
Oountdown Awards Split Band Shock!
I The Numbers played their last gig with 
drummer Simon Vidale and recently 
added keyboard player Russell Handley 
at the Stardust Hotel Cabramatta on 
Saturday, 21st March.
The split occurred mid-way through a 
national tour and left the band unable to 
complete the last two and half weeks of 
engagements in Sydney and Mel­
bourne.
Don Walker interview: pp 16.
According to Handley, he was contacted by 
guitarist/bandleader Chris Morrow on the Sunday 
afternoon following the Stardust show and told 
bluntly that things weren’t working out, that he 
wasn’t fitting in, and did he want to finish the tour? 
Handley agreed to finish the tour, put the phone 
down and announced to drummer Vidale, with 
whom he shares a house in Surry Hills, that he had 
been fired.
Vidale, incensed that he had not been con­
sulted, immediately rang tour manager Arch 
Browne, and in the conversation that followed said, 
‘If that’s the way it’s going to be at the end of the 
tour then it’s all over for me, too.’
Browne called round later that evening to try and 
smooth things over but his suggestion that Vidale 
and Handley simply turn up for the band’s next 
scheduled performance on the Monday night, 
without any kind of meeting with Chris and Ann 
Morrow, was not deemed acceptable.
When Chris Morrow eventually contacted Vidale 
later that evening the resulting conversation ended 
with Vidale stating, ‘If that’s the attitude then I’m 
quitting now. No more tour.’
According to Handley the last in a whole series 
of irritating incidents on the tour was Chris and 
Ann’s decision that none of the band would attend
the TV WEEK/Countdown Rock Awards presenta­
tion.
The Morrows had told+Handley and Vidale they 
personally wouldn’t be attending the Awards 
Presentation at Sydney’s Regent Theatre, at a 
meeting with band manager Michael Browning 
earlier in the week, despite the band being 
nominated in two of the award categories. 
Handley’s subsequent attempts to obtain he and 
Vidale’s tickets from Ann Morrow proved unsuc­
cessful, but it was only during a phone call to Ann 
on the Sunday afternoon that he was informed he 
wasn’t allowed to go.
Handley contacted Michael Browning to tell him 
he wouldn’t be seeing him there, that he wasn’t too 
happy about Chris and Ann’s attitude, but that he 
would make an appointment to see him the 
following week.
Chris Morrow phoned to teli him he was fired a 
couple of hours later.
“Chris doesn’t like to be disagreed with -  to the 
extent that you’re not given the option, of voicing 
your opinion. It just has to become known that you 
disagree and it’s all over,” said Handley.
“To think that the invitations to the Countdown 
Rock Awards was the final straw is incredibly 
ironic. And quite amusing, i mean that’s pretty 
funny.
“ it’s a shame though. I’m disappointed. I fully 
expected to finish the tour. Although something 
would have had to be done -  everyone was getting 
on each other’s nerves. I felt the period of demoing 
for the next album would have been the period 
when any major rifts would have developed.”
Handley’s involvement with Basilisk Records (a 
Sydney based independent with five singles under 
its belt) had come under criticism from the 
Morrows, who claimed he had been blatantly using 
his involvement with the band to obtain interviews 
for his own purposes, i.e. to promote Basilisk.
Handley says he had always made it clear that 
his commitment was to both Basilisk and the
Numbers, however, and that the Morrows in a 
sense encouraged the situation by refusing to do 
interviews on the tour.
“ I did as many interviews for the Numbers as I 
did for Basilisk,” Handley said. “ I thought it had 
been cutting both ways. If I was doing an interview 
about Basilisk with say the ‘alternative’ media, I 
would always mention the Numbers.”
Handley said he was sure the reason he was 
asked to join the Numbers in the first place was 
because of their ‘credibility’ problem.
“ I think they were perceived as a blond(e) 
bouncy p>op group with Cameron Allan produced 
hits -  in the media and industry anyway. I know 
they were pretty desperately unhappy about the 
first album. Chris wanted that credibility, and I think 
he felt I could add a bit of that.”
As for Vidale’s resignation, Handley said it was 
the last of a long line of incidents ‘where he’d been 
treated like a second class employee. Decisions 
were constantly being made without Simon’s 
approval, and this was the straw that broke the 
camel’s back.’
Numbers manager Michael Browning told me 
that the band’s old drumn^er Marty Newcombe had 
been quickly recruited for the new line-up, and that 
they were currently looking for a bass player. Ann 
Morrow will be playing keyboards on a number of 
songs but will be mainly concentrating on vocals.
Browning said the line up change was a ‘positive 
thing’ for the band, and that ‘Simon and Russell 
were not as into the band as we would have liked 
them to be.’ He said the band were looking for 
someone who could have a ‘creative input into the 
band.’ Although Handley claims that there was 
only time for him to work on a few songs before 
going out on tour. Browning said that his musical 
ideas were ‘not conducive to the band.’
Once the new line-up is decided (probably within 
four weeks according to Browning) it will rehearse 
for a month, go out on tour and then start work on 
the Numbers second album.
DONALD ROBERTSON
SUCKED IN’ AWARD 
OF THE MONTH
To C.B.S. Records, Adelaide 
Branch.
‘Nash the Slash’ (haw haw) with editor DR and Paul Storey of 5MMM.
Thought you were pretty ctever didn’t 
you, Chris Moss and Jeremy Swallow 
and Peter Vitols? A more elaborate and 
ingenious April Fool’s joke I have not 
been subjected to since an Anglia T.V. 
documentary on the ‘Real truth about the 
American and Russian space 
programs.’
Y’see folks, Chris, Jeremy and the boys thought 
it would be a pretty funny idea to dress up sales rep 
Peter Vitols (a chap who’s spent a fair amount of 
time in Canada) as the be-bandaged Canadian 
weirdo, Nash the Slash, invite the unsuspecting 
Adelaide media along and watch them get egg on 
their face. The whole scam was billed as a ‘promo­
tional tour’ press conference and those who at­
tended and interviewed the swathed Vitols in­
cluded the Channel 9 and 7 news teams.
5SSA-FM, 5MMM/FM and yes, yours truly Donald 
Robertson for Roadrunner.
Wacky, huh?
At time of going to press 5SSA and 5MMM are 
playing the ‘nash’ station I.D.’s in all seriousness, 
both TV stations ran footage of the interviews on 
their news bulletins that evening, and it’s only be­
cause your humble scribe intercepted a copy of the 
C.B.S. in-house weekly promo sheet ‘Live Ammo’, 
that the whole cruel and ghastly scam has come to 
light. The South Australian Branch received a 
C.B.S. Promotion of the Week Accolade, and 
praise for the ‘Sucked in’ Event of the Year.
I’m sorry, Chris and Jeremy. If Vitols wants pub­
licity he’ll have to concentrate on his basketball, 
and I’d love to see him popping baskets swathed in 
bandages.
But congratulations anyway. You sucked me in.
DONALD ROBERTSON.
ROYAL ROCKERS TIME
No Fixed Address, Adelaide’s 
Aboriginal reggae band have been 
invited to perform at a Royal Charity 
Concert in front of Bonnie Prince Char­
lie, at Adelaide’s Festival Theatre on 
April 23rd.
’Twill be interesting to note the future King of 
Australia’s reaction to the band as their songs deal 
in the main with the problems faced by young
Aborigines in modern day Australian society: land 
rights, police harassment, urban rootlessness, 
etc., etc.
Most of the other performers on the night will be 
somnambulent cabaret artists so it’s good to see 
the organisers injecting a bit of realism into the 
proceedings.
Tickets for the Concert, proceeds of which will 
go to the Phoenix Association and a Charity for 
Autistics, are running at a cool $25, $35 and $50.
Like the other artists. No Fixed Address will 
receive no fee for their performance. MMMMMM.
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POP MEX vs. POP MEX
Small Sydney based independent record label released a single by now defunct Sydney band 
Basilisk is taking legal action against transnational Popular Mechanics just before Christmas, and are 
C.B.S. over their signing of, and release of a single claiming that the name of the Kiwi band is too close
by. New Zealand band Pop Mechanix. Basilisk for comfort.
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MADNESS HITS OZ
England’s Madness looks like be­
coming a world-wide problem, what with 
the band now about to embark on a tour 
of the Far East, including Australasia (ie 
Oz & NZ’ land) and Japan. Their label. 
Stiff, never the sort to miss out on a good 
plug, got a few assorted hacks up to their 
offices to meet the boys and talk about 
various bits of rubbish and, more or less, 
get in the mood to write away overseas 
to let you lot know that they’re on their 
way. Geddit!!?? Being a conscientious 
hack myself, I arrived over an hour late to 
find the band in remarkably good 
humour still, having worked through a 
whole day’s interviews before my time- 
slot anyway.
To get the boring bit of fact out of the way early 
on, before I start the misquoting, here’s the tour 
dates (it’s all promoted, by the way, by Michael 
Gudinski, according to Barso & Woody.) -  
APRIL: 22 - Perth
24 - Adelaide
25 - Melbourne
27 - Sydney
28 - Canberra
29 - Sydney 
MAY: 1 - Gold Coast
2 - Brisbane
5 - Auckland (NZ)
6 - Wellington (NZ)
I’m sure there’ll be an ad. in this issue with those 
dates anyway, but you never know. . .  All the band 
were looking forward to the whole thing, asking 
what Australia was like, who Mike Gudinski was, 
and so on. They feel that a visit is just what’s 
needed to bring on the interest in their singles and 
albums, which have done phenomenal business 
here in the Ol’ U.K., and Europe, but only 
moderately in the States and Oz. After everyone 
trying to quess what would happen in the future, 
and wondering how ‘Absolutely’ could have failed 
to get to number one, the interview turned to more 
produfctive avenues.
Of which the first is a new l.p. in the works which, 
according to Mike Barson and Chris Foreman, is 
being thought out in great detail. It won’t be 
finished off till after the tour is over. “We’ve got five 
songs for it down on tape at the moment, plus the 
single, ’’ said Barso, “Which is an old song -  years 
old now -  called ‘Grey Days’. It’s a bit reggaeish, 
really.” All the songs have so far been put down 
solely for the purpose of them then being dissected 
and overhauled to mqke the songs tighter, more 
striking. “We’re interested in songs; well worked- 
out arrangements, the complete thing.” Aiding and 
abetting this process at every turn is producer ^  
Clive Langer, who is often at rehearsals of new ^  
material, going over it all with them, making 
suggestions “such as; cut this bit out, you don’t 
need it, or something!” , adds Woody, laughing.
This process, apart from giving more opportunity 
for a song to develop before being committed to 
vinyl posterity, also allows the band to save a lot of 
money in studio time and so on. Which brought up 
the next point quite naturally -  how was the band 
doing, as far as income and outgoings was 
concerned? According to Bedders and Monsieur 
Barso, yes: things were comfortable now. They 
even used to make money out of tours, right up to 
the last four dates they’ve just completed in the 
U.K., but only, they agreed, at the expense of the 
sound and, ultimately, the music. “We always had 
a shit sound out front: we always used to say ‘why 
pay £300 a week for a good geezer when we can 
use our mate? -  but we reckon it’s not worth it 
anymore with such a bad sound. That’s why the 
last four gigs have had a really good system and 
engineer.”
(Latest Score: 
Madness 4; Oz Culture IV2 )
The band clearly feel they can afford to make 
these moves now and not cut their own throats 
financially. In fact, they claim to have outsold Dury 
now as Stiff’s biggest-ever act, the phenomenal 
sales of ‘New Boots & Panties’ notwithstanding. 
Both Holland and France are ‘fantastic’ in their 
reception, with France giving them a few number 
ones -  something which oddly enough, they’ve 
never quite manaqed here -  West Germany going 
reasonably well, depending on the amount of air -  
time a particular might get. America, visited 
originally in tow with The Specials, hasn’t been 
easy, and was, on reflection, perhaps the first 
event which sowed the seeds of doubt in the 
public’s eye about the whole Two -  Tone affair. In 
fact, this period, before ‘Baggy Trousers’ came 
out, is now seen by the band as distinctly “dodgy” .
“ Everyone slagged us and ska was out of 
fashion” , said Barso; “we were caught, both here 
and in Europe -  especially Europe, as we weren’t 
there to show them any different: you know -  The 
Specials have moved on, but Madness haven’t: all 
that sort of stuff -  ‘maybe they’re washed up’. That 
all hung around us till ‘Baggy Trousers.’ In which 
case I was interested to find out if the choosing of 
that type of material had been deliberate: a 
calculated chance? “ No. The songs just kept 
coming anyway, then. They got us out of it. It 
wasn’t really a conscious thing atrall.”
Judging by the intensity with which they 
approach their material, trying to improve it and 
develop it at all stages, I can believe that answer. A 
case in point is ‘My Girl’. An immediate standout 
as a single, the band felt they were playing it poorly 
live, till they worked at the rhythm, put in some 
drum rolls, and found there the confidence to make 
it solid on stage. Another problem, live, was their 
tendency to play fast all the time. Woody: 
“Onstage you feel relaxed, it seems well-paced, 
but you listen to tapes afterwards and it all sounds 
like it’s 95 mph. So we’ve been slowing things 
down, letting them breathe better.”
Madness feel that things in the studio are also 
broadening for them. “ Everone’s getting a lot 
better at playing” , explained Barso, “so we’re 
tiding anything we want now in the studio. On the 
first album, overdubs were out -  it was a totally 
minimalist thing. That changed on ‘Absolutely’. 
Both things were right: if we’d’ve done that early 
on, we would’ve suffered by comparison on stage 
too much.”
Their confidence and commitment shows in their 
attitude to the largely unfavourable reaction 
accorded the re -  arranged “Shadow of Fear’’ on 
the last few dates -  “there was booing” , laughed 
Woody, “but at least you’re getting a reaction!” It’s 
the old dilemma for successful bands -  you’ve got 
to keep playing old stuff for the audience, but 
you’ve also got to keep enjoying playing it, 
otherwise the lack of interest in songs shows 
through and the gigs are a bummer anyway. 
Madness are using a simple but effective solution, 
stimulating for all concerned.
So -  what for the future? Obviously, continued 
growth and improvement -  everyone in the band is 
committed to that, and see themselves as having 
plenty of room for development yet -  “we cut 
ever^hing down in the arrangements, keep a 
simple rhythm, give each player a real cutting 
edge” , commented Bedders; “there’s a lot of 
people in the band, so we have to do that.” This 
sort of care and construction is clear in the five new 
songs for the next album -  they show healthy 
growth and absorbtion of other musics, and you’ll 
be pleasantly surprised, in fact, by one or two in 
their echoes of things past. I’ll leave the last bit to 
Woody: “There’s always the desire to create music 
all the time. All this fun is jolly good and all that, but 
as the months go by. I’m getting into just being 
behind the kit. It’s freedom, then, from all the stuff 
you’re expected to do.”
KEITH SHADWICK
“ Snakefinger
Phil Lithman is 
Snakefinger, a polite but 
captivating fellow with 
ten years’ experience in 
the weird/wonderful art 
of being a ‘Resident’. His 
ear is glued to the other 
end of the phone and it’s 
raining in San Francisco. 
He calls himself Euro­
pean (odd for an En­
glishman), but currently 
hangs out in the ex­
flower-power hot-spot, 
still associating with the 
Residents, but braving 
the world as a solo finger, 
spreading the transient 
gospel of weirdly R’n’R 
thru both vinyl and the 
live word.
In an unprecedented (for a 
basically American operation) 
move, Phil and his latest combo 
will be touring this Great South 
Land in May. This event is 
being made possible by our
under-rated champion of low- 
profile integrity, Keith Glass’ 
Missing Link.
Snakefinger’s musical 
background seems largely an 
amalgam of blues guitar and 
“doing a lot of acid” . The latter 
has developed the positive 
musical attitudes of artists like 
the Residents a lot more than 
it’s given credit. Maybe the stuff 
was purer then, or those con­
cerned had better drug- 
attitudes in the first place.
Externally, the most obvious 
characteristic of the Residents’ 
mode of operation has been a 
classic display of advanced 
obscurity, in both, music and 
public visibility. Kiss have a 
similar line on private faces, but 
the Residents seemed to prefer 
paper-bags to grease-paint 
(better for the skin?) The early 
Residents took the secrecy 
schtick a few steps further 
toward the dubious realm of 
gossip-myth and obliqueness, 
but on matters of direct com­
munication, it was originally 
Snake’s task to outline musical 
ideas and general directions.
Jay Clem now takes care of this 
‘face’ of the Residents and their 
support organisation, the Cryp­
tic Corporation.
Snakefinger’s present ven­
ture should not be seen as “one 
Resident goes solo” , even tho 
the musical and personal influ­
ences are there. Quite distinct 
(different) lines of thought run 
thru Snake’s latest 'Green 
Postures’, in comparison to the 
Resident’s ‘Eskimo’ or 'The 
Commercial Album’. The lan­
guid throb and diverse tones 
are related, but, considering 
the overall feel, ‘Greener Post­
ures’ is a more open, less 
devious pair of shades with 
which to see thru some-one 
else’s eyes.
Snakefinger’s particular 
brand of guitaring, like his 
musical style, is based on a 
quirky filtering of almost recog­
nisable R’n’R/blues lines. This 
quirkiness may at first seem 
like a synthesizer orientation to 
the more extreme (distinctive) 
potential in guitar tones, but 
Phil views it quite simply the 
other way ’round. “ People have
said to me, ‘I really like this 
keyboard because it sounds 
closest to a guitar.’ Shit, I’m 
closer to a guitar, an extension 
of one and I feel fine that way.”
There are no synths in the 
band currently rehearsing for 
the tour. The weirdness in the 
music is intrinsic. “You don’t 
have to use a lot of strange- 
sounding instruments when 
you have a strange sounding 
music in the first place” . Such a 
statement may sound like an 
unnecessary off-hand slag, but 
it’s more an expression of 
dissatisfaction with techno 
overkill and the lack of imagi­
nation used to bring out the rest 
of guitar potential. Without los­
ing the same chord (what some 
people won’t do for a cheap 
pun!)
The touring band comprises 
of relative unknowns— Miguel 
Bertel (gtr.), John Paul George 
(bass) and Johnny Ryan on 
drums. We have been warned 
to be ready for surprises in the 
live show. It promises to be 
much more than “just cerebral 
antics..... , not just piddling
around with brain-power, it’s all 
got beat, it’s all a danceable 
logical extension of 
Rock’n’Roll. It’s a shot in the 
dark like everything, but it’s an 
organised shot in the dark— 
something where you’re not 
just throwing shit against the 
wall and seeing what sticks.” 
Phil Lithman is obviously not 
a party-politics person. He 
works with whom and whatever 
he chooses at the time, and any 
seeming definitions of opinion 
or intention are summed up in 
the following spiel. “ You’re 
going with one thing and you’re 
going with it all the way, to see 
what happens. And if you’re off 
on a completely wrong tangent, 
O.K., find another obsession
and go off on that..... that’s my
philosophy for the time being, 
and incidentally, that might 
change by tomorrow.”
There are no prizes for gues­
sing the amount of inspired 
promotion the larger commer­
cial concerns will give 'Greener 
Postures’ and the tour, but 
Snakefinger and Missing Link 
are both ideologically built to
cope and combat such philis­
tine apathy.
All things considered, there 
aren’t too many preconcep­
tions on Snake’s part—“ I don’t 
expect the natives to be waiting 
with gifts of glass beads and 
shrunken heads and things.” 
The tour should be different to 
the way we get treated by a lot 
of touring artists, however, they 
conceal it in emperor’s robes 
and friendly interviews. The 
venues will be relatively small 
places, fitting into the middle 
level of local circuits, and 
there’s been a direct desire 
expressed to be supported by 
local bands attempting some­
thing a little different.
It’s hard to adequately con­
vey the brief impression of a 
person on a phone interview 
but as the man said, “A lot of 
people are often surprised at 
the difference in the mild man­
nered Clark Kent type person 
they get to talk to and the wild 
beast they see jumping around 
there on stage.”
TYRONE FLEX
R O A O F « U N M E F ^ 5 -
THERE’S GONNA BE A
NEW RACE - ROB AND 
DENIZ GONNA START
IT UP.
On the eve of the New Race tour Deniz Tek and Rob Younger 
talk to Stuart Coupe about Detroit, Radio Birdman, record 
companies, fans, bootiegs, Seymour Stein, The MCS, 
Rockfield Studios, Living Eyes, and much much more. 
Eveiything you’ve aiways wanted to know but been to hip to 
ask.
! 4^
Deniz Tek.
” . . .  tne MC5 come on live and whole. They move with the kind of 
energy long gone from rock, but not forgotten. Up onstage, they 
do the Chuck Berry cakewalk, the Little Richard split, the James 
Brown kneedrop, the Jackie Wilson leap. There is only one other 
rock group which utilizes these cliches with such mastery of the 
logistics of rock: The Who. The similarities between Pete 
Townshend and the MC5’s guitarist, Wayne Kramer, suggests 
that they both draw their energy from the same roots. And both 
perform with a reverence which is the most authentic kind of 
commitment a musician can display . . . ”
" . . .  the MC5 must matter live. All the mixing and mastering in 
Christendom won’t improve their sound as much as an audience 
shrieking whenever their lead singer commands: “Kick out the 
jams, motherfuckers!”
“ The kids get the point (and the MC5 is definitely a kid’s group). 
Far from the random ecstasy of a California freak-out, theirs is a 
highly directed release of energy. These are the children of 
insurgency; no wonder they expect culture to coerce. To watch 
them standing under the strobes, hands raised in youth-salute, is
to understand how pop art can serve as a political mirror, 
retracting reality through slogan and myth. Undeniably, there is 
facism in the MC5 and the ecstasy they provjde. Not just because 
they make you want to kill the foreigners (in this case, adults), but 
because they suggest the terrible relationship between right and 
might which is the core of all art.
“At home, after the Grande gig, there is music and dope and 
spaghetti cooking in the kitchen. Girls scurry about, brewing tea, 
changing records, making conversation. A neighbour arrives with 
two gift pumpkins. And the group sits around an immense dining 
room table, rubbing their bellies and pounding their forks. They 
put my head into Huns. Warriors. The conquer race. I tell Wayne 
his music is very violent, because that’s all I can think of to 
describe fifteen minutes of sheer volume punctuated by the stab 
of a strobe light. Violent. He gives a soft, certain smile, and 
answers: “ Well, that’s rock’n ’roll".
RICHARD GOLDSTEIN - The Village Voice, 1968.
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Tuesday. Lunch with CBS at the Angel Pave­
ment restaurant in Glebe Point Road. Cost’s a 
little over $40 for two. Thursday. Lunch with half 
of Astor Records and Jermaine Jackson at the 
Siebel Town House. Cost as least $150.
Wednesday. Lunch with Deniz Tek and Rob 
Younger. Three middies each and two salad rolls. 
Total cost about $5. There’s a point there, if only to 
illustrate the fact that Younger and Tek, soon to 
embark on the New Race tour, don’t have the dollars 
and luxury of big record companies behind them. 
Their business is rock’n’roll. As with their music the 
extra trappings come a long second to the basics. 
Tek is in Australia till late in May when he returns to 
the good old U S of A. “I’m not so sure I’m going to live
near Detroit this time” he says.
Both Tek and Younger have attained ‘living legend’ status in the 
Australian rock’n’roll community. They even get asked for 
autographs these days. At the time of writing Tek is playing guitar 
in Angie Pepper’s band. They’re playing about eight shows around 
Sydney. The reason is mainly to work out songs for an album that 
Angie and Co (drummer Ivor Hay, bassist Clyde Bramley, and 
keyboards wizard Steve Harris) are recording at Trafalgar Studios.
The first appearance of the.Angie Pepper band turned out to be a 
disappointment. Everyone, and I mean everyone my darlings, was 
there and the expected air of anticipation was evident. “ If this isn’t 
the greatest thing I’ve ever seen I think I’ll give up on rock’n’roll” 
one rock afficianado said to me. I guess that means he’s given up 
on rock’n’roll. The band played all of Tek’s songs, the vast majority 
unfamiliar to the audience. Now they didn’t play badly by any 
means, but they weren’t inspired, ya know. But the pressure on 
them was much greater than on any other debuting band. And 
maybe they didn’t care. Tek makes it quite clear that the purpose of 
the live shows is really just to work the songs out for recording.
The album completed Tek and Younger, who hasn’t sung 
publicly since the days of the Other Side 16 months ago, begin 
rehearsals with Warwick Gilbert (on loan from the Hitmen), 
ex-Stooge’s guitarist Ron Asheton, and old MCS drummer Dennis 
Thompson.
They’re calling themselves New Race and are doing a whirlwind 
Australian tour.
All this coincides with the release of an albums worth of Radio 
Birdman material, Living Eyes, recorded at Rockfield Studios in 
Wales during the Birdies ill-fated English tour in 1978.
Before going to the interview I was listening to an interview done 
by Sue Matthews with American rock’n’roll critic Dave Marsh'who 
was talking about growing up in Detroit and seeing the MCS. I think 
it’s worth printing the main extract.
“Well I’m from Detroit,” says Marsh “ I started writing around 
1969 which was just about the time when the MCS and The 
Stooges and John Sinclair and the White Panthers and all that was 
going on.
“At that time in Detroit it was quite different from anywhere else 
in the world that I know about because the music community and 
the radical leftist community were explicitly and overtly aligned. 
There was a lot of benefits, a lot of musicians...not just the MCS, 
who saw rock in terms of specific political issues. Let me give you 
an example.. .a good one is Bob Seger who, at the time was making 
very pointed social commentaries in his songs and it really did 
intermingle in a way that I don’t think it did in San Francisco or New 
York or Boston or any of the other important musical towns of that 
time.
“Of course it was deadly, naive but there was a sense of very 
little separation between all those sorts of movements.”
SM - It was more than a fashion?
DM - “ It was certainly...everything in the Sixties was just a fashion 
and for that reason in a kind of funny way there was no such thing 
as just a fashion. You were asserting yourself politically by the way 
you wore your hair and the way you dressed and the way that you 
behaved. These things were all taken to be political in a way that 
they’re not anymore I guess and as a result, in Detroit at least, you 
were expected to think about that. But it wasn’t taken for granted. 
That’s not to say that because Jerry Rubin had just gotten outa jail 
for a San Francisco Human Being-in in ’66 or ’67 and there was a 
certain political tenor to the fact that he appeared there but it wasn’t 
presumed that what the Grateful Dead did, or what the Jefferson 
Airplane . . .  even though they were more political than any of the 
other San Francisco bands. . .  that what they did was inextricably 
political. . .  and it was a conscious decision on the part of those 
bands to align themselves with political movements at certain 
points.
“The notion we had was that rock itself was political and I guess 
that’s why we kinda scared a lot of people off at that time” .
SM -  Can you talk a bit about the MC5?
DM - “The best thing I can tell you about the MCS was that they had 
the politics of The Clash and the sound of The Sex Pistols.
“ I’ve never seen anything like the MCS. The New York Dolls and 
the Sex Pistols are the two closest I’ve come. They, of any kind of 
avant-garde rock band easily were the most exciting thing I’ve ever
“ In fact, to go even further. I’d say the only things I’ve ever seen 
that were more exciting than the MCS are, for me anyway, The 
Who and Bruce Springsteen.
“ MCS, the concept was total assault on the culture. Total assault 
on the senses. And that’s what it was. You felt very different when 
you came out of there. It was loud. It was abrasive. It was funny. It 
was silly. It was inept. It was just incredibly like taking some psychic 
shower and I don’t think that anybody who was around that period 
and saw that band went away unmarked in one way or another. I’ve 
been looking for something that exciting ever since which I think is 
something that happens with rock’n’roll” .
Then it was off to the Annandale pub, via Trafalgar Studios 
where Tek and co are busily working on the Angie Pepper album. 
THE INTERVIEW 
SC: You grew up in Detroit?
DT: I actually grew up in Ann Arbor. It’s about an hour’s drive from 
Detroit on the freeway. It’s where the University of Michigan is. A lot 
of times I tell people I was raised up in Detroit because they never 
heard of Ann Arbor and it’s the nearest big centre. But I lived in 
Detroit last year.
SC: Did you actually see The Stooges and the MCS?
DT: Yeah, I was about 15 or 16 when those bands were just getting 
to be big and at that time, at least the Stooges, were regarded as a 
joke locally. Nobody took them seriously at all. The MCS was taken 
a little bit more seriously because of their political angles b u t. . .  I 
really liked it. I had a lot of fun going to see those bands.
SC: Did you see them a lot?
DT: Yeah. They used to do a lot of free concerts outdoors in city 
parks in the summer time and that’s where I usually saw them. 
There was a few places in Detroit too where we would go such as 
the Grande Ballroom. . .  that was the main one. Around that same 
time we would go and see Ted Nugent, Amboy Dukes, Bob Seger, 
The Rationale . ..
SC: Who were The Rationale?
DT: They had a h i t . . .  a coupla hits in ’66, ’67 . . .  a local Ann 
Arbor/Detroit band. The singer, Scott Morgan, is now playing with 
Fred Smith in his band. They were sort of local heroes.
SC: Would you agree with Dave Marsh about how exciting the 
MCS were?
DT: They were real exciting to see. The first three songs would 
always be the same. They’d always start with Rambling Rose, 
and go into Kick Out The Jams, just like on the live album, and 
everybody knew those songs so it was like a combination of three
punches.. . one, two three and then a knockout (he demonstrates 
with his fists) and after that they did anything they wanted. Some 
nights they’d just jam for the rest of the night, bring up sax players, 
horn players . . .  these really crazy black people like guys in Sun 
Ra’s band. They’d just blow and they’d do anything from that point 
on. Once they got those first three punches in they had everybody.
They’d be playing maybe once or twice every two weeks. They 
did a lot of support spots for really big groups that toured through 
town, like they supported The Who and people like that.
SC: Creem magazine started in Detroit. Was it just a regional 
paper then?
DT: Back in those days Creem was real local and it was really good 
too. It was excellent. I don’t like Creem anymore b u t. ..
SC: I heard that in those days it was really political and had the 
attitudes that rock’n’roll and politics shouldn’t, or couldn’t be 
separated, whereas Rolling Stone was much more conserva­
tive.
DT: Creem was sorta in the middle between Rolling Stone and the 
more radical ones. There were some radical ones like .. . real 
radical like the Ann Arbor Sun, The Fifth Estate. . .  I remember that 
as being one of the really radical rock’n’roll papers from those 
days.
SC: Was there a real sense then of rock’n’roll and politics 
being one?
DT: There was because of this thing of having free concerts in the 
parks was all part of a political move and it was used politically. 
They would get the bands together to play in the park and it was like 
the people took over the park for that day. That was the theme. The 
people were free to use drugs there and usually, between the 
bands, a couple of guys would get up there and give a speech and 
even when John Sinclair was in prison they’d still have these 
concerts in the park and he’d send cassettes out from the prison 
and they’d play them between the bands and he’d be giving some 
kind of a political speech. But Sinclair, to me, really used the MC5. 
Those guys really. . .  knowing them personally they don’t care that 
much about politics at all. All they wanted to do is get up there and 
play their music, become a success. They wanted to become like 
The Beatles and they probably could have been but they just 
wanted to have a good time and get high, play loud music and have 
great concerts. Sinclair was using them strictly as a political tool, 
using that music to drive a wedge, a political wedge, into the 
audience that the MC5 was attracting and the alliance didn’t last 
that long under those circumstances.
SC: What period did he come in? Was he there from the start? 
DT: Yeah. He started managing them around ’66, right at the start 
of all the hippies and all that stuff.
SC: Was it just around Detroit that tough rock’n’roil was 
coming from?
DT: Yeah, I think in those days it was. Around Berkeley they had 
. . .  they’re supposed to have had a music scene, and a political 
scene going in tandem but it was much more psychedelic 
orientated. Detroit was much more industrial rock’n’roll.
Rob Younger,
SC: Did you go to the Chicago Convention in ’68?
DT: No, I didn’t go to that. I was a quiet highschool kid then and I 
would never have dreamed of going to something like that. I was 
too scared.
SC: You knew the band then?
DT: I didn’t know them personally then. I was just a fan. I got to 
know them later. I think I met Ron Asheton in 1976.
SC: What’s the story with this new band -  who’s coming out? 
DT: It’s Ron and Dennis for sure. Dennis Thompson from the 5. It 
was originally going to be Ron and Scott but Scott changed his 
mind about coming and so Ron said that Dennis was interested 
because Ron is a real good friend of Dennis’s from when they were 
together in the New Order and so we said ‘that sounds fine’.
SC: Who organised the tour?
DT: The whole concept? I think Rob, Angie and George were 
sitting around dinner one night drinking wine and they had the idea 
so they wrote me a letter about it. f was still in America -  around 
December. The way they put it in the letter it was sort of a drunken 
rave type of idea. They didn’t expect anything to come of it but I 
thought it sounded like a good idea so I asked Ron and Scott if 
they’d be interested if I could get the funds because I knew this 
Living Eyes album was coming out and I figured that somehow 
maybe that could be used to get people to put money behind it so I 
said let me just go over there and check it out and if I can get the 
money together I’ll call you up and they said fine. It turned out we 
asked WEA first. They were completely not interested. They 
regard Radio Birdman as an underground cult and not a viable 
proposition at all. They’re just putting it out in the hope that it’ll sell 
2,000 copies. They’re not backing it at all with any publicity or 
promotion and that includes not supporting this tour so we pretty 
much gave up on the idea but Trafalgar came through and 
Trafalgar is putting up the money for it.
SC: That strikes me as a pretty appalling attitude from WEA 
when you consider the amount of money they waste on some 
bands iike The Radiators . . .
DT: Trafalgar is a pretty small concern. It’s a really big thing for 
them to risk the amount of money they’re risking. I think Michael
McMartin’s aged ten years in the last two weeks. It’s going to cost 
mega bucks to pull this off.
SC: Are WEA playing the pressing costs for Living Eyes?
DT: Yeah, but big deal. They didn’t even have to pay any recording 
costs. It was already recorded. They were just handed a package 
and so their overheads are almost nil. They’ve agreed to a couple 
of ads in RAM (and TAGG and Roadrunner - SC), a couple of street 
posters and that’s it. They just don’t think it’s worth doing anything 
with. I think people are a bit more open minded now than they used 
to be and I think that there’s every chance that they could sell a lot 
of records if they made people aware of it and really pushed to get it 
on the radio because it is quite different to other Radio Birdman 
albums and a lot more people might like it.
SC: For good or bad reasons the Radio Birdman reputation is 
probably 20 fold now than what it was when you stopped 
playing.
DT: Yeah. Also it’s . . .  to me it’s not important that the band doesn’t 
exist anymore. The music still exists. The usual industry way of 
thinking is that if something can’t be guaranteed for the next six 
years and the next four or five albums as a package then it’s not 
worth dealing with. They will not look at something as an individual 
event. I think that’s got to change. I’m looking at things now as 
individual projects and events rather than bands. I’m not even 
thinking in terms of bands anymore.
SC: The thing with Angie is . . .
DT: Yeah, that’s a good example. It’s a project that I’m working on. 
SC: What are the actual album sales for the previous albums 
in Australia?
DT: I think combined it’s probably around 8 or 9 thousand.
SC: What about overseas?
DT: That’s something we don’t even know. We’ve never been able 
to get any figures out of (Seymour) Stein but through, talking to 
some of Stein’s henchmen personally I gather that total sales for 
America, Europe and Japan are somewhere around 15,000.1 think 
that’d be a reasonable estimate.
SC: What’s the story with Stein -  is he bankrupt?
DT: He’s been bought by WEA and Sire no longer exists as an 
independent. It’ll still be on the labels but it’s owned by Warners. 
Seymour is in charge of that department but he’s been bought out. 
SC: I heard you actually had to fight to get the Living Eyes 
tapes from him?
DT: Yeah and I didn’t even win. I went to New York on different 
occasions to see Seymour and ask why we couldn’t put Rockfield 
out in Australia because, to me, it was already recorded, the 
expense had already been put into it and from his point of view, any 
release would have just been money coming into his moneybank. 
So there was no reason for his attitude and for us we wanted to 
have it.out because we’re proud of it. It was very strange because 
he would agree to it and I would go back to Detroit and think, great 
it’s going to happen and he would even say I’ll send the telex this 
afternoon and it’ll all be arranged. Nothing would happen. I’d call 
back two weeks later, three weeks later and he didn’t answer m y, 
calls. It was like that. First off it was Yeah Dennis, I agree it should 
come out, you’ve got my word on it, then nothing happens.
SC: Did he actually have an interest in the rock’n’roll?
DT: We thought he was at first. He seemed to be very interested in 
rock’n’roll music. I think he has the capacity to be . . . but in our 
case I think personal spite must have got in the way of it. He signs a 
lot of bands that aren’t commercially viable and pays for them 
through things iike Rennaisance and Focus. He started off when 
he was 13 years old compiling top 100’s for Billboard or Cashbox 
and he’s worked his way up from there. He’s now in his late forties 
or early fifties.
SC: Who actually paid for the Rockfield recordings?
DT: I think it was supposed to be half Seymour and half 
Phonogram because Phonogram was distributing at that time and 
right while we were there doing it that relationship broke up so I 
don’t think Rockfield ever got paid. I’d be very surprised it they did. 
SC: Did you specifically choose Rockfield?
DT: No, Seymour chose it.
SC: How did you find it to work at?
DT: Great. Fantastic. It’s wonderful to record there. What they got 
is . . .  the nearest town is Monmouth/ and you take a back country 
road about four miles out of town and there’s some old farm 
buildings and old stables, barns and sheds and that’s where the 
studios are. There’s two studios and the offices. From the outside it 
looks just like another farm as you’re going past but inside there’s 
all this high technology. On the other side is Rockfield House which 
is where the band lives whilst it’s recording there and they have 
these ladies who come up and fix dinner. It’s real comfortable. We 
were there for three weeks. Virtually you just move in and each 
studio is on call 24 hours a day and so is the engineer and you can 
go down any time. I spent about 16 hours every day in there myself 
because I was put in charge of the production and I would just call 
up to the house and bring the guys down when there were specific 
things to accomplish and that’s the way we did it.
SC: Besides your version of Didn’t Teil The Man, which The 
Hitmen have recorded how many songs from the tape have 
been left off the Living Eyes Album?
DT: We recorded 18 tracks all together. There’s 13 on the album. 
SC: Any reasons for eliminating some?
DT: Well Didn’t Tell The Man was done by The Hitmen 
subsequently.. . have you heard ours? I think ours is more into the 
spirit of the song originally. It’s supposed to be like a Stones type 
song. There’s an instrumental called Alien Sky that Pip wrote. It 
was great but it was so out of step with the rest of the stuff that we 
didn’t put it on the album.
SC: Where’s Pip (Hoyle) now?
DT: He’s living in Colaborite (?) which is about 200 miles in and 400 
miles north of New South Wales. It’s right by the Queensland 
border but way in. He’s working as a country doctor.
SC: Have you seen him since you’ve been back?
DT: Yeah, he was down last weekend and the week before that I 
went up to visit him. He’s got his keyboards up there and he’s just 
writing music. He’s writing some great stuff too. So that’s one song. 
Aiien Sky is like a movie soundtrack. It’s a great song. Then there 
was a couple of other things like Dark Surprise. We just didn’t feel 
we achieved enough on them to do the songs justice compared to 
the rest.
ROB YOUNGER ARRIVES . . .
SC: So the two of you made those decisions?
DT: It was pretty much a mutual agreement. Rob sent me a list that 
he thought should be on the album after consulting with the other 
guys and I agreed with everything on his list except that originally I 
don’t think I included; 94 and.they did. I’m glad we included it now 
because I really like it.
RY: It’s good value. 13 songs for 8 bucks, (laughs}
SC: You’re not in the superstar pricing bracket?
RY: We try and avoid those sort of things.
DT: I was telling Stuart about recording at Rockfield.
RY: Did you tell him about the sheep?
DT: Yeah they have sheep all over the place. You wake up in the 
morning, if you had a room on the ground floor, and a sheep would 
be sticking his head in the window bleating at you, or whatever they 
do.
SC: Was Dave Edmunds hanging around?
RY: He was doing America at that time.
DT: He usually hangs around but he wasn’t there when we were 
there. There’s two studios there. One of them is really space age 
type of thing and they’ve got a 40 track digital computerised board. 
The other one is the one where we were and it was a 16 track and it 
was built in ’65 . . .
RY: To Edmunds’ specifications. He designed the whole room. At
some stage they said they were going to change it and he said ‘well 
I won’t be back here if you do’. They wanted to modernise it to 
attract people . . .
DT: So they kept that room as it was and built this other one to 
satisfy the demand and it’s got all these modifications on it like 
there’s a bank of foot switches so that Edmunds can sit with his 
guitar playing and drop in and out with his foot. The studio itself just 
seemed like it was full of the vibrations from all the great records 
that had been made there. It was a great atmosphere. So we were 
really lucky to get that one instead of the 40 tracker.
SC: Where else would you have recorded if not Rockfield? 
RY: Rockfield was mentioned right from the outset when Stein 
came out here. He said ‘oh I’ll get you into Rockfield and you’ll do a 
tour with The Ramones’.
SC: Have the tapes been remixed for the album?
DT: No, see all I had . . .  all this time I was negotiating with Stein to 
try to get the master I had a copy of it, a safety copy, in my closet. It 
was on 7V2 ips rather than 15 so it would have been better to have 
had the real master but we couldn't get it. I realised .. . after awhile 
he wouldn’t even return my calls. It was pointless so I checked out 
my tape to see if it was good enough quality and I sent it to Charles 
Fisher in New Jersey and he checked it out and said it was good 
enough so we sent it to Australia. WEA was delighted to get it and 
since they’ve bought Seymour there’s no hassle. Legally we’re OK 
anyway because we’ve got the right -  in our contract with Sire we 
retain Australia and New Zealand ourselves so it was just a matter 
of getting a physical tape to use.
RY: Nobody knew that he made that copy.
SC: Where did all the cassette copies come from?
DT: I don’t know but I’d like to find out about that.
RY: Even our manager didn’t take one in the interests of security 
so that there wouldn’t be rhany. I know a lot of people who’ve got 
dubs of the tape.'
DT: There was a terrible argument at Rockfield about that because 
I didn’t want Pip to send one back to his girlfriend in Australia. But 
that was the thing -  we only wanted one copy per member and that 
wasn’t to be copied. But apparently one got out. It doesn’t matter to 
me.
RY: It takes the shine of the release off for a lot of people. Also the 
bootleg that was out has a couple of tracks that are on this album. 
SC: What happened about the bootleg?
RY: We tried to trace them up but somhow it just never got too far. 
We thought we were onto them for awhile. This guy in a shop in 
Melbourne tried to sell me one and was really surprised to find out 
that I wasn’t all that pleased about it being out.
SC: Someone obviously put a lot of time into the presentation 
of it.
RY: It was made to look like it’d been done by a fan . ..
DT: That’s what they’d like you to believe . ..
RY: That’s the thing, and why people are appalled when I say I 
don’t approve. The thing is that it’s the people who put the effort 
into the gig. . . Dennis wrote most of the songs. .. I guess there’s a 
lot of covers on it to .. . it’s not a great performance anyway. Just 
from memory there’s one song where the vocals cut completely 
out.
DT: We’ve got live tapes that are really great compared to that 
stuff. We’ve got stuff on 16 track mobile that really sounds good. 
Maybe we’ll release it one day.
RY: We were thinking about a live EP one day.
DT: If our stuff is going to be out on bootleg anyway we might as 
well let people have the best.
RY: We weren’t happy the night we played . . .
DT: It was a bad night . . .
RY: They covered their tracks pretty well because we had the 
Commonwealth Police onto it. Some artists encourage it because 
they think it stimulates their other record sales but for us it was 
bad . . . .
DT: We’ve always wanted to have control over product. We’ve 
always wanted to be able to say ‘Ok what’s coming out is a direct 
representation of the band and not of an industry’ and whether it’s a 
big record company or a small bootlegger it’s the same to us. 
RY: Apparently this guy fell into a swimming pool and was 
electrocuted holding a guitar, the guy that the bootleg is dedicated 
to. That’s the story of Nick .. .
SC: You don’t know who he was?
RY: We don’t know the guy. Someone told me they were playing a 
gig -  an outdoor gig at a party or something and the guy went into 
the swimming pool holding his guitar and died.
DT: Is that the version you heard? What I heard was that the guy 
was a real Birdman fan and he had his stereo set up by his 
swimming pool and he was playing our album and it fell into the 
water while he was doing laps and electrocuted him. He used to do 
laps while listening to us. It’s hard to work out what’s imagination in 
this.
RY: Talk about swim to the beat.
SC: Who put together the cover to Living Eyes?
RY: Mostly me and Angie. We did the outside stuff and Warwick 
did the inside.
SC: The band’s not going to be called Radio Birdman?
RY: It’s New Race. We’re taking pains to avoid the Birdman tag. 
There’s a disgraceful advertisement in this weeks RAM and 
ROADRUNNER I believe where the record company, despite what 
we told them, have bought out this ad with a little picture of the 
album and an ad for the New Race. We don’t want the tie up in that 
way. We’re not saying it’s the same group but we are using the 
symbol but that represents something else, the whole ideal and the 
spirit of it.
DT: When we called to complain the guy got aggressive just about 
us calling.
SC: What’s the repertoire going to be for the New Race tour? 
RY: We’re aiming to have a hard and fast set. We’ll do some old 
songs that we used to play, some Radio Birdman stuff, and some 
new songs that Dennis has written. It’ll be like our history.
DT: Because of the short time we’ve got to put the thing together 
the bulk of it will be Radio Birdman songs -  stuff off the new album 
and a few of the old favourites too.
SC: Do you expect to get a completely different audience from 
the oid days?
DT: A lot of people I see hanging around wearing T shirts and 
badges and talking about us never actually saw the band. That’s 
probably the people we’ll get.
RY: I’ve been told by people that that they’ll turn in their badges 
and T shirts if Dennis and I play again. The say ‘well you guys are 
legendary’ and all this shit, ‘if you play again it’ll ruin it’.
SC: I imagine a lot of the crowds will be like with The Saints 
and never have seen the band before.
RY: They got a lot of flak, and even from previous members, 
because they used the name but Bailey didn’t really exploit the 
name and the old band all that much. Sure they played a few of the 
old tunes but they came up with a lot of new s tu ff. ..
DT: It’s like last year, or a couple of years ago (staring at Younger) 
me and Mark were going away and we got together with Chris and 
Warwick . . .  it was at the last Visitors gig and we decided to get 
together -  for a jam and we called it The Comrades Of War and you 
wouldn’t believe the hassle I got about that. Old friends of mine 
came up to me and said they were appalled and asked me how I 
could do it. People I’d known for years.
SC: Why was the Angie Pepper Band formed?
DT: Mainly to record the album. We’re playing some shows to see 
how the songs work out under pressure. I hate to go in and record 
things before you’ve really tried them out because invariably you 
want to change something a bit later.
SC: Who’ll release the album, Trafalgar or Phantom?
DT: I don’t know. It won’t be Phantom, I’ll tell you that now. They’re 
too limiting. They don’t have any distribution.
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David Byrne and Brian Eno
My Life In The Bush Of Ghosts
DAVID BYRNE AND BRIAN ENO have long
since established themselves as two of the most innovative 
forces in rock. Each has found ways to expand the vocabulary 
of contemporary music with new and challenging expressions. 
Byrne’s deliciously off-balance musical delivery has made 
Talking Heads an influence for a host of new bands. From 
“Psycho Killer” to “Life During Wartime” Talking Heads, under 
Byrne’s leadership, has enlivened the cautious rock scene 
with a steady dose of the provocative.
Talking Heads’ last three albums, MORE SONGS ABOUT 
BUILDINGS AND FOOD, FEAR OF MUSIC and REMAIN IN 
LIGHT, were also aided by the audio vision of producer 
Brian Eno. Often described as a latter-day Renaissance Man, 
Eno is a musician, poet, writer, trained artist and recording 
technologist. As the keyboards/electronics expert in Roxy 
Music, Eno rocketed into the spotlight in the early ’70s with a 
flair for theatrics and spacey arrangements. After leaving Roxy 
Music, Eno’s busy creative schedule expanded into more 
experimental areas and he quickly became known as the avant 
garde’s leading emissary to the rock world. Combining 
electronic research, philosophical inquest, politics and pop.
Eno concocted a musical category of his own with albums like 
HERE COME THE WARM JETS, TAKING TIGER MOUNTAIN 
BY STRATEGY, and BEFORE AND AFTER SCIENCE.
He’s piled up a slew of cypedits producing David Bowie,
John Cale, Ultravox! and Devo.
MY LIFE IN THE BUSH OF GHOSTS is a meeting, then, 
of two very considerable imaginations. Eno and Byrne have 
created a haunting, ethereal, challenging piece of new music 
every bit as formidable as the individual works that preceded 
it, but one unlike anything you’ve heard before. It should be one 
of the year’s most talked-about LP’s.
Discography:
David Byrne Brian Eno
TALKINQ HEADS 77
MORE SONGS ABOUT BUILDINGS AND FOOD 
FEAR OF MUSIC 
REMAIN IN LIGHT
HERE COME THE WARM JETS 
TAKING TIGER MOUNTAIN BY STRATEGY 
ANOTHER GREEN WORLD 
BEFORE AND AFTER SCIENCE 
MUSIC FOR FILMS 
MUSIC FOR AIRPORTS
Give the 
crfmusi
SIRE
©1981 Sire Records Company
SRK 6093 
M5K 6093
record
cassette
D istributed by WEA Records Pty. L im ited 
A Warner Com m unications Com pany
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T A C T I C S
Tactics, with Dave Studdert in foreground.
I was sitting in the 
office one afternoon 
when the phone rang. 
Nothing unusual about 
that. It happens all the 
time. What was unusual 
was the fact that the 
voice on the other end of 
the line belonged to 
Dave Studdert, lead 
singer of Tactics, whose 
debut album, ‘My 
Houdini’ has received 
critical accolades by the 
barrowload since its re­
lease a couple of months 
back.
What was even more un­
usual was the fact that Studdert 
was in Adelaide. I couldn’t 
recall any publicity about a 
performance, and in fact on 
enquiring I was informed that 
Studdert was in town for a 
couple of days holiday between 
a Melbourne mini-tour and his 
return to Sydney.
So the next afternoon Stud­
dert came round to my house 
for a brief but illuminating dis­
cussion.
Originally from Canberra (‘a 
city plonked down in the middle 
of the Western plains and 
reminiscent of M ussolin i’s 
Dream’, according to Studdert), 
Tactics made the move to 
Sydney in 1979, and while 
creating an initially favourable 
impression in the Harbour City, 
nothing much seemed to be 
happening for them last year.
Then, wham, out of the blue 
came the stunning ‘My 
Houdini’ , the best debut album 
released so far this year by an 
Australian band.
Meticulously assembled 
over a period of nearly nine 
months, the album introduces a 
band brim-full of musical and 
lyrical ideas. It has that quality 
all too lacking in today’s retread 
rock marketplace originality. As
a result it’ll probably be a 
commercial failure, but as 
Studdert says, “ I’d rather 500 
people bought it and really liked 
it than 25,000 buying it and 
filing it under D for Diamond.”
One thing that becomes very 
quickly apparent when talking 
to Studdert, a tall thin man of 
restless disposition and pos­
sessed of a manic cackle, is 
that here is a person who 
believes in what he is doing, 
and further more, knows the 
way he wants to do it.
“When you haven’t got con­
trol and you’re not around all 
the time, people don’t do what 
you want,” he states flatly. 
“Take recording engineers. We 
worked with four or five during 
the recording of the album and 
we had to fight with every one to 
get the sounds we wanted. We 
were paying them to do some­
thing for us, but it wasn’t a 
straight capitalistic working 
relationship.
“The sort of music we’re 
trying to do is very much, 
balanced. We’re trying to get 
the effect of looking at very 
ordinary things from weird 
angles. Now if we were doing 
pop, or even straight dischords, 
like that U.K. avant-garde feel, 
then the engineers probably 
would have known what to do. 
But when you’re sitting in the 
middle, the difference between 
it sounding like pop and not is 
just this thing brought up a little 
bit or this other thing brought up 
a little . . .  just one or two 
departures from the norm and 
you’ve got to be there or they 
won’t do it.
“We have very definite ideas. 
We know what we want. It’s just 
very difficult to get it,” he 
concludes.
All the music for My Houdini 
was recorded at the small 
Basilisk Studio in Sydney over 
a period of eight months. In an 
episode that still causes tem­
pers to rise and blood to sim­
mer the tapes were extricated
from the Studio’s owner, Martin 
Bishop, by force, and’ the 
vocals done at York Studios in 
Melbourne.
Studdert claims that Bishop 
got ‘too dictatorial’ and that the 
tapes were seized after the 
band were informed that 
Bishop had threatened to burn 
them.
“ He (Bishop) gets a bit over- 
dramatic . . . and we’re pretty 
overdramatic too. It was real 
‘Restless Years’ stuff.”
Studdert says he’s happy 
with the album, apart from a few 
technical things.
“ I’ve got no microphone 
techique. I mean I don’t really 
want one—that’s something 
that people like Olivia Newton- 
John and Frank Sinatra have. 
But it means that my vocals 
need a compresser very badly. 
What eventually happened was 
that the vocals were too com­
pressed and as a result they 
break up in a couple of places. 
But I was very pleased with the 
way I sang.
“The songs have a certain 
naivety about them, which I 
like, but it would be impossible 
to reproduce that again.”
The recording process 
seems to have left Studdert 
with a healthy disrespect, not 
only for engineers (“ most of 
them are only interested in 
establishing an identity for 
themselves, not the band” ) but 
for studios generally.
“The studio doesn’t really 
matter that much. There are 
people using 88 track studio to 
recreate the Spector sound— 
which was originally achieved 
in a four track. It’s just too 
much—you get dwarfed by the 
technology. There are so many 
buttons in studios these days 
that you can never work out 
more than the combinations 
between three or four effects. 
It’s just substituting technology 
for imagination” .
In the past. Tactics’ live 
performances have been
characterised by their erratic­
ness. Since ‘My Houdini’ was 
released however the band has 
been playing with unusual fre­
quency and as a result the bad 
nights are not the howling 
disasters they once were.
“One of the problems with us 
live,” says Studdert, “ is that we 
were so neurotic. If one guitar 
lead packed up the whole band 
collapsed.” He unleashes a 
manic cackle that scares my 
cats.
“ Every time we play live we 
are extremely tentative. Now 
we know how to cope with it 
more. And because of the 
increased numbers of gigs it’s 
getting to sound more how I’d 
like it to.
“The whole way we operate 
though is very much against the 
way bands are supposed to 
operate. I hate the way bands 
present a complete package, 
with huge P.A.’s, lights, effects. 
It really narrows things down.
“ I like bands who you can- 
see are not pretending';,to be. 
God in trousers. Just a bunch of 
people. That’s the way we do 
it.”
If Studdert doesn’t care 
much for the ‘traditional’ modus 
operand!, he is scarcely over­
flowing in his praise of the 
‘serious’ ‘avant-garde’ wing of 
Australian rock either.
“ I just don’t like the way those 
sorts of bands give you the 
impression. . .  the whole notion 
of the avant-garde is just the 
same notion that Holden or 
Westinghouse have. It’s very 
much tied in with the underpin­
ning ideas of capitalist society, 
that we go forward—we do 
something new all the time.
“ It’s also gained the conno­
tation, ever since the 1860’s 
with people like Rimbaud and 
that, that they are visionaries, 
somehow different to the rest of 
the population— and that 
they’re going to impose on 
them some kind of truth.
“What we try to strive for is an
equal relationship— t̂he aud­
ience put in some energy and 
we put in some energy. So it 
would be really good if the 
audience danced all the time.”
Earlier in the conversation 
the obviously educated Stud­
dert unleashed a Nietzschean 
quote to support a point; ‘I can’t 
conceive of a god that doesn’t 
dance.’ I remind him of it.
“Yes. I’ve seen my devil and 
he is serious, profound and 
thorough. I don’t really want to 
be serious . . .  being serious ail 
the time is just a drag. I don’t 
feel I have a mission to give 
people this eye-opening truth.”
Though most oif the songs on 
the album do deal with serious 
topics I point out.
“Yeah. Well that’s one of the 
things I don’t like about it,” 
Studdert replies. “Not that I’ve 
got anything against being 
serious. I just don’t like being 
serious all the time. Most 
people are serious some of the 
time, and, humorous the rest. I 
don’t .see. why an album 
shouldn’t be like that. It’s more 
balanced, more natural.”
Studdert finds it hard to 
characterize the band’s aud­
ience. He trots out the famous 
Dave Warner line, ‘too hip for 
the straights, too straight for the 
hipsters’ to describe the band.
“We get these wacked out 
suburban people who sit in a 
house in Gymea, or Bedford 
Park or Moonee Ponds, who 
get wacked out of their head on 
acid all the time and go out 
once a week.” That cackle 
again.
“We’ve played some really 
funny suburban gigs too. We 
used to support the Thoughties 
(Thought Criminals) a lot. One 
time a guy came up to us and 
asked if we knew ‘Gimme 
Head’ by the Radiators.” 
Crackle. “We said no. Another 
time at the Bexley in Sydney 
this guy called out ‘You guys 
play like niggers!’ You beauty!” 
Especially manic cackle.
Studdert admits to be a bit of 
a bigot when it comes to other 
bands that he likes. He claims 
to play the same 12 or 13 
records all the time (‘some 
reggae records, Curtis 
Ma^ield, James Brown’) but 
says he’s been playing Public 
Image Ltd. lately.
“ I sorta like PiL, but there’s 
no point in listening to them 
really. If you listen to them too 
much, you’re only gonna end 
up taking from them. Just a 
waste of time.
“ If you want to do anything 
different in Australia you’ve just 
got to take all these influences 
from elsewhere and put them 
together. But they obviously 
undergo a change in that pro­
cess.”
I mention something that I’d 
read, that the band were in­
terested in Aboriginal music.
“Yeah. We listen to a lot of it. 
What interests me is the fact 
that the rhythm is in 
everything—it’s that drone and 
chariting. We’d like to integrate 
it, but we don’t want to do it in a 
condescending way. I like the 
way they talk and sing about 
ordinary things. They highlight 
people’s sim ilarities, rather 
than their differences.”
The Tactics album is the first 
release on Green Records, a 
partnership between Roger 
Grierson (Thought Criminals & 
Doublethink) and journalist 
Stuart ‘Little Deuce’ Coupe. 
And with the label’s distribution 
(always the headache for in­
dependents) through Larrikin/ 
E.M.I., there’s every chance 
the record will achieve the 
success it deserves.
“ I don’t know whether it’ll do 
alright,” says Studdert. “ It’s out 
of my hands. I don’t really care 
if we don’t as long as we’re 
tempted to do everything prop­
erly. If you work at an idea and 
do it properly and people don’t 
like it . . . well, that’s up to 
them.”
DONALD ROBERTSON
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IFYO U SWING UPON A
STAR...
Mokes no difference
who you ore.
I’ve seen some bad cases of 
rock’n’roll induced bodily damage, but 
this example verges on the extreme. 
The musician sitting in front of me 
looks like he’s been awake for a week; 
his complexion is the colour of old 
putty, there are dark indigo bags be­
neath his eyes, and his every move as 
he slumps back in his chair betokens 
terminal weariness.
There’s little resemblance between this sorry 
looking figure and the healthy young bassist I 
last saw bounding about a stage in January at a 
Melbourne pub gig. But that was two long 
months ago, and events have been tending to 
crowd in on Dwayne “ Bones” Hillman and his 
band the Swingers in that time.
The most notable of them has been the 
progress of a nervy and infectious forty-five 
called Counting The Beat which has risen with 
the minimum of fanfare to nothing less than 
number one on the charts, transforming an 
unassuming pop trio notable only for having an 
ex-member of Split Enz in their lineup into a 
rather more rarified proposition. In a business 
and a country where “paying your dues” is still 
a worn article of faith, a super successful debut 
single tends to telescope processes, raise sus­
picions and expectations; for eight weeks now 
the Swingers have been touring incessantly, 
satisfying media demands and at the same time 
recording what could be a crucial follow up 
single.
It’s the last task that’s been the major drain 
on the Swingers’ energies, though the inevitable 
mysterious virus disease that’s arrived with the 
onset of a Melbourne autumn hasn’t made 
things any easier. It’s had a particularly deadly 
effect on the band’s singer-guitarist Phil Judd; 
he slouches into the room, looking as ever like 
a doormouse with unusually piercing eyes, 
manages a few words, groans, and then sinks 
onto the table with his head in his arms. He also 
remains recumbent for the rest of the interview, 
though the affable Hillman is more than eager to 
explain that the Swingers are not that creature 
to be regarded with maximum distrust, an over­
night sensation.
“ It started when me and Buster Stiggs, who 
was our original drummer, were playing in a 
band called the Suburban Reptiles and we were 
in the process of cutting a single, which Phil 
was going to produce.... but the guitarist wasn’t 
making it so he ended up playing on the 
session as well. After that we started jamming 
with him and a lot of other people — Toy Love 
was another band who came out of the process
— and as the other band was dying anyway, we 
decided to do something together.”
Hillman’s band was one of a number that had 
formed in Auckland and Wellington in the ’77 - 
’78 after-effects of arrival of punk in New Zea­
land (the most prominent being the Scavengers, 
later the notorious Marching Girls) and they 
played the usual ramalama Stooges/Who influ­
enced fare.
Judd, meanwhile, was still feeling his way 
back into rock’n’roll after suffering psychic wear 
and tear following^ his departure from the Enz 
when their initial mid-70s attempt to make it in 
England floundered. Originally he’d intended to 
pick up the threads of his career as a painter, 
but the lure of the beat was strong enough to 
encourage him to strike out in a new musical 
direction. From the start, the Swingers concen­
trated on accessible dance music (a style which 
Hillman claims was always his main preference
— “ I was one of about four Skyhooks fans in 
the whole of New Zealand” ) and decided to 
remain a trio.
“Originally we thought about getting a fourth 
member but after listening to the Police we 
realised that we could work as a trio as long as 
we did it properly.”
The combination seemed an unlikely one — 
two rough edged tyros who’d never played in 
outfits that didn’t fall apart as soon as they were 
formed and the multi-talented young veteran of 
one of the most indulged and indulgent interna­
tional cult bands of the 70s — but the Swingers 
soon forged a distinctive sound, though their 
obvious Dotential didn’t impress the local record 
labels.
“ Eventually we had to release our own single, 
a version of One Good Reason, which we
Adrian Ryon talks to two Swingers.
re-recorded for the B-side of Counting The 
Beat.” This vinyl debut managed to peak at 
number 17 on the New Zealand charts, despite 
minimal airplay and by mid-1980, the Swingers 
were firmly slotted into the dubious position of 
being one of the country’s top live acts.
“By this time we’d done four national tours, 
which means you go from town to town doing 
three or four night residencies at the local pub. 
The first time around it’s exciting enough, but 
the whole thing soon gets pretty boring.” The 
Swingers’ ticket out of threatened stagnation in 
their homeland arrived in the shape of Mus­
hroom’s Michael Gudinski, who in a predictably 
astute move signed the band and advised them 
to remove themselves to Australia immediately. 
More importantly, he provided them with a 
sympathetic producer in David Tickle, the En­
glish wunderkind who masterminded the Split 
Enz renaissance.
“Working with David has been great. In New 
Zealand there’s no such thing as record pro­
ducers as such — the studios are passable but 
there’s no one who knows how to do the job 
properly. With David, getting things exactly right 
is the main thing, and he doesn’t worry about 
deadlines if he’s not satisfied with the result.” 
Tickle’s perfectionist attitude to mixing and vari­
ous other delays kept the single in limbo for 
several months, time spent by the Swingers 
working stubbornly around the traps and inves­
tigating the complexities of the Australian circuit.
“We did a tour with Sports and I was always 
thinking about how the audiences were going to 
respond to us when we were on our own. I’m 
glad that we started off in Melbourne rather than 
Sydney — up there it seems so much harder to 
get the wood ducks out of their houses if you 
haven’t got something on the charts. But we 
didn’t have any illusions. It’s no use expecting 
success here if you aren’t prepared to put in the 
work, which some of the new Zealand bands 
aren’t prepared to do. Toy Love have broken up 
now — they only gave it six months and they 
didn’t get it together in that time. And last time 
we were in Sydney I saw a member of an 
ex-top New Zealand band who came over here 
working on the door at a venue we played. I can 
remember how they used to always treat us like 
dirt when we used to support them.”
By the beginning of 1981, anyone who was 
interested had had plenty of opportunity to 
investigate the Swingers’ live act, which remains 
an intriguing if not overwhelming proposition. 
There’s no doubt that Judd sets the musical 
tone of the band; the principal components of 
their attack are his plaintive vocals and adept 
guitar playing, the latter being a carefully cus­
tomised sound that hammers away over the 
tense beat, relying on spaces and distinctive 
chording. There’s a certain sameness to the 
rhythms the band employs, but they still achieve 
an uniqueness which Hillman suggests is a 
major component in the success of Counting 
The Beat.
“ If you listen to the rock’n’roll singles that 
have been really successful lately, things like 
Antmusic or Runaway Boys or Counting, you 
can hear that they’ve all got a really distinctive 
sound. Something that makes you take notice.”
It’s an approach that demands a high degree 
of skill and cohesiveness and there’s already 
been one casualty in the person of Buster 
Stiggs. He left the band in January to move to 
Models and has been succeeded in the drum 
chair by Ian Gilroy, another Kiwi who was 
previously with that excellent and quirky combo 
the Crocodiles. Stiggs’ departure hasn’t im­
peded the Swingers’ determined approach to 
co-operative songwriting. “What we usually do 
is set up a cassette when we rehearse, play till 
sorhething interesting comes up and take it from 
there. We don’t have any problems with turning 
out material.”
The best of that material is now being mus­
tered for the band’s first album, tentatively set 
for July release. In the meantime, the Swingers 
are still out there convincing new audiences that 
the band is more than a one hit wonder. They 
seem quietly confident of their potential. “We 
weren’t overwhelmed when Counting The Beat 
went to number one. It took so long for it to be 
released the major thrill was seeing it sneak 
onto the charts — we thought, great, that’s 
going to make things a bit easier. The rest was 
just a bonus. Now we just have to wait and 
make sure the next one does well and then 
make a good album. We’re only beginning.... ”
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The Go-Betweens started playing a 
few years ago. Riptide Dennis Cantwell 
sat in occasionally as drummer. Then 
came an economics student, Tim Mus­
tafa, who chucked it in too long ago now 
to remember. Continuing the long chain 
of drummers that have augmented The 
Go-Betweens through the years, the 
unstoppable Bruce Anthon (ex Sur­
vivors) filled in for a short period in late 
1979 just prior to their extended holiday 
overseas.
The Go-Betweens at that stage in the proceed­
ings were Robert Forster and Grant McLennan. 
Forster played guitar and McLennan bass. It 
wasn’t intended that there be only two Go- 
Betweens, just that they never ever found a 
suitable third member (much less a fourth!). They 
tried adding a second guitarist but things didn’t 
work out to put it mildly, and as such they are still 
very hesitant to this day about changing the status 
quo:..
“ . . .  that’s . . .  I’v e . . .  We don’t feel the need for 
a second guitar...if we could have someone who 
played three or four instruments (I mean most 
bands would like someone like that) but who 
doesn’t dominate the sound...that would be nice, 
but we haven’t thought about augmenting the band 
with a fourth person yet. When the recording for the 
album comes we’ll have to think of extra instru­
ments, but not necessarily extra people.”
(Grant)
It’s looked on with astonishment in Brisbane if 
bands last for more than six months, and as such 
bands like the Go-Betweens fall into a class of their 
own. Robert Forster has always had a theory about 
Brisbane bands, but the Go-Betweens didn’t really 
fit in, and it definitely wasn’t the same driving 
ambition exhibited by the late Riptides . . .
“ . . .  it’s not really a straight out policy. I think it 
comes from something that’s more innate within us 
. . .  we don’t play too often, that’s one thing, as if to 
make each time you play important. I think that’s 
good for both the audience and the band. . .  not be 
afraid to take breaks which you can because you 
haven’t booked yourself up . .. and not to be 
greedy.”
It may not be policy, but it sure explains what 
motivates the Go-Betweens. Last year after 
returning from the U.K. and the east coast of 
America the Go-Betweens began rehearsing a 
new FOUR piece line-up that played only one gig 
(in Mid-June of that year). Little really needs to be 
said about that grouping, suffice to say that it didn’t 
work out.
The present, and what now looks to be the most 
stable, line-up was formed around August last 
year. It comprises the original nucleus of Forster 
and McLennan with recently departed Zero 
member Lindy Morrison drumming. It is this band 
that has played intermittently over the last few 
months arid is now due to record their first album.
The Go-Betweens most recent single (the third 
by the band) called “I Need Two Heads”/“Stop 
Before You Say It” was recorded in Scotland for 
Postcard Records with Orange Juice drummer 
Stephen Daley. While the single was recorded in 
the U.K., the A-side itself reflects the impact the 
mother country (Foreign land?) had on the 
Go-Betweens .
” . . .  ‘I Need Two Heads’ is about basically 
needing a secondary brain or a secondary . . . 
something to assimilate the new things you see, 
the new emotions you experience . . . ”
(Grant)
The song prompts the question how different is it 
in the U.K.?
“ It is really different, it is a lot poorer especially 
the people that we were . . .  urn . . .  hanging 
around with .. . things were more expensive. The 
economic climate is experienced by all the people 
and they are quite droll and depressed about it all 
. .. it’s also quite political . .. and apart from the 
social things it’s seeing all the things you’ve read 
about. .. it’s just a real opening . . . ”
(Grant)
Did the Place live up to their grand expecta­
tions?
“ London . .. both Robert and I were quite 
disappointed with, and I think that is to do with the 
fact that we didn’t really know anyone playing in 
bands actually playing in London . . .  in Scotland 
we did . . .
“The thing is, we hit London at a really bad time 
. . .  in winter and we knew no-one, and we were 
living with our grandparents practically . . .  it was 
just totally different going into the London envi­
ronment, clubs, and then coming back out to 
Clapham and walking up stairs and living in 
someones attic .. . it was very disorientating . . . ”
(Grant)
" . . .  and you know it’s not justified just so that 
you can see one group that you’ve heard about in 
Brisbane in the N.M.E. Just going to see them 
doesn’t sustain you . . .  the groups were still good, 
but they weren’t great.”
(Robert)
There you have it. Next time you drop ‘I Need 
Two Heads’ onto the turntable, or hear it on the 
radio, you’ll know how it all came about. Another 
party to the latest Go-Betweens single, in the role 
of producer, was Alternative T.V. member Alex 
Ferguson . . .
“Well that was one of the crazier notions of Alan 
Horne nee Wilde, Postcard (Records) supremo, 
but it worked well with us. I think it worked with 
Orange Juice but to a lesser extent because he 
didn’t really control the proceedings. He let all 
three bands (Go-Betweens, Orange Juice and 
Joseph K) arrange the songs they wanted to and 
just SUGGESTED .. . and I think his time in the 
studio obviously benefited us.”
(Grant)
“We thought he was going to be a lot weirder 
than he was. I thought he’d be quite manic, but he’s 
actually very poppy and very. . .  urn. . .  sixties. .. 
sort of chorus minded person, which was a 
surprise,,and it probably worked alright.”
B (Robert)
The operation of Postcard Records in Scotland, 
the label that released the ‘I Need Two Heads’ 
single in the U.K. has since come under the 
spotlight in the English rock publications on the 
strengths of their product. The label when the 
Go-Betweens recorded was ostensibly a backyard 
operation . . .
” . . .  it’s like you just walk up two sets of stairs to 
the second floor and it’s just a bedroom, lounge 
room and bathroom and kitchen . . . it’s just like 
living in Brisbane . . . well it was when we were 
there. . . it was nothing . . . nothing was happening 
with Postcard . . .  we recorded, we left . . . and 
perhaps us going they hit a certain amount of 
celebrity. It was quite big three months ago, it has 
seemed to have died down a little bit now. They’re 
still saying Orange Juice needs a single to break 
them . . . and Joseph K’s album was just as good 
as Echo and the Bunnymen . . .  so it wasn’t 
released . . . cost £2,000.”
(Grant)
The finished Go-Betweens single revealed a 
substantial change in direction. Possibly the 
superior studios and prouction methods added to 
it, but this record and their new material marks 
quite a deviation from the ‘Lee Remick’ and 
‘People Say’ period. Ironically or maybe 
paradoxically is a better word, ‘People Say’ still 
figures predominantly amongst their impressive 
live set. Although they may have done away with 
many of the poppy hooklines the sound is thinner, 
and more distinctly their own, emphasising, as 
always, the equal importance of the lyrics. On first 
listen. Grant’s bass is the instigator of the 
underlying melody with Robert’s guitar working 
with it rather than against it. Further listens only 
reinforce their own sound, and comparisons with 
Tom Verlaine are only a souvenir from a dream.
“I Need Two Heads” received unqualified 
praise in the U.K. rock press late last year. With the 
N.M.E. saying something like ‘you don’t have to 
shock to be new’ it was clear that something had to 
be done at home. It wasn’t a surprise that the great 
Missing Link came forward to release this highly 
acclaimed piece of vinyl in Australia . . .
” . . .  Um . . . Keith (Keith Glass, Mr. Missing 
Link) approached us and just said do you want to 
put the single o u t. . . and he made it available for 
us to play Melbourne . . . ”
(Robert)
While Robert quickly made his way back to 
Australia in late April last year Grant, not to be 
deterred, made his way across to the U.S. of A.
“ (It’s) completely different, a completely diffe­
rent country. I only went to the East Coast and 
mainly three cities . . . and New York was the place 
I had the most fun in. The music was very boring, 
very predictable, 4 rock and roll pop. There was 
one interesting band . . .  called The Sirens. 
They’re an all girl band .. . quite rocky like the 
Pretenders, but they were a bit like the Raincoats 
in harmony and what they sang about. I liked them 
a lot.”
The Go-Betweens, as they stand now, in late 
February completed recording ten of their new 
songs as demos for Keith Glass. The likelihood of 
the demos being released, in the words of Robert 
is “zilch” .
” . . .  they’re just demos for Keith . .. mainly for 
us really . . .  to just know what we want to play, 
what we’re not going to play, what direction we 
want to go into and just how we sound.. . and also 
go into the studio just as an exercise . . .
“Normally we just went in and did it straight 
away. This is the first recording studio we’ve ever 
been into where we had a set amount of time . .. 
when we didn’t have to come out with a single after 
six or eight hours that was going to affect many 
people’s judgement of us for the next year. . .  You 
couldn’t put out a single, realise something was 
wrong and then record a new one, two or three 
months later, to vindicate i t . . .  I mean you just put 
out one a year and it’s gotta be good.”
(Robert)
Changing direction a bit here, one of the things 
that has impressed me about the Go-Betweens 
performances of late, which possibly ties in with 
what Robert was talking about earlier, is the 
variation of their set each time they play. There is 
always a surprise in store, whether it be an old 
favourite unannounced (and usually unrehearsed) 
or a new song . . .
“Yeah, Yeah . . .  we don’t play every song we 
know, and the set has to change . . .  I think that’s 
more for us, and for the people that know the 
songs. They can pick out the ones that we’re 
fooling around with . .. and I like that.”
(Robert)
But as Grant realistically chips in . . .
“You have to really do that in Brisbane. There’s 
one or two places to play and you get the same 
people there every time . . .  whereas overseas, 
despite the fact that England is so small there’s 
different pockets everywhere, and you can play the 
same set every night in different places to different 
people . . .  that’s one of the hard things living in 
Brisbane . . .  it’s probably the same thing living in 
Sydney or Melbourne, but to a lesser extent.”
Well, that’s the Go-Betweens story, more or 
less, so far. They hope to go to Melbourne in the 
near future to record a new single, and their first 
album at Trafalga & Armstrong Studios (“Because 
Keith wants us to have the best”) under the 
watchful eye of Birthday Party engineer Tony 
Cohen. Strong rumours have it that a favourable 
English publishing deal has been secured which 
will mean the Go-Betweens will eventually-get 
back to the U.K., but in the meantime we eagerly 
await what should be a great debut album.
DAVID PESTORIUS
“It’s amazing what a bit of airplay can 
do. Six months ago when we’d play an 
outer suburban pub and I’d announce 
that we were taking a break they’d yell 
out to us not to come back. But now that 
Billy Bbaxter is on the radio, they’re all 
up and dancing . . . ”
Paul Kelly can be excused a modicum of 
cynicism concerning the sudden favour he’s found 
with audiences outside his faithful following; 
recognition has been a long time coming. For three 
years he has been working in the coalmine of the 
Melbourne pub circuit, with occasional (and 
indifferently received) expeditions interstate, and 
in that time he’s suffered enough setbacks to 
cripple artists with more resilience than he 
appears, on the surface, to posses. Billy Baxter, 
the infectious bluebeat flavoured single that’s been
a long running Melbourne hit for Kelly and his ever 
changing Dots has yet to achieve national 
breakout status, but it’s served to make his name 
known outside the handful of inner city dives where 
he’s ruled since arriving from Adelaide in 1977 to 
front the Highrise Bombers.
More importantly, Billy Baxter is only one twelfth 
of Kelly’s debut album “Talk” that deserves a place 
in Oz rock history for the sheer number of 
procrastinations, false starts and overdubs in­
volved in it’s making. The liner notes tell some of 
the story; they list three producers, remixing duties 
by Kelly and his manager Barry Earl and include a 
lyric sheet that notes songs originally scheduled 
but eventually scrapped.
Inevitably, it’s a disappointing album for Kelly 
admirers expecting the killer set that the man 
should be capable of. Too many chances have 
been missed in the recording; a thin sound.
uncertain vocals and careless arrangements have 
leached away much of the power that Kelly and the 
Dots can display in a live situation. Primal rockers 
like Lowdown drift by where they should be 
punching out of the speakers and the classic ballad 
Cherry is subverted by a cluttered arrangement 
that drains it of all its back street fevour, but the 
album does give a sure indication of the depth and 
range of Kelly’s writing.
Paul accepts that the circumstances of Talk’s 
recording haven’t been conducive to the produc­
tion of a dazzling debut. “The best way to look at it 
is a history of some of the things I’ve been doing 
over the last couple of years. Some of the tracks go 
back a long way — the tracks that Martin Armiger 
produced were done in 1979, and I think that he 
and Joe Camilleri who produced most of the other 
tracks suffered a bit from inexperience. And of 
course I was learning too about things like singing 
in the studio. But it does sound a lot better than 
thought it would originally . . ’’
Despite obvious deficencies, “Talk” is still one of 
the indispensable Australian albums of ’81, if only 
because Kelly is one of the most individual and 
literate rock ‘n’ roll operators this country has 
produced and because his recorded product has 
been so thin on the ground. The Highrise Bombers 
released only a scrappy cassette as a memorial to 
their brief career as an incandescent pub band, 
while the Dots have only an out-of-print EP and a 
disappointing Pete Solley produced single (Seeing 
Is Believing) to their credit.
In the meantime, Paul Kelly and the Dots have 
had to rely on critical praise, endless but unfocus­
sed gigging and the often expressed admiration of 
their more famous peers to spread the word. And 
as any musician’ musician will tell you, that kind of 
acclaim doesn’t butter much bread, let alone 
finance well organised assaults on the mass 
consciousness.
“Talk” also gives Kelly’s songwriting a chance to 
be heard away from the distortion and sweat of 
barrooms where its subtleties tend to be lost. The 
wit and resonance that make him such an arresting 
lyricist are at last down on vinyl and in black and 
white (this is one album where printed lyrics aren’t 
superfluous) and from the tales of adolescent 
conspiracy on Promise Not To Tell (with such 
sparkling lines as “ I won’t Bogart the bottle/if you 
won’t Cagney the girls” ) through to the ambiguous 
romanticism of Want You Back Again and the self 
deprecating barbs of Fall Guy, the expected verbal 
brilliance is present and correct, as are the simple 
but memorable melodies.
Every polished phrase is evidence of the 
subtlety with which Kelly expresses an urban 
songwriting sensibility drawing on a host of 
influences (Dylan and Lou Reed being only the 
most obvious); the quotation from Bauderlaire’s 
spleen on the liner notes is sufficent evidence of a 
percieved role as a poet working in an intractable 
medium, but Kelly never stretches his finesse to 
the point of pretension.
All the basic tracks on “Talk” were recorded with 
a Dots’ linup featuring guitarists Chris Dyson and 
Chris Worrall, who had played with Kelly for 
eighteen months and parted company with him in 
November of 1980. Kelly is reluctant to expand on 
the differences that lead to the split, other than to 
conceded that “ it was basically a conflict over 
control and songwriting.” Chris Dyson, himself a 
talented writer with plenty of partisans among the 
Dots’ following, does have one song on “Talk” (the 
infectious Please Send Me) and was reluctant to 
leave the band. He blames Kelly’s insistence on 
monopolising the band’s direction and has now 
formed his own outfit, the Flesh Engines.
Dyson’s and Worrall’s departure from what had 
seemed a stable lineup could hardly have occured 
at a worse time, but ironically the new Dots seem to 
have given Kelly, always dependent on the 
strengths of his frontmen, a stronger than ever 
base to work from. His new guitarists are both 
veterans of the incestuous Carlton network. Tim 
Brosnan and Mick Holmes had been playing 
together in the sem i-legendary Melbourne 
Romantics (who’ve also supplied one third of the 
current Reels lineup) and before that in outfits as 
varied as Man And Machine and sometime “ new 
Skyhooks” the Millionaires. Both of them are 
abrasively inventive players who together with a 
revitalised rhythm section of ex-Adelaidians Tony 
Thornton and Alan Brooker are supplying a new 
fire to Kelly’s live sound.
Simultaneously, Kelly has been exploring some 
new directions in his songwriting. Tve been trying 
to simplify things, cutting down on lyrics and 
varying the feels. A lot of the songs we do these 
days aren't full on rock ‘n’ roll — though Tim keeps 
telling me we have to play faster and get people 
dancing. These days we’re playing most of the 
time to audiences who are there because of the 
single and sometimes we’re a lot heavier than I 
think they expect. . ”
The Dots’ new approach depends far more on 
dynamics and textures than the good time 
Classic-Stones based attack of the previous band, 
and songs like ex-Dot (and long time Kelly 
collaborator) Chris Langman’s Ballad Of Good 
And Evil, the driving morality tale Some Guys and 
the haunting Lou Reed infletions of Forbidden 
Street have boundless vinyl potential.
“ I think that with the new band we’ve already got 
enough good songs to make a very good second 
album. Of course a big problem is to find the right 
producer. . .  my personal dream is to have Joe 
Strummer and Mick Jones do it.” Kelly’s unlimited 
admiration for the Clash’s main men is expressed 
in the Dots’ energetic version of Train In Vain. 
which takes its place alongside the inevitable 
Dylan obscurity (You Go Your Way And I’ll Go 
Mine) as the pick of the Dots’ occasional covers.
“One of the things I like about the Clash is the 
way they do reggae. They have a feel for the sound 
of it which is hard for a rock band to get, something 
I’d like to capture. . .  unfortunately we’ve cut down 
on our reggae songs at the moment, mainly 
because Tim and Mick have never played it before 
but it’s something I want to get back into.”
Kelly’s defection from reggae will, one hopes, be 
short lived, for he’s one of the few rockers in the 
country with an innate feel for the music’s less 
aggressive aspects; songs like The Way Love 
Used To Be — one of the shining moments on 
“Talk” and the yet unrecorded Why Are You On 
Your Own are minor gems of the Jamaican 
sub-genre Lovers’ Rock, a style white artists have 
had little success in exploiting.
While musical directions remain in flux, Jekkt 
and the Dots are receiving an initiation into mass 
live exposure supporting Dire Straits, as Knopfler 
and CO. haul their bland-out Springsteen imperso­
nations act around a grateful Australia. As a warm 
up band, the Dots have been subject to the usual 
depressing restrictions on their sound. “At the first 
Melbourne concert we went over quite well and the 
next time Dire Straits tour manager told our sound 
man that he wasn’t to have us any louder than 
105db.” (For those unversed in such matters, 
that’s a sound level you might find in a small pub 
equipped with a noise meter.)
The trials of supporting superstars are only one 
of the new found problems Kelly has had to face in 
his attempt to engage a wider audience. The 
eccentricities of radio programmers are another. 
“ Even when Billy Baxter was being flogged on AM, 
the commercial FM rock station in Melbourne 
apparently decided not to program it, the reason 
being that they thought I couldn’t sing. Not that that 
worried me very much . . .  if they find my voice 
irritating I know I must be doing something right.”
Promotion to the status of a chart band has also 
brought with it a gruelling tour schedule, something 
which Kelly has reservations about. On the day of 
the interview, the Dots were in the middle of a stint 
of ten gigs in seven days. “The way things are 
structured we're in the position of having to play all 
the time, there’s no time at all to rehearse . . .  it’s 
not that i mind playing live, but a bit less of it would 
be OK. We’re still having problems with audiences. 
Sometimes the whole thing becomes really 
apathetic and naturally they don’t respond. Then 
again, some times you can try really hard and they 
still don’t respond . . . ”
Paul Kelly’s ambivalence about the demands 
made on him as a cog in a near-monopolistic 
Melbourne music business structure may be a 
reason behind the almost wilful inconsistency he 
can display in a live situation. Anyone who’s seen 
him and the Dots in full flight in a sympathetic 
venue can testify that they’re everything that could 
be demanded of a rock band in action, but in front 
of what they consider to be an unresponsive 
audience they can be an inert embarrassment.
Still, a price has to be paid, and thankfully the 
rarer magic Paul Kelly offers isn’t a commodity that 
can be distilled to order. What distinguishes him 
from the opportunists that infest the upper reaches 
of Australian rock is not an artificial doomed-poet 
persona but a love for a music that is still the most 
important thing in his life.
“ It’s the only thing I’m any good at, so I’ve got to 
keep doing it. A lot of people who I suppose were 
my contemporaries have given up, but I’m 
immodest enough to persist. Which doesn’t mean 
that I don’t get depressed. The fact that other 
musicians or critics claim they like what I do 
doesn’t help much when you start to have doubts 
about the music.” The momentary mood of 
despondency doesn’t last too long. The after­
noon’s drawing on and he’s performing tonight at 
Festival Hall with Dire Straits; forty minutes in front 
of a curious audience, with Adelaide the night after 
that and the rest of Australia to follow. There’s a 
smile on his face as he gets up to leave. “ Don’t 
worry. I’ll get there eventually. I’m a late developer 
— my best songs are yet to come . . .”
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Richard Nixon invented the term “the 
silent majority”. That is fairly well known. 
What is less well known, as Gore Vidal 
has pointed out, is that he actually 
pinched the term from Homer, who used 
it to describe the dead. But in the context 
of modern America, the term remains 
valid, even with its Homeric derivation 
because modern American culture is 
dead . . .  its art is dead, its poetry is 
pitiful, and its attempts at progressive 
contemporary (pop) music are pathetic 
. .  . (that is, setting aside Blondie’s 
brilliant recent singles "The Tide is High” 
and "Rapture”) .. . American creative 
culture is dead a^ a maggot on a petrified 
alcoholic — and, might I add, that 
subtracting Blondie, the Ramones, 
Joanthon Richman and Bruce Springs­
teen, the truth is that American music 
has been banal as Andy Warhol and his 
cronies for years. Virtually the only 
things that America has been good at all 
along have been westerns and Arizona, 
surfing and public relations — the last 
item explaining why the world thinks 
everything else it does is worth knowing 
about.
In contrast to America, however, Britain, fast 
becoming a force in the Third World economically, 
is “happening” musically. Music, culture and the 
“arts” in general are mutating more rapidly than a 
handful of genes cast into a fast breeder reactor. 
This week’s style is last week’s trash. This week’s 
music is next week’s muzak. Footloose kids who 
busk at the Underground stations go from rags to 
Royces and return, all on a cheap day return ticket. 
Sometimes what is going on in London seems 
dazzling, other times it seems sickeningly cheap, 
“sick and directionless” , immorally apolitical.
Tonight we saw “The Barracudas” . (This was a 
co-incidence. Recently I have rediscovered my 
lost childhood in a pile of records in a friend’s flat. 
The records are the Surfaris, and the Beach 
Boys. They are brilliant, circa 63 stuff, and recall 
the days when I played by copy of “/ Live For The 
Sun" by the Sunrays until it croaked. Playing the 
Surfaris recently, I pondered, in a brief moment of 
introspection, whether someone soon would begin 
a “surf music revival” , something much more 
concerted than the Ramones attempted . . .  I 
mean, put some nice Pommie kids in Hawaiian 
shirts, put 10 ft surfboards on stage, and get them 
to sing about long sandy beaches in College kid 
harmony.. . Surely, I asked myself, an unscrupul­
ous promoter could make a lot of money peddling 
this latest fashion to winter-bound Londoners sick 
of Siouxie and the Banshees mascara angst. I 
immediately telephoned Keith Shadwick, by that 
time ex-Zoots, and thus looking for a job, to tell him
about the future of rock and roll, and our part in it. I 
don’t think he thought it was a good idea).. . But to 
get back to the Barracudas .. .
I interviewed them before their gig tonight. They 
told me they had just sfopped playing surf music. 
Yes, they thought the Surfaris are great, and were 
a profound influence etc. But no-one had taken 
much notice (except EMI, who signed the band last 
year) and so now they have diversified — or moved 
the sixties clock on a bit. Now they have combined 
their punk-edged surf music with the punkoid 
surf-music of the Ramones, along with more 
mid-sixties stuff. The Byrds, they told us, were a 
big influence now. When we saw them, all these 
influences became a sort of cocktail, but each 
flavour was obvious . . .  as was also the influence 
of British mid sixties bands like the Animals and the 
Kinks. In fact, on stage they look and sound a bit 
like something edited from “Blow Up” . This might 
all sound a bit piss-pathetic, but actually they’re 
quite a good band. They have a new album "Drop 
Out" (Perhaps they’ve now reached the "Turn On 
Tune In Drop Out" section of the sixties) and four 
singles. These have been widely played, and in 
fact.before leaving to hear the band we heard three 
of these singles on a Friday night show on BBC 
Radio 1, including the surf classic "Last Summer".
☆  ☆  ☆
The Barracudas are Robin Wills, the Bahamas- 
born guitarist; Jeremy Gluck, vocals, Toronto; 
David Buckley, bass, Boston; and the one Brit in 
the band, drummer Nick Turner. Their gig was at 
London University’s Bedford College, in Regent’s 
Park. It was some sort of “theme dress” night for 
the college, but we couldn’t work out whether it was 
Twenties Bloomsbury or Eighties Cambridge. We 
were certainly neither in the same age, nor social 
bracket. Seeing some of the bigger boys dance 
made one think of rugger homosexuality all very 
muddy, but full of youthful enthusiasm. A lot of 
sheilas got the heavy hip and shoulder treatment 
as the Barracudas began to set the place alight, 
and soon it was simply a small battalion of these 
rugger boys near-pogo-ing in their Twenties 
clothes. Get the picture? All from very nice 
families, of course.
But before all this happened, we’d managed to 
get in a few words with the band. The discussion 
had mainly been on surf music, but even begging 
and then heavying from a “man from the rock 
press” (me) could not persuade them to do "Wax, 
Board and Woody" (by the Surfaris) or anything 
like it. We did have extensive discussions, 
nevertheless, about one of the quintessential 
Surfaris tracks, “Be True to Your School", which 
until recently had been in the Barracuda repertoire, 
but even chatting them up could not get them to 
play it. But they still think the Surfaris are a great 
band.
My two principal informants were Robin Wills 
and Nick Turner, both of them very pleasant, and 
intelligent. (They are also good looking, as are 
Jeremy and David. The band is well-balanced in 
terms of its looks, and dresses and performs as a
well-balanced unit . . .  the clothes are a bit 
Carnaby Street 1965, paisley shirts etc, and 
entirely part of the “ Blow Up” era music).
They told me that they’d got their contract with 
EMI in January last year, “just by walking in and 
asking for one” . They were apparently quite well 
known by then, however. The album "Drop Out", is 
their first. One side is surf-influenced, the other 
more psychedelic. They’re now moving even 
further into the 60’s (perhaps soon bands will be 
able to do whole decades in just a few months) into 
garage punk. In other words, they are conscienti­
ously about one-tenth of a step in front of music 
fashion at present. . . They will be touring the USA 
soon, backing the Stray Cats. These few sen­
tences exchanged, Mandy and I left the boys to 
their orange juice and handlers, and headed out 
onto the dance floor to dig ourselves a space.
☆  ☆  ☆
They started brilliantly. Robin Wills is a very 
good guitarist, and generates considerable power 
and rhythm. Jeremy is a startling front performer. 
He’s very tall, and covers the whole stage In a 
single stride. He has a face a little like Leonard 
Cohen at 20. He looks loopy, gangly, and performs 
with a lot of humour. Healsocan’tsing very well, as 
becomes obvious the longer they’re on stage.
But while Jeremy lopes around like the prover­
bial caged beast, screaming dully, beside him is 
the almost impassive bassist David Buckley, body 
merely undulating as he fingers the strings. His 
hair-style and clothes are probably the most 
authentically high Kinks (all the Barracudas, by the 
way, have fashionably medium-length hair, mid 
60’s style). In the meantime, Nick Turner Is 
sweating competently at the drums, and with the 
other two joining Jeremy in the desperately- 
needed back-up vocals. Jeremy’s vocals were 
pretty indistinct when he started performing; by the 
time he’d thrown the mike on the ground a couple 
of times, it was like listening to the famed fuzzy 
vocal attack of the legendary Adelaide band The 
Accountants.
The first two or three songs were rippers. The 
surf influence was definitely still there, especially in 
the drumming. But it’s all so overlaid with seventies 
punk that, unfortunately, they sound mofd and 
more like the Ramones the longer they play. 
(Nothing against the Ramones, of course). 
Nonetheless, their punk-surf music fusion is 
extremely danceable, and the rugger boys were 
soon jumping on each other as described earlier. 
But there is very little variety in their material at 
present, except for their Byrds-influenced stuff, 
and so after the initial impact of seeing them on 
stage and the first few songs, we decided we’d had 
enough.
Despite this, however, the Barracudas are a 
good band, with the right kind of ideas for a 
commercially-orientated group. I haven’t yet heard 
their album, but with the probably vastly-improved 
vocal quality of the record, it could well be a good 
one. It’s only just appeared, and so no word yet on 
how it’s doing.
While the Barracudas are doing surf-punk 
fusion, another unlikely marriage comes from 
another young London band called Ludus. This is 
jazz-new wave fusion, and that, combined with a 
very pretty bass-guitarist, means the band has lots 
of foppish male groupies at its performances.
We took them in at a young C.N.D. night at 
Notting Hill. The coming placement of Cruise 
Missiles by the Americans in Britain in 1983, and 
Thatcher’s determination to go ahead with building 
Trident submarines, has led to the resurgence of 
the old early sixties protest group the Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament. It has a “youth” branch, 
called (understandably) Second Generation. The 
show we went to featured three pretty good bands, 
plus a showing of the Peter Watkins film about the 
effects of a nuclear strike against Britain, called 
“The War Game” . This film was commissioned by 
the BBC, made in 1965, and promptly banned by 
the BBC, because of the gory scenes it shows. 
(They expect nuclear war to be clean ?) Despite the 
fact that new and more terrible weapons make the 
film terribly out of date, it’s still startling to see it, 
and 35 prints are npw circulating in the UK, while 
there’s new pressure on the BBC to show it.
Ludus are a 3 piece. They get the effect that 
bands like Nuvo Bloc and the Bad Poets are aiming 
for : itchy lead guitar and a pastiche of eye 
make-up. The female bassist (object of attention 
for the Steve Strange-ish fops) barely plays the 
instrument but intones quite well. She does get 
interesting effects with her voice, effectively 
counterpointed against the instrumentation. She 
looks like Debby Harry with auburn hair and 
Blitz-Kidsesque leather. This is a bit unfortunate as 
all this Steve Strange-Blitz Kids-Orchestral 
Maneouvres-Visage stuff is the height of kitch. 
London is in fact full of rich kids dressed as pirates 
and poor kids who’d like to be, who don’t know and 
don’t care about what is really happening to this 
country.
Ludus have a terrific drummer. He’s Graham 
Dowdall, and without a drummer with his ability, 
the intoning singer and the unforgivably pretenti­
ous guitarist would come up to precisely nothing. 
But he is an energetic and talented drummer, and 
so the music does become worthwhile. All the 
band really need to do now is to play a few more 
maor chords, and get the guitarist to show off less.
On the same bill, we saw a sort of Pommie 
Rockabilly band called “The Hystericals” . They 
were pretty new to playing together, I think, but 
they were very good. The four hundred or so 
people at the gig got off on their somewhat sloppy 
but unpretentious set more than they did with the 
more trendy Ludus. They sang songs about the 
dole etc. and I must say my sympathies went with 
them after the lead singer began the set by 
announcing:
“ I WROTE OUR FIRST SONG BECAUSE I’M 
33 YEARS OLD AND PISSED OFF WITH HOW 
THINGS KEEP GOING WRONG ALL THE 
FUCKING TIME.”
Anyone who has lived in London, as London is 
now, was immediately able to identify with those 
words.
LARRY BUTTROSfe
: “
Don Walker is the author of two of the:fihe$l ; 
Australian rock songs ever penned. 4 |
Those songs are ‘Khe Sahn’ and ‘Star Hotef',. 
That’s only my opinion of course, and I’m c^en to 
correspondence. Concievably there are peb^e in 
this country who don’t like Cold Chisel but they’re 
pretty thin on the ground these days. If one corvsiders 
the rate that the band’s monster live double-ajbum 
‘SwingshifV, is rocketing out of the shops, apd the 
way the ‘East’ album is inching ever higher in the over 
200 000 sales stratosphere, it doesn’t seem too far 
fetched to predict that Cold Chisel are on their way to 
becoming the most popular Australian group Over.
Yet keyboardist and main songwriter Don Walker 
tells me he is often mistaken for drummer; Stevb  ̂
Prestwich on the street or in pubs. "
Walker’s low profile is totally to his liking. He says that he just j. 
couldn’t handle the hassles experienced by Chisel leafd‘’^singer.; 
Jimmy Barnes, and is quite content with his back of the stage ■ 
position. -
I talked to Walker in the All Mod Cons relaxation area (Space 
Invaders, pinball pool table, soft sofas, fridge, sauna, jet spa, etc . 
etc) of Paradise Studios, a complex tucked away in the back 
streets of Woolloomooloo, just down from Kings Cross. I rolled up 
at 1.30 in the morning of the Saturday after the now legendary and ; 
notorious TV Week Rock Awards. Don was supervising the j, 
recording of some music for a soundtrack that he is writing and? 
producing. But more of that later.
Offstage Don Walker is mild mannered and softly spokehf taking 
a loooong time to think about what he says. When he laughs it’s a:  ̂
throaty chuckle. He is possessed of an almost intimidated sense of; 
presence, tali and thin and quiet, but with an obvious keen',, 
intelligence sorting and sifting his environment. After we had 
finished talking we had a game of chess — a grim, almost douT, 
struggle that ended as a stalemate (though he had the upper hand;, 
in the latter part of the game) at 5 a.m. If nothingielse it : 
demonstrated Walker’s capacity for concentration, a capacity I 
would imagine to be almost mandatory for great songwriting.
After conducting me on a brief but eye-opening-"lour of 
Paradise’s facilities, we sat down with some coffee in the main 
recreation room, the second of Sydney's all night TV movies, an 
Italian mafia movie, on the colour TV nearby.
The last time Cold Chisel were in Adelaide, to play ^  Apollo . 
Stadium, I’d attempted what turned out to be an Abortive 
pre-soundcheck interview. It only lasted 30 mins and the noise, 
from the stage above the dressing room played merry hell with the; 
conversation that was going down bn the tape player.
But one comment the Walker made that,I do remember,, 
because I found it extremely interesting, was that he considered 
East’ a flawed album, because a\\ political albums have to be, by 
their very nature, flawed.
I wondered how many people that bought it would haveJhought 
of it as being a'political’ album.
"I’ve got no way of knowing," Walker declared flatly. I see a lo t;  
of people at under 18 concerts that I can't imagine would-be into 
East’ as a political album. On the other hand, you can 
underestimate those kids, just the way they are. They do get right 
onto songs that are less poppy and they’re into them for some 
reason. There’s just no way for us to tell. Unless we were into 
market research .. .which we re not."
What about the people who come backstage after a gig? I ask. 
Do many talk about the songs? ^
"For about as long as it takes me to politely change the subject.' 
Walker replies with that low chuckle. "You get guys coming back 
and they say stuff like .. .they lay a general over the top rave 
about.. .Cold Chisel’s position in their lives, which I always find 
pretty acutely embarrassing. And they can see that and get onto - 
some more down to earth topic (chuckles)."
Is that because you feel the songs speak for themselyes?
"No, it’s more that I find it difficult to talk to a guy I don’t know well 
when it’s obvious that he’s .. .sort of listening to something I’ve 
written and is quite over the top about it — more than I am in a lot of - 
cases. I’ll — what can I say? If I say. You’re going a bit over the top 
mate, it’s not really that good.' it sounds like that really cheap 
modesty thing. Just for some reason it really embarrasses me and I 
feel uncomfortable. So I try to talk about something else.”
Like what? I ask. V
"What the guy did today. If it's someone I arranged to get in the - 
front door.. .like it might be a cab driver I’ve had a rave to during 
the day, or an old friend — just change the subject to something 
else.
"I don’t get much of that anyway: fortunately."
I guess when you become as successful as Cold Chisel have 
become it must be hard to achieve any privacy . . .  '■
"Not really. It’s hard for Jim, and it’s probably hard to a lesser 
extent for Ian, but Steve (Preswich) and I don’t have much of a 
problem at all. If anyone cottons on that Steve or I are in the band 
they usually mistake us for each other. I’m always assumed to be 
the drummer and Steve’s assumed to be the keyboard player 
(chuckles.)’’
The conversation shifts to album covers. I ask who came up with 
the idea for the 'Swingshift' cover — a video picture of Jimmy 
Barnes in the act of throwing the contents of a bucket of water at an 
unseen crowd.
“That one was almost completely put together by Phil Mortlock . 
(of WEA, Chisel’s record company.)’’
What about ‘East'7 (which was voted best cover design in the 
industry section of the TV Week Awards.)
“East’ was a collaboration,” states Walker. “ I got the ide'a of the 
bathtub and the Marat-Sade rip off. I knew I wanted to fill the whole 
thing up with a certain flavoured bric-a-brac. Jenny (from Chisel’s ' 
management agency. Dirty Pool) spent about a week getting all 
the bric-a-brac together out of the antique shops and second hand 
book shops. There was a certain list of books I wanted and like I 
gave her a list, but once she was on the case and knew the area I 
was looking at, she came back with some wonderful stuff that I 
would never have thought of.
"We knew Greg Noakes was the guy to do the photography 
because he’s been doing wonderful photography for us for years.
“At some stage after we’d done the photography I had to go 
overseas and Phil Mortlock, Jenny and Rod (Willis) were irf.'charge ■ 
of putting it all together. By the times I got back they had it all 
together and we just had to choose some inside sleeve shots.
“The colour wasn’t really as good as I wanted, but it’s as good as 
you’ll get in this country.”
What’s the American cover like? I ask.
"Just from the printing angle, the American cover turned out 
much better.”
Were any changes made? ;.
"Apart from the songs {‘Ita’ and ‘Four Walls’ removedland a . 
version of ‘Khe Sahn’, with remixed vocals, added) we changed 
the back cover shot. The back cover shot looks like what the 
Americans would see as a bunch of cowboys.”
Are they doing that to fit in with your schedule?
"No, they’re not doing it as a concession at all. They’re doing that . 
because they wanted to try it. They know that I’m a songwriter not a ? 
program music writer. I’d probably have a lot of trouble sitting down 
and with a ready made movie and trying to score it. Because it’s 
been years since I’ve been into writing music out in dots and stuff. 
And I think they wanted to try it out as a bit of an experimnt. 
Apparently it’s a technique that one or two of the really good 
producers in this country use. To play certain kinds of n^psic to 'f 
create certain moods on the set when they’re shooting. This time'-- 
they’re doing the same thing except the music will also be the ' 
music they’ll be using on the final cut.”
There seems to be a real boom in the film industry at the nrroment 
with all the tax concessions floating around . . .  ?
“Sure has been a boom since the tax concessions started..
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floating around (laughs.)"
Are there any other films that you’ll be involved with this year? I 
recall there was talk of some kind of documentary about the 
band. . .
“ Its still up in the air. Finance is still being fixed up and its starting 
to get a little late for it. It could still come together.”
Is it someone whose come to you with an idea or is it something 
that’s come from within the band?
“Someone came to us with an idea that had really good 
possibilities so then we started talking to them about it, and there’s 
a whole group of people . . .  the people we first met when we were 
doing the ‘Cheap Wine’ clip. They did a few clips for Dirty Pool 
bands around that time . . .  Angels clips.
“Some of them got this idea and started to involve other friends 
o f ours and it got to be this great production team of some of the 
smartest and funniest film people we know. Who sort of knew eah 
other but like A who worked with B, but never with C. They were all 
with this group, all bouncing ideas off each other. The whole reject 
is very exciting, if only they could get finance for it” .
Coldn’t they get some of this tax money?
“Yeah. Well, i don’t think the problem is lack of people ot there 
who’ve got money to spend on it. I th ink. . .  there are other 
problems that I won’t go in to. But it involved, about the time of the 
Alice Springs Camel Festival, flying the band with a big concert 
system to Alice Springs, then into a desert location that Ian knows 
about, about 20 km outside Alice Springs and hopefully we’d 
attract the Camel Festival people, which is everyone from Alice 
Springs kids through to desert people—guys who just come into 
Alice once a year. And we have to get all those kind of people out 
there, this is right in the middle of the desert. Film a concert in a 
desert setting.”
Sounds like quite a mammoth undertaking.
. “Yeah. We’ve got some really good organizers on the team who 
could have organized that kind of logistics. It wasn’t going to be the 
kind of documentary where they follow Ian Moss into the dressing 
room and all that kind of stuff. More like that Pink Floyd at Pompeii 
(laughs).
“ Except I was always a little apprehensive ’cos I didn’t know how 
our style of music would go over in a desert setting, on film. I can 
only imagine it looking a iittleridiculous. So I had in mind to either 
write some,special music for it or to use some of the music I’m 
doing for this film, to get the band to play some of it live.”
Can you say what kind of music you’re doing for this film now? 
“ Most of it is instrumental. It’s pretty difficult to describe. I’ve tried 
to sit down and pidgeonhole it and figure out where ita l l. . .  if I was 
an objective listener, how I’d see it all fitting in and I can’t. It’s just a 
combination of all the things I’ve wanted to do on my own.” 
Which would never have fitted into a Cold Chisel format? 
"Yeah. I’m deliberately avoiding using music that would be 
suitable for the band. I’m trying to do it so it inconveniences the 
band at no stage at all."
I guess they would, but would everyone in the band put Chisel 
first and foremost?
“Aw yeah. I think so."
It seems to me the band has a really strong unity about it. 
“Yeah."
To an extent I haven't often sensed in bands that I’ve met 
though. Some bands look great, really tight onstage, but as soon 
as they're off the knives come out.
“Aw, we have the nights of the long knives too. We have 
shouting matches. Every band does. For the first couple of years 
we were together this often meant someone was leaving and 
someone was fired and it was always like, e r . . .  Dallas or 
something (we laugh).
"In those days arguments were serious—we didn’t know each 
other or trust each other well enough to know. . .  In those days if 
you had an argument, chances were you could be fired at the end 
of it. Or you might get things together and fire the other guy. I got 
fired once. Actually, (pause, think) No, I’m not the only guy who got 
fired from the band. There are other people who got fired. I think I’m 
the only guy who survived a firing, (laughs).”
How long has the band been together now?
“Seven and a half years." Walker states flatly.
With the same line up?
"Yeah.”
7V2 years.
“Aw no. Phil joined, maybe 18 months/2years after we formed.” 
So you would have formed mid 1973?
‘Yeah, October '73. The first practice hall was the Women’s 
Liberation Meeting Hall in . . .  Bloor Court, off, what’s that street?” 
Currie St.? "Yeah, that’s right. We had the Women’s Liberation 
Hall for ages and ages, then Vince Lovegrove, who was managing 
us at that stage was sitting around bored at rehearsal one day, and 
the feminists had a telephone message pad and Vince idly penned 
this little essay on his personal views on feminism. It wasn’t 
appreciated.”
I found it very interesting, and I imagine the rest of Australia did 
too, when you said I never saw you at the Largs Pier/I never saw 
you in Fitzroy St.’ on the Awards show last Sunday.
“Yeah. So you picked that much up. Did you see Vince 
(Lovegrove)’s story in the Sun the next day?”
No. -
“ I think there only a few, I think they only ran it in one edition and 
then withdrew it. Every time Vince and Rod (Willis, Chisel’s 
manager) get pissed together they do these hilarious interviews 
where Rod says all these over the top things. When he’s had a tew 
beer’s he’s not really too concerned about discretion. And Vince 
certainly isn’t as a journalist.”
What did he say?
“Just something about, er, ‘We just wanted to say we stuck it up 
TV Week.’” We both laugh uproariously.
“ Really embarrassing stuff. And then Vince, I think Vince goes 
home, still with a few under his belt and types it all up and sends it 
in. Mark Opitz found it in one edition, then we tried to find it and we 
couldn’t find it.”
“Yeah.. . ’’Yeah.
I think it’s the mostnen/ous 
i Ve ever been in my iife.
It could become a collector’s item, I remark. Having actually 
been in the theatre on the night I tell Don I felt it was by far the most 
enjoyable 5 minutes in the whole hour and a half.
“Yeah . . .  Yeah. I think it’s the most nervous I’ve ever been in my 
life. It’s really hard to go on stage in such an awesome production 
like that, it’s really dwarfing when people like us go and see that 
huge TV production and split-second organization they’re putting 
into it and all the time we’ve got in the back of our minds that we’re 
going to do this completely upsetting thing and we don’t let on. It’s 
really hard not to lose your nerve and go along and not do it.
“ I guess the Americans would see it that way. It’s the same shot 
that 3XY used on their Melbourne Show bags. I guess if it’s 
successful in selling Melbourne Show Bags, it’ll be successful in 
America.”
A couple of day before I’d heard that ‘East’ had received good 
reviews in Cashbox and Billboard, the two main American trade 
papers. This doesn’t mean a hell of a lot though as the record 
companies themselves write the reviews. This sets Don talking 
about America.
“The Yanks are really unimaginative in how they see their
bands. They can only like something if they can put it in a slot. They 
think they understand you, but in reality they’re only understanding 
you on one level — from one viewpoint.”
They file you so they don’t have to think about you ...?
“ But there’s no way you can fight it. If you try to explain to an 
American it doesn’t get through for some reason.”
I was going to ask you how you think the band will go in the 
States, but then I thought, if the album does well, you’ll go well; if 
not you’ll struggle. . .
“ I think it’s virtually impossible to go over there and do it the way 
it’s done here. The best way to do it here is to be a good live band, 
and then people . . .  that might lead people onto buying albums. 
But over there it’s the reverse. A lot of people make albums and 
then get a band together and try to learn how to play live. Which 
would be horrifying! To put together a good commercial demo 
tape, in your basement, and then have to get a band together that 
could pull it off live in those huge stadiums. . .  like the Boston 
situation.” (Remember Boston, anyone?)
It seems to me that Australian bands have a distinct advantage 
in that respect — in that the live act is usually very together, 
through intensive playing, and the studio work is also very 
together. . .
“ It’s starting to get more together now.”
Do you ever think about how big you could be? In somewhere 
like the States?
“ Nooooo.” A longish pause. “ It doesn’t really matter beyond the 
bucks. I mean I’ve seen enough of the place to know that I never 
want to live there on a permanent basis, and I’ve seen enough of 
other places to suspect I’ll never want to live anywhere else but 
here. Although travel really appeals” , he adds.
“There’s the bucks, 
y ’know. But that’s not enough 
of an incentive to try and 
write iike an American band, 
or to start trying to sound iike 
one, because i wouidn ’tbe 
happy if we were a huge band 
in the States and no-one in 
Austraiia iiked us. The bucks 
wouidn’t be worth that. ”
“ So it’s not as if I really want to live there o r . . .  I don’t know how 
the rest of the band feels. We haven’t really discussed it. We’ve 
always assumed that we’d live here and try and do it over there 
from here. The only motive for going there for me I guess. . .  it 
provides a good way of seeing the place. And also it’s such a huge 
population. There’s the bucks, y’know. But that’s not enough of an 
incentive to try and write like an American band, or to start trying to 
sound like one, because I wouldn’t be happy if we were a huge 
band in the States and no-one in Australia liked us. The bucks 
wouldn’t be worth that. The big kicks for me are when . . .  the fact 
that the band is popular with people like myself. Friends of mine 
and stuff like that. That’s the biggest kick of the lot.”
At the moment you seem popular with just about everybody, I 
comment.
“ It’s really dangerous isn’t it,” says Don Walker, a touch of 
seriousness in his voice.
I can only agree.
How important is the popularity you have achieved?
“It doesn’t matter to me as long as my friends enjoy it. Once it 
gets to the situation where you’re producing music, whether it be 
popular or unpopular, and it just becomes a job . . .  I wouldn’t be 
very happy doing that. ” The last line is delivered softly, but firmly.
After a pause I ask, Why do you think Cold Chisel have become 
so popular?
“ It’s completely impos;sible to tell in my position. From the inside 
looking out. Because you just can’t get any perspective on it. All I 
know is that we reached a point where we stopped calculating cos 
we’d given up on ideas on a future for ourselves. We decided to 
have a bit of fun. We produced an album that we really dug.
“And the next thing, we do a trip to Melbourne and suddenly 
there’s over the top crowds and the thing’s selling like hot cakes. 
There’s no way I can tell why that’s happening.”
I turn the conversation to things less nebulous, and closer to 
hand. More specially the soundtrack that Don is writing and 
producing for the South Australian Film Corporation film, 
‘Freedom’.
About a week after the interview with Don Walker, I talked to the 
film’s producer Matt Carroll, who gave me a rundown on what it’s 
all about. The film’s main character is male, about 22, has just lost • 
his job and is unemployed. “A not uncommon profile of a Cold 
Chisel fan’ said Carroll. The film will depict the lead character’s 
attempts to live out his fantasies, the main one of which is to own a 
Porsche, in the confines of the real world. His way of striking out at 
society is to steal cars, ‘with predictably disastrous results.’
The film will not be completed till around Xmas, and will probably 
be released around Easter next year. The soundtrack will be the 
first Australian soundtrack to be mixed in Dolby stereo.
Back to Don Walker;
“ Everytime I get a holiday (seem to fill it up with outside projects. 
Usually for free. This is the biggest one so far. And it’s not for free 
(chuckles.)”
Are you writing and producing the music?
“Yeah, although Mark (Opitz) is having a big hand in the mixing.”
Has the film actually been shot, or are you working from a script?
“ I’m working from a script. The scenes which actually involve 
music. . .  they’re going to use the music as background in the' 
shooting. They’re going to use the music as a guideline for the 
pace of the movie.
Is it usual to do that?
“ No. I’m very grateful they’re doing it that way.”
“They didn’t mind though.”
No, I thought Meldrum seemed incredibly cool about it.
“ He knows what goes on. The floor staff were right into it. Like 
they were saying to the roadies later,” Walkers voice drops to a 
conspiratorial whisper, ‘Why didn’t they smash the whole set?’ And 
the roadies said, ‘We wanted to, but we saw you guys spend days 
building it.’
“The people controlling the floor staff were pretty upset about it 
for awhile, but after a while they saw the amusing side of it.”
Were the vocals on that ‘I never saw y o u ...  ’ segment 
deliberately mixed down?
“ No. I think if you look back at a video, it’s a combination of Jim 
trying to remember a set of words that we only put together a 
couple of days before . . .  and when Jim gets right into the intensity 
he doesn’t really. . .  he’s not really too concerned about 
pronouncing clearly sometimes.
“ Most people I’ve talked to caught the words I never saw 
you . . . ’ caught the TV Week line, caught the word, wank’ and the 
ending lines. Actually I think it’s a real mistake to dwell on that night 
too much.”
Yeah. When people asked me about it on Tuesday or 
Wednesday I’d really forgotten about it, apart from the party 
afterwards, which was great.
Walker’s face lights up.
“Yeah. What a nice party!”
The mafia movie is nearing its climax. We turn the tape off and 
turn the TV sound up. Phil Small, Chisel’s bass player wanders in 
with a couple of friends. Dave Blight, the harmonica player who 
Chisel use on stage occasionally surfaces from the studio below us 
for some coffee and says the recording is going real well.
The movie finishes and everyone wanders out again. I reactivate 
the tape.
Do you ever think about Australian rock in a world context? I ask. 
Do you think it matters that Australian Rock should conquer the 
world, as some people seem to want it to?
“ U m . . . ” Don pauses and thinks. “ I’m too ignorant about the 
whole thing,” he says eventually “ I haven’t travelled that much. I ve 
got an overall view about where everthing fits in as far as rock and 
roll around the world goes. But everytime I talk to someone from 
overseas, it becomes obvious that people in this country see rock 
and roll in a completely different way than over there. And er, so 
I . . .  how can I put this? . . .  I’ve just got no way of judging whether 
Australian music can be successful or not. It doesn’t worry me that 
much.”
I think, personally, that some of the best rock music in the world 
is being produced by Australian musicians at the moment. ..
“Yeah, but I don’t know if there’s anyone here—there's a lot of 
great rock and roll music, but there doesn’t seem to be anyone 
doing stuff as advanced as say . . .  Bowie. That real sort of cutting 
edge music. There are people here who are doing what people o s 
were doing a year ago, but it’ll be a long time before those people 
o/s will be doing what people here do a year after the fact. For more 
mainstream stuff or refining things that have been tried already 
o/s—or working out new combinations of styles there’s lots of 
things going on here. But I don’t know of people who are capable of 
that cutting edge. I don’t know whether they can get a chance 
here.”
I guess that’s why a band like the Birthday Party would make the 
move to England. . .
“ Er, yeah. They’re the band who said that we made it through 
payola."
That you made it through, payola?
“Yeah.”
Shit, where’d they say thay?
“ In some new Melbourne mag."
The Virgin Press?
“Yeah. Yeah they did. I haven’t seen the Birthday Party for a 
couple of years. They were a very good band when I saw them. 
There weren’t many people standing with me who thought so. But I 
thought they were great. But I didn’t think they were especially 
new. But maybe they have changed.”
I’ve beared a tape of the up and coming album and to my ear it 
sounds very very good.
“ But is it very very original?”
Yeah, yeah, it’s good in an original sense.
“Well, great.”
I think they slagged off just about everybody when they were 
here.
“Oh yeah, that doesn’t worry me. It’s what a band like that has to 
do in the press, and usually, em . . .  how can I put this? . . .  There 
are definitely a couple of stages that you go through in your career 
when you feel indiscriminately prickly towards everyone. When we 
were at the same stage as the Birthday Party we were saying the 
same thing sort of things about bands who were selling a lo t..
Sherbet?
“Yeah. These days, know a few of the guys in Sherbet, like what 
they’re doing, and it’s a l l. . .  does that mean we’ve gone soft or that 
we’re at a less prickly stage of our career?”
The reason I asked about succeeding in the world marketplaces 
is that there seems to still be traces of the great national inferiority 
complex in art/culture/music/sport in this country. Australians 
seem to be still very anxious to succeed in world trems.
“ I guess the change I’ve most directly noticed is that Australians 
don’t seem to cringe at all about getting into their own bands these 
days. Which hasn’t always been there.
“i mean if they think the 
Dingoes were punk, wait 
tiii they see the Tatts. ’’
“ I was talking to a journo, he s a guy who writes for several Los 
Angeles papers and he’s quite serious about rock n’ roll this guy 
and we were just chewing the fat about a few things and for some 
reason we got onto the Dingoes. And he remembered the Dingoes. 
He said, ‘I, remember the Dingoes. They were an Australian punk 
rock band that came over here about the time of the British 
invasion of punk bands.’ I said. What?????’
“And, e r . . . ”
I laugh and say, I bet Broderick Smith would be interested to 
hear that.
“Yeah. I was trying to explain a certain flavour of music. I said 
like, Australian country rock music. 1 said, it’s not like the Eagles or 
anything like that. It’s a bit more . . .  rootsy than that. I said take for 
example a band you must have heard of over there, the Dingoes. 
And that’s the way he descibed them back to me. And I said, ‘What 
you see as punk rock over there mate, that’s our country and 
western rock here.”
We laugh.
“ It was just comparing different viewpoints.”
Do you think he had actually heard the music?
“Oh yeah, he’d seen them live.”
A real cultural gap, isn’t it?
“ I mean, what would they think of X?”
We laugh again.
“ I mean if they think the Dingoes were punk, wait till they see the 
Tatts.”
And, I think, wait till they see a live monster called Cold Chisel.
The sun is already up when I finally stagger, rubber legged out of 
the studio. There’s a haze on the harbour as I struggle up the 
deserted Darlinghurst streets towards Surry Hills. The city is lovely 
in the dawning.
I decided to get the first plane back to Adelaide.
DONALD ROBERTSON
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COLD CHISEL
SWINGSHIFT
(WEA)
Fan-bloody-tastic!!!
That’s about the best way I can sum 
up my reaction to this magnum opus. 
There’s no fuss, no frills, just the hottest 
live band in the country (the world??) 
captured in all their naked glory.
I’ve discovered the best way to listen 
to ‘SwingshifV is sitting at my desk with a 
bottle of Stone’s Green Ginger Wine and 
a packet of Marlboro, cranking the 
speakers facing me on the desk up until 
the walls start to rumble and just let 
Chisel carry me away.
The best Cold Chisel concert I’ve seen was at 
Adelaide University in December last year. It was 
an open-air night concert, not usually an advan­
tage with any band (viz. Poiice, Kiss, Bowie . . . )  
butthis night, the moon was full, the air was warm, 
support band No Fixed Address played some 
wonderful reggae, and then Chisel came on and 
rearranged the world for a blissful while. It’s one of 
my favourite concerts in around thirteen years of 
going to see live music, and on the night I can 
remember thinking, ‘The best rock and roll band in 
the world? Who else is there?’
In a recent interview with Peter Garrett of 
Midnight Oil the conversation got onto live albums. 
‘How many live alburns do you play regularly?’ he 
asked. ‘None’, I answered truthfully. The live
album in recent years has degenerated into a quick 
cheap moneyspinner for megastars (‘What? 
Coke’s gone up again? Get a fucking live album 
out, for Chrissakes!!) and the main reason most of 
them just don’t cut it is that the megastars don't 
play very well. Half of them use pre-recorded 
tapes, cos they’ve gotten too clever-clever in the 
nine months they spend in the studio every album.
No such criticism here, pal. This is an honest 
recording of Cold Chisel live. It sounds like Cold 
Chisel live. Until videodiscs, it’s the closest there/s 
to Cold Chisel live. It’s not as good as Cold Chisel 
live, but as Garrett also said in that interview, 
nothing is quite as good as a hot live band in the 
flesh. But this’ll do to be going on with. Oh yes.
As I write ‘Swingshift’ is already a No. 1 album in 
Sydney and Adelaide. It sold over 30,000 copies in 
the first week it was in the shops. It’ll sell a lot more 
too I reckon. All too rarely in the rock biz quality 
wins out -  with Cold Chisel it has, and I’m 
delighted.
There’s four sides of music here -  don’t know 
what the total playing time is cos I can’t be 
bothered adding it up; it’s long enough anyway.
Side one starts with a no messing performance 
of ‘Conversations’, Ian Moss’ fluid guitar and Don 
Walker’s barrelling piano slotting over a duck’s 
arse rhythm and a typically heart and soul Jimmy 
Barnes vocal. \Vsimmediately apparent that this is 
no studio retread effort but a full-on blood and guts 
blitzkreig. Hoop-la!
My record player shudders into ‘Shipping Steel’, 
chunky ‘truck driving music’ the Big Bo Diddiey 
beat resurrected and shot fuii of raw power. Night 
radio and the mileposts flashing past.
Now, ‘Here’s a reggae song’, It’s ‘Breakfast at
Sweethearts’ of course. Organ, scratch guitar, 
thumping drums, Barnes curbing his throaty 
scream and injecting some sentiment.
And now ‘a little rockabilly’. ‘Risin’ Sun’. And 
once again a traditional form is made to walk again. 
Whatever style Chisel choose they pack it so full of 
energy and life and power that it doesn’t matter. It’s 
Chisel. Over the top!
Melody gets a run on ‘Choir Girl’ , a great song 
rendered . ..  greatly! The Green Ginger Wine has 
almost run out, it’s the end of side one and I’m 
running out of superlatives.
But what’s this; start of side two and it’s ‘Khe 
Sahn’ -  the best Vietnam rock song ever written. 
And one of the best Australian rqck songs ever 
(haven’t I said that somewhere before?). Dave 
Blight blows his little heart out on harmonica. Like 
so many of the songs here, the numerous 
performances they have undergone has honed 
and polished them closer to their ultimate form. 
Fingers clicking and toes tapping we plunge ever 
onward in to the maelstrom with Jimmy Barnes’ 
raging ‘My Turn To Cry’, lately immortalised by the 
ABC. Pummel those ivories, Don.
A much needed ballad (better watch the ol’ 
ticker) follows. Jimmy sings about prison, that 
forgotten area of our society, like he knows what 
he’s talking about. ‘Four Walls’ is bleak and 
demanding.
Harp and gu tar again combine souifully and. no 
doubt ’bout it bluesy on ‘One Long Day’. Ian Moss 
sings, and Barnes joins in iater on this extended 
work-put, To describe it as totally wonderful would 
be to understate the case
Calls iof 'MesMa signal the end of the first record.
‘Knockmg On ' ’s Door' is perhaps the
only track whose inclusion I would query here. 
Only because there was a bonus live single of it 
with ‘East’ and the superstar version of it on the 
‘Andrew Durant Memorial Album’ is getting 
flogged to death at the moment. A minor quibble 
however, about a song that’s almost a Chisel 
anthem.
‘My Baby’ which follows is its usual bouncy self, 
with an inspired Billy Rogers sax solo giving it a 
solid burst of adrenalin.
‘Star Hotel’ , dedicated to the band’s Newcastle 
fans gets four cheers, one for Newcastle, one jor 
the title, one for the guitar and one for organ, before 
the vocals even start. And the anticipation is well 
merited as the band rip through possibly the 
stand-out track of the whole double set.
‘Don’t Let Go’ is pure, undistilled rock’n’boogie 
and my god, we’re up to side four and I’m still alive 
(just).
‘Long As I Can See The Light’ features Dave 
Blight soloing superbly. A slow, swampy, almost 
devotional outing, there’s some searing sax from 
Billy Rogers too. And Ian Moss’ gu itar...
Things slow right down for ‘The Party’s Over’, 
everyone sways, catches their breath (phew) and 
then ... ‘Cheap Wine' (mine’s all gone) another 
Don Walker classic, and THEN, if you’ve got any 
brain cells left, kiss ’em goodbye. ‘Goodbye’ 
shakes the rafters of heaven.
Cold Chisel don’t just raise the spirit of rock and 
roll, they actually become it. A living manifestation. 
There aren’t many people of whom that could be 
said. I'm glad I’ve been arc ind to experience one 
of them.
Let it ROCK!!
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THE TEARDROP 
EXPLODES.
Not surprising when you talk to Julian Cope, Chris Salewicz finds
When I meet Exploding Teardrop Julian Cope 
he isn’t up in his adopted Liverpool. Instead, my 
rendezvous with the man behind the melancholy, 
melodic and intangibly mystical music of The 
Teardrop Explodes is arranged for a pub in North 
London. This hostelry, however, is set in the 
Liverpool Road, so at least that bit’s alright.
Julian is in London for a photo session for the 
English teenybop papers, an apt market for his 
leather-clad, blond-tressed, sensitively fresh-faced 
looks, that really place him more in the mould of 60’s
intelligent singing idols like Paul Jones or Julian’s 
hero figure Scott Walker than the more threatening 
role models of the mid-70’s.
The ambitious, innocent Julian bubbles with the passionate 
naivety of the true pop fan, and continuously gushes forth such a 
torrent of words he sometimes involuntarily has to gasp for breath 
in between syllables. “ Ws b r i l l ia n the eulogises about most things 
in the Scouse accent he’s acquired since he left his native 
Wolverhampton to attend a drama course at teacher’s training 
college on Merseyside.
Soon after his arrival in the city Julian began visiting Liverpool 
punk temple, Eric's, the area’s spiritual centre for 1977’s musical 
movement. "I’ve been educated quite a lot,” says Julian, very 
much the typically “ bright” child of the English teacher assistant
headmistress who is his mother. “But that didn’t mean that when 
the punk thing came along I couldn’t totally understand what it was 
about, and orientate myself to it. What I had to do was gear myself 
towards it.
“ I do know a lot of things, just from the way my parents brought 
me up. My father was in insurance: I can’t pretend to be a total 
street kid. But that doesn’t mean I’m just a smug, middle-class kid. 
It’s just that my way of doing things is slightly different, and people 
are just going to have to adjust to the way / do it.”
Out of his Brady's experience came Julian’s first group. The 
Crucial Three, in which he allied himself with those two other 
Liverpudlian examples of large talent and even larger egoes, Ian 
“ mac” McCulloch, now with Echo and The Bunnymen, and Pete 
Wylie, now of Wah! Heat.
Appropriately enough. The Beatles’ “ If I Fell” comes on the pub 
jukebox and Julian speaks of The Crucial Three in seductive 
Liverpool tones that tend to lend a potentially drole twist to every 
word he utters: “We were really just three people with so many 
ideas we hadn’t got a clue what to do with them. We never played 
any gigs. We just rehearsed. Just a total embryo band. I remember 
the time Wylie saying, ‘Oh, Crucial three in a few years time we’ll be 
being spoken of as a legendary band!’, and in a way we are.
“ It used to be a really intense friendship. It’s still alright with 
Wylie, but between me and Mac it’s a bit weird, although there is a 
real love there. Mac says he was really pissed off with me for 
kicking Mick Finkler out of the Teardrops just after we’d signed the 
deal, but, in fact, / was really pissed off with him for being pissed off 
with me. Because basically I kicked someone out who wasn’t up to 
scratch.”
Eight months after entering teacher’s training college, Julian 
quit: “ Really, I left because the course was so crappy. I ’d read most 
of the plays they were doing: I was really into people like Pinter and 
Beckett.”
Flirting then with other local outfits, and becoming a firm friend 
with nearby Manchester's The Fall, with whom he and Mac 
McCulloch occasionally helped out as unofficial roadies, Julian in 
early Autumn of ’78 ended up in A Shallow Madness which quickly 
was re-christened The Teardrop Explodes, after an incident in a 
frame in a DC comic
In early ’79, ‘Sleeping Gas’, a four track EP, was the first of three 
independent 45s to be released on Liverpool’s Zoo Records. It was 
followed by ‘Bouncing Babies’ and ‘Treason’. By late summer of 
1980, The Teardrop Explodes had signed with Phonogram 
Records.
PEOPLE ARE GOING TO 
HAVE TO ADJUST TO THE
WAY I DO IT.
The group is managed by former stage designer Bill Drummond, 
a voluble fellow of boundless energy who is one of Britain’s finest 
creative managers and is possibly also slightly mad. Drummond 
co-runs Zoo Records with Dave Balfe, keyboard player on 
‘Kilimanjaro’, the first and only Teardrops album. Drummond and 
Balfe also comprise The Chameleons, the team who co-produced 
‘Crocodiles’, the album by Echo And The Bunnymen whom they 
also manage.
“As a matter of fact,” explains Drummond, his eyes characteris­
tically flashing manically, “we only signed with Phonogram, 
because they were offering a good deal, and we had to sign with 
someone. We were going to have put out ‘Kilimanjaro’, the first and 
only Teardrops album. Drummond and Balfe also comprise The 
Chameleons, the team who co-produced ‘Crocodiles’, the album 
by Echo And The Bunnymen whom they also manage.
“As a matter of fact,” explains Drummond, his eyes characteris­
tically flashing manically, “we only signed with Phonogram, 
because they were offering a good deal, and we had to sign with 
someone. We were going to have put out ‘Kilimanjaro’ on Zoo, but 
we’d run up all this studio time making it, and didn’t have any 
money with which to pay the bills.”
I  DO WANT US TO BE 
EXCELLENT.
Drummond, according to Julian, is “massively important” in the 
general Teardrops’ scheme: “There are elements of totally 
abandoned genius in Bill. He just thinks so big — that’s what’s so 
brilliant. I’ve got a book coming out, the Bunnymen have a book 
coming out, there have been films made on both groups . . . ”
How correct it is to refer any more to the group known as The 
Teardrop Explodes is currently questionable. In something of a 
pre-Christmas putsch Balfe and guitarist Alan Gill were replaced 
by Jeff Hammer and Troy Tate respectively, leaving only drummer 
Gary Dwyer from the unit with which Julian Cope had worked on 
‘Kilimanjaro’.
“ I couldn’t get on with Dave Balfe,” he says. “We used to fight all 
the time. It’s a business for him, being in-a band, but to me it’s a 
full-time thing. He was making it very much into a job, and I thought 
there was no point being in a group like that. It climaxed, really, 
when we came to try and do the new album, where I felt he was 
really rushing and pressurising me, and every song was ending up 
being very much like what a Teardrop Explodes song is expected 
to sound like.
“The Teardrops’ music,” Julian continues, “ should be so open. 
There is a theatrical side — an element of drama — to it, but that’s 
not intended to detract in any way from the music.
“To me the whole Teardrops’ thing is very English — I sing in an 
English accent, for example. But it’s not the trite twee Englishness 
of someone like Genesis. It’s just that I suddenly realised I was 
very English. It’s more so, though, in the way that the Englishman 
abroad is always more English than the Englishman at home.
“ I like exotic things. I like these sort of clothes I’m wearing, “he 
runs his thumbs down the front of his leather flying jacket, “and I 
think that’s what the Teardrops is about: a very English attitude 
towards love. Most of our numbers are love songs. These days 
ybu’re not supposed to know what love is, but / fall in love every 
week.
“People seem to find this embarrassing sometimes. They ask 
why I use love song imagery. But I use it because it’s often an easy 
way to convey feelings. What I’m more interested in is songs with . 
weirdness, rather than weirdness with songs. All my favourite 
bands like The Doors used to write great songs, and when they’d 
written them they seemed to take them apart and add that e d g e ...
“A lot of the Velvets’ songs were just p/easanf numbers. But they 
had that context, and the context is one of the most important 
things: ‘Sunday Morning’ next to ‘Waiting For The Man’. They 
worked off that great contrast.”
Julian Cope is"probably the first rock’n’roller ever to claim as his 
weightiest influence, Scott Walker, the mystique-steeped main 
vocalist with mid-60s phenomenon The Walker Brothers, who later 
made a succession of soulful, brooking solo LPs. At one point, 
Julian seems to become a little excessive in his estimation of this 
perfect rock’n’roll near-tragic figure. He’s talking about poetry: 
“The whole metaphysical thing is really fabulous. Being a big 
romantic, I think there’s Donne and Marvel and then there’s 
Crashaw. The there’s T. S. Eliot. And then I think of it as Jim 
Morrison and Scott Walker.”
Julian, however, redeems himself of this possible hyper­
estimation of Scott’s talents, as he often redeems himself of 
seemingly wildly exaggerated statements. He continues: “They all 
use that panoramic vision that then centralises down to one 
particular spot — our second album’s full of those sort of images. 
It’s going to be called ‘The Great Dominion’ and there’s this really 
empirical thing that dominates it. I love the idea of the massive 
image centralised down to something tiny -  the idea of the 
macrocosm and the microcosm. It’s so intense. I love it.
“ Scott Walker, though,” he adds, “had the most disarming 
sounds you could hear on his records, with the most beautiful 
melodies. I’m doing a Scott compilation album for Zoo. I’m freaking 
out about it: he’s one of my favourite ever-ever singers and I’ve got 
the chance to compile all his songs! It’s quite a presumptuous, 
pompous thing to do, but ALL I’m saying is that if you didn’t hear 
them the first time round then listen to them now. It’s called ‘The
I FALL IN LOVE EVERY 
WEEK.
God-like Genius of Scott Walker’!” he smirks coyly.
“ I think that retrospective thing is very important, actually. A lot of 
rock’n’roll really works like that. Loads of rock bands become lost 
because they’re at the wrong time, but it doesn’t make them any 
less great that people don’t realise how good they are until later.
“ Last year I was catching up on stuff like Love’s Da Capo’, and 
Tim Buckley’s ‘Goodbye and Hello’ — all that Elektra stuff is really 
good, some of the psychedelic stuff is fantastic: that’s why I can 
never deny that I’m into it — I can’t say, ‘Psychedelia, what’s that?’, 
because I am aware of it, I am into it. I think Love are brilliant. But 
we got compared with them and it was only after that that I got into 
them. I’ve been into The Doors for ages though.
“ But it was too easy when we got labelled as a psychedelic band. 
Most psychedelic bands didn’t have strong melodies. I didn’t think 
of the Velvets as psychedelic. Psychedelia was stuff like 13th Floor 
Elevators, who were r’n’b with added weirdness. Maybe Love was 
psychedelic because it was so strange. What I loved was that 
whole uneasy feeling.
“A reviewer once wrote, ‘!t’s about time Julian Cope started 
writing real acid lyrics.” So I went out and tried acid. And I thought, 
‘Well, that’s what I’ve been writing about all the time.’
“There was no mystery or anything, and taking drugs never had 
anything to do with the music. It was just pure excitement. The last 
thing I’d discovered before that had been sex, which was when I 
was about fifteen. I’d always kept off drugs via a conscious 
decision really, because I used to have quite a lot of trouble just 
existing anyway.
“But then they were suddenly available to me, and I started 
experimenting with them. It was alright. It was pretty interesting to 
discover acid so many years after you’ve discovered everything 
else. There were no elephants climbing through windows. I just 
spent the first day totally hysterical with laughter. It was no more of 
a big deal than reading your first Burroughs novel, or whatever.
“1 haven’t taken anything for ages now, though, because I’m too 
excited about the new Teardrops. Just being in a band is incredibly 
exciting, and as soon as it stops being exciting then Til forget it. It’s 
just like a total ego-drug. That is the best drug in the world. 
Brilliant.”
After the recent drastic line-up changes one wonders whether 
there is any point, or justification, in continuing under the name of 
The Teardrop Explodes. Julian even intends to abandon his 
bass-playing and hire a musician for that purpose: isn’t it more 
logical just to perform and record as Julian Cope?
“ I was thinking of doing that,” he admits, “but I have a lot of pride 
in The Teardrop Explodes, and the potential of The Teardrop 
Explodes. I want it to be remembered as a great band. And we’re 
not that at the moment. I do want us to be excellent. I do want us to 
be great. I want it to be a bit more than just people remembering, 
‘Oh, Teardrop Explodes: they were a good late 70s band.’
“ I want us to be big, because I think it’s good commercial music 
that has more going for it than most straight pop. There’s/oads of
good bands — there’ve always been good bands. But all my 
heroes were great: they were unpredictable, ^nd when they were
crap, they were terrible. Like both Beefheart and Tim Buckley at , 
times. But maybe that’s the way it should be — I’m not bothered 
about making mistakes, so long as when you’re good you’re 
amazing. I just think it’s dead easy to put out good material — but I 
prefer the risk between putting out amazing stuff and dog crap.
“ I think the way the new album’s going is it’s going to be 
amazing. But there is the possibility it could be total dog-crap. In 
fact, that’s the only thing that keeps it going, in a way.”
It does seem so easy to make safe, “classy” records...
Julian nods: “ I’m a total taste freak, and when our album came 
out I just wanted to throw up at the sight of the sleeve. It’s one of the 
dodgiest ones I’ve ever seen. It’s a million people’s ideas. We’re 
trying to get it re-packaged.
“ Fifty per cent at least of the new stuff isn’t what you’d think of as 
Teardrop songs. They use viola and phased trumpets and 2/4 and 
3/4 rhythms. I even want to use a girl singer on a couple of songs, 
because everyone expects to hear my voice.
“I realized at the end of last year that I do want to be big, but it’s 
incidental to being very, very good. If being big means not being 
that great, then it’s not that important. Being successful is like a 
bonus to being really good.
CHANGE MY MIND ALL THE 
TIME, DEPENDING ON THE 
INFORMATION! RECEIVE.
“ Mind you, I change my mind all the time, depending on the 
information I receive. Sometimes I think that’s the only way to be — 
in a state of total turmoil all the time. I evaluate everything as much, 
if not more, than most people, but I reach no conclusions. Mark 
Smith of The Fall slagged me off for being escapist. From the way 
he writes he’s suggesting he’s always meeting the problem head 
on. However, just by talking about it totally plainly I don’t think you 
are necessarily meeting it head on.”
“ People’s opinions change all the time. You can see that on a 
grander scale in the way in which views of history alter. It’s all a bit 
of a purging process, really...
“That’s it. I got really pissed off because of the massive wordly 
style in which Mac writes his lyrics. I was going on to Bill about it, 
saying, ‘Oh, I’ve really done so much more than Mac, yet he’s 
putting this supposedly very important stuff over and still living at 
home with his mum.’ And Bill said, ‘Yeah, but he’s doing it better 
than you — he’s writing wordly lyrics and peopleare believing him!’ 
And ..  .yeah! I wouldn’t argue with that, because he does. In the 
same way th at Kerouac wrote most of On The Road at his auntie’s. 
Does it matter in the end?
“A lot of the time my lyrics are about totally innocent little things 
thought of when I’m sitting in my room feeling a bit queazy. It’s 
down to what you do best, and I’ve realized that what Mac does 
best is the whole enigmatic, wordly figure thing.
“ It doesn’t matter to anybody that Mac doesn’t know that much. 
Because he does really, because he’s telling people he does.
“There’s a track on the first album called ‘Second Head’, which 
is about the theory that you are who you think you are, who other 
people think you are, and who you really are. Yet I was thinking
I LOVE
THE IDEA OF THE ARTIST.
most people are worried about the second head: they put this head 
on for public consumption. I always used to think that clothes were 
so unimportant,” he motions again to what he’s wearing. “ But 
they’re fofa//y important, because they’re seventy per cent of you to 
most people. There’s no point in denying it.
“At the moment,” he adds, “ it’s very hip to deny knowledge, and 
to use monosyllables where you can provide really erudite 
answers. But what does it matter? It must’ve been a real strain on 
Joe Strummer learning to talk like that.
“ I love the idea of the artist. I want to sit at home with my 
harmonium and viola and acoustic guitar and tape recorder, and 
loads of records and books. But it’s me who believes that — just 
me. I also know that when it comes down to it, it’s just pop music.
“ I couldn’t be enigmatic — it’s too much to work at. I work better 
when I’m being myself, just enthusing about things. A lot of people 
get pissed off when they meet m e .. . ”
“What? They want the moody poet?”
“Yeah” he nods. “ I’ve done that sometimes, just to make it 
easier when I’m on tour, say. People come into the dressing room 
and I’m just sitting in a corner, thinking. But what I’m actually 
thinking is, ‘I don’t want to speak to these people.’ I get all moody, 
and they accept it.
“What an easy cop-out” .
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“/■ wanted one life 
you wanted another 
we couldn’t have our cake 
so we ate each other. ”
These lines come from the Liverpool 
poet, Roger McGough, who gave read­
ings across Australia last month. 
McGough first reached this country’s 
collective ears as a member of the 
Scaffold (remember Lily the Pink?). He 
was also the principal scriptwriter for the 
Beatles’ cartoon film Yellow Sub­
marine, and, in fact, knew the Beatles 
when he and they were all part of a 
music/performance scene in Liverpool in 
the early sixties.
It’s very hard to pick a “typical” work by any poet, 
but the four line pdem just quoted brought laughs 
of recognition at a reading McGough gave at Exiles 
Bookshop in Sydney in mid-March.
It is an example of the kernels of social satire that 
have contributed to McGough’s enormous suc­
cess as a poet in the U.K.
Although almost unknown in Australia, 
McGough is one of six or so British poets that are 
able to make a living solely from their poetry, from 
readings and book royalties.
The above poem appeared in McGough’s col­
lection, After the Merrymaking, (Cape, London, 
1971). Since then, the book has been reprinted five 
times. McGough also has another six volumes of 
his own in print, and a book of children’s poems 
which he put out together with another poet, 
Michael Rosen.
His Sydney readings provided a ready key to 
understanding his “marketability.” He knows how 
to put together a performance that gets the audi­
ence in. No one has to sit politely, straining to catch 
the occasional literary jewel that might drop from 
the poet’s lips. There are lots of short, pithy, wry 
poems, some audience participation poems, and 
just enough more profound poems to give the 
reading a bite, that doesn’t, however, leave the 
audience with a feeling of indigestion.
The poem. Head Injury, again from After the
Merrymaking, is a good example of material in 
this latter category. It was written about someone 
lying in a coma in a hospital after a motorcycle 
accident. This is the final segment of the poem:- 
"You are with me now as you are everyday 
Seeking some glimmer of recognition 
Some sign of recovery. You take my hand.
I try to say: 7 love you. ’
Instead I squawk,
Eyes bobbing like dead birds in a watertank.
I try to say: ‘Have pity on me, pity on yourself 
Put a bullet between the birds. ’
Instead I gurgle
You kiss me then walk out of the room.
I see your back.
I feel a colour coming, mottled, mainly black. ”
McGough, now in his early forties, has been 
writing poetry for about twenty years.
He emerged from a University education in 
Liverpool in the early sixties where he had come 
under the influence of the American Beat Poets. 
After hearing them he came to the conclusion that 
poetry had to be presented live, on stage, to gain 
its best impact, and he started perfecting a low key, 
yet highly effective stage presence.
“ I started working in Liverpool, doing readings 
with local, mainly R&B groups at the same time as 
the Beatles were playing in the Cavern,” McGough 
told Roadrunner after the Exiles reading.
“Oddly enough. The Roadrunners was the first 
band I ever worked with.”
There was a whole crowd of poets and musi­
cians working in clubs around Liverpool at the time, 
some of whom would later build significant reputa­
tions for themselves. Apart from the most obvious 
case of the Beatles, there were, besides 
McGough, the poet Adrian Henri, and the musi­
cians Mike Hart and Andy Roberts, the latter who 
now works with Roy Harper.
It was in this environment that McGough met 
Paul McCartney’s brother, Mike McGear, and John 
Gorman, who were later to join him in the Scaffold.
“ We started putting on these multi-media 
shows, called ‘Happenings’ involving music, 
poetry, sketches, lights. They were very popular 
with the student element.
“Some television people came to see the show, 
and they chose three of us to do a television series 
where we had to improvise on newspaper head­
lines.
“That was the Scaffold. We were initially a 
theatre-poetry group, until Brian Epstein became 
our manager, because of Mike’s connections with 
Paul and the Beatles. Brian signed us up with EMI 
where we made our first record. Thank U Very 
Much.”
During a recording career spanning the years 
between 1967 and the early seventies, the Scaf­
fold released several records, including Lily the 
Pink.
“ In my opinion, though, our last album. Fresh 
Liver, was our best,” said McGough.
“ One side of it was music, and the other side a 
series of sketches and poetry...but we were never 
able to reproduce on vinyl what we did on stage.”
McGough admitted that no one in the Scaffold 
was a particularly brilliant musician, but their re­
cording career brought them into contact with 
some of the best musicians of the time.
“There’s an album called McGough McGear 
which Mike and I did together in 1968 or 69. it was 
produced by Paul McCartney, and Jimi Hendrix 
and Elton John played on it, and anyone else who 
was around had a blow on it, and enjoyed them­
selves,” he said.
That typified the era for him.
“ Everyone was relaxed. We had good musi­
cians all the time. It was very exciting.”
About this time the Beatles, fam iliar with 
McGough’s writing talents, called him in to rescue 
Yellow Submarine at a fairly late stage in the 
film’s histoi7 .
“ By this time. Yellow Submarine had had about 
fifteen scriptwriters, all of them American, and all of 
them New York and Jewish,” McGough said.
“They had Ringo saying things like, ‘Hey now, 
let’s go down 42nd Street and grab a few pretzels.’ 
It was just plain silly.
“ I brought it home, Liverpudlianized it, put a few 
jokes in, and developed the ‘Sea of Monsters,’ 
McGough said.
The one thing McGough found disturbing during 
that whole period was the attitude of the record 
companies, which, he said, contrasted heavily with 
the views of the musicians.
“The record companies were very heavy. They 
were the large money up front that bought the 
product, and you had to be very careful whose 
name you put on the record sleeve.”
McGough said the hard line of the record com­
panies in the late sixties and early seventies made
him welcome the New Wave movement when it 
emerged.
“The New Wave phenomenon was Very fresh, 
because it was starting from the roots again. 
Bands weren’t interested in being on the Warner 
Bros label, or EMI, but just wanted to make re­
cords, to make music.
“ I enjoyed that, even though all the music wasn’t 
to my taste.
“Of course the old story happens again. The 
record company executives see there’s money to 
be made, and they jump in,” he added.
“When I first started putting out records, record 
company executives wore tight grey suits .and 
short hair, but within the space of four or five years 
they all wore denims and long hair, and smoked 
marihuana — but they were still the same under­
neath.
“ Now they cut their hair off, and dye it blonde — 
but the same sort of people still control the money, 
and everything else, and it’s still a business.” 
When asked what music he plays for himself, 
nowadays, McGough gave what he termed an 
embarrassed pause, and said, “ I’ve never owned a 
record player.”
“ I like Ian Dury for his humour, though, and Paul 
Jones’ new band, and I admire John Cooper 
Clarke because he made the jump between poetry 
and pop music. Obviously, I tend to like good lyrics.
“So many people, myself included, have gone 
into a recording studio with good lyrics which have 
got lost in the production. It’s a crazy situation 
where you end up with the music drowning out the 
words. Why have words at all?”
McGough’s preference for live performances, 
underlined by the fact that he doesn’t even own a 
record player, has had a large bearing on his de- ‘ 
velopment as a poet.
There is not one of his poems that does not lend 
itself well to being read out aloud to an audience. 
Yet he doesn’t consider himself an “oral” poet.
“ I wouldn’t call my poetry oral because I think the 
poems up in my head, and write them down on 
paper. I may mumble them to myself as I am doing 
it, but they are poems, just poems, and I write them 
down first of all, before I do anything else with 
them.”
McGough said it was what a poet chose to do 
with the poems once they were written down that 
was important.
“When I started writing, the tradition was to pub­
lish poems, yet most of the poems that influenced 
me were poems I HEARD rather than READ — like 
the work of the American Beat Poets — so it was 
obvious to me that that was the way of getting 
poetry across.
“ I never publish in magazines now. I find there’s 
always an audience for new poems at readings, 
just as there’s an audience for old poems.” 
“ Poetry works better orally. There are some 
people who can read a book of poetry and like it, 
just as there are some people who can buy a 
record without needing to see the band live.
“Yet I think it makes a big difference, it makes a 
lot more sense to see the band live, to see the 
person reading the poetry.
“The biggest kick I get, still, is when a girl comes 
up to me after a poetry reading, and says, ‘I 
brought my boyfriend, who always said he hated 
poetry, but he thought tonight was great.’
“ People get this barrier against poetry. They 
think it’s intellectual, when actually, it’s an oral 
tradition, a magical thing you can create.” 
McGough paused for a moment, then added, 
“Of course, some very good poets, T.S. Eliot, for 
instance, have been awful readers, so you’ve got 
to be careful you don’t preclude them from serious 
consideration because of a preference for poets 
reading their own work.”
Despite his preference for readings, and the fact  ̂
that he derives a portion of his income from them, 
McGough is adamant that he doesn’t write for an 
audience.
“ I write for someone like myself.
“But my audience tends to be younger people. 
When I started giving readings, it was to people my 
own age, who are now married with 18 children pr 
so. But nowadays my audience tends to be 
younger people who are discovering poetry for the 
first time, which is very exciting.
“ But I don’t write for them. It just happens that 
they come.”
When asked whether he had ever tried to place 
himself in terms of history, McGough said the influ­
ence of the Beat Poets had extended beyond their 
reading technique to his choice of subject matter 
and lifestyle.
“ I was influenced by the whole Kerouac 
phenomenon — by the idea of the artist as a per­
son who is living, coping with things, and risking 
and dicing with all sorts of things. Rather than 
being a safe, cut-off-from-it-all academic, he was 
someone who was off in the middle of things, suf­
fering and laughing, and writing about it.
“ I think a poet has to be part of life, and not 
outside it.
“Sometimes I feel that when I’m at my best, I can 
be invisible, listening and moving around things — 
but I’m there. I’m not in a library.”
McGough would not commit himself to a state­
ment^ which might be construed from the above 
that academics generally make bad poets.
“There are some good academic poets, but I’m 
biased, because a lot of the criticism I’ve had has 
been from academics. They don’t like it because I 
get better audiences than they do, and make more 
money.”
Although McGough believes poetry works best 
when it is read out aloud, and although he no 
longer appears in magazines, he continues to pub­
lish books of his poetry, which, sell extremely well 
“The last book I put out, ‘You Tell Me’ which 
featured me and another poet, Michael Rosen, 
went into a second reprint of 30,000 before it was 
published,” McGough said.
“That’s 60,000 books.”
“The book is for kids, but they’re good poems, 
don’t write ‘Kids’ Poems’ «s such, I just write 
poems.”
McGough agreed that one of the “You Tell Me" 
poems, “Snipers" exemplified this point. “Snip­
ers" is about an uncle driven mad by his war ex­
periences, and although it gains its effect from 
being told from the viewpoint of a small nephew, it 
is a poem that speaks to any age group.
“He knows damn well he's still at war, 
just that the snipers aren't Japs anymore."
DONNA MAEGRAiTH.
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"The public has an appetite for a recipe 
of life
And any pidgeon can lead the cattle. . .
But when will I
choose a. side
When is my last battle. ”
“The Bad Poets are good truck driv­
ers.” Such was the cunning wall- 
scribble advertising line characterising a 
most peculiar Adelaide band. And it’s as 
accurate a description as any other 
categorisation anyone could come up 
with.
Many musical ‘type’ descriptions 
could be marginally true of the Bad 
Poets, but none could be said to be a 
total (or near total) version of the truth. It 
just so happens that here we have a 
unique band, and boy, don’t it confuse 
people.
Plenty of this is due to the members and mixture 
of characters in the band. Many bands are groups 
of old friends, who can be considered similar in 
musical taste and attitudes. The Poets are related 
through diversity of character and musical taste, 
and have found common ground where one thing, 
the music they create, is their favourite music.
Jade D’adrenz (vocals), Marcus Jarrett (guitar), 
Tim Nicholls (drums), Broggs (bass) and Martin 
Rigby (guitar) are the Bad Poets. Tim is giving 
away a U.C.L.A. scholarship to be a Bad Poet. 
Martin is giving away a job too. Jade is giving away 
Jadism to be one. Marcus is giving wisdom, and 
Broggs a few inches.
They’re certainly not a uniform looking bunch 
either.
Martin: “Well, I’ve been told -vtfe couldn’t look 
attractive if we tried.’’
Jade: “Yeah, we’re not a pretty band.”
On stage, they do look pretty motley, but that 
means nothing. There is a single focus for the 
stage energy, and this is Jade. Usually dressed 
like the proverbial human peacock, she performs 
with an intimidating energy. And she understands 
performance: dancing, gesturing and almost al­
ways moving. The type of performer that makes 
standing still an effective movement.
Jade D'Adrenz is an intense singer, and a good 
one, in a style which she can call her own. The rest 
of the band, capable and disciplined musicians, 
often seem detached and removed from the audi­
ence. They play intently, in fact deadly seriously, 
rarely acknowledging (although aware of) the au­
dience.
Martin: “Some people say we look bored.”
The Bad Poets play their own songs, the lyrics to 
which Jade writes, the music often written by the 
entire band. Originally the basics of the songs were 
constructed by Jade, armed with a poem, and 
Marcus with his guitar. This developed, with the 
later arrival in the band of Martin, into a system 
where the band wrote the music by simply ‘jam­
ming’, and at the same time Jade arranging/writing 
lyrics into a suitable structure. Lately she’s had a 
song and a melody to which they’ve been able to 
add guitars.
The guitars rely heavily on echo and chorus 
units for their distinctive sound, and are allowed 
considerable freedom to produce colourful sounds 
by a driving rhythm section.
Broggs “ I can’t even play if I can’t feel the base 
notes as I play them.”
The popular high point in the Bad Poets reper­
toire is undoubtedly ‘Crash Sweet Crash’, which
begins with a rhythmic, tension filled build up to the 
‘crash’ and then explodes into a speedy, colourful 
repeating guitar riff. It’s ultimately believable as 
Jade intones the words “ I hate living when it gets 
too quiet, I must crash.”
Although distinctive in sound. Bad Poets songs 
are notably varied. Songs such as the moody, 
almost psychedelic and undanceable ‘Unex­
pected Rainfall’ , are contrasted against songs 
such as the powerful, but incredibly catchy ‘Sing 
Another Song’ (originally titled The World War 
Three marching song.). There are no fillers in the 
set.
Jade explains that the subject matter deals 
mainly with 3 inter-related themes. The general 
theme tends to be about people when they are in 
their most vulnerable states:
“ .. .whether it’s just total confusion, fear or just 
in very intimate situations being either physically, 
emotionally or spiritually abused like in ‘Time On A 
Prayer’. The girlfriend breaks into her boyfriends 
house because he won’t answer the door. He 
doesn’t even notice the blood all over her hands, 
he’s just angry that she broke his window pane.
‘As my fingertips gently guided the trickles of 
sweat
From your neck to your knees 
Some of it filled my eyes and blinded me 
As I gradually lost my senses, in one soft frenzy 
of blind loyalty
And I just don’t understand . . .
Indifference to infidelity.’”
so to speak, but ended up demanding an encore. 
The permanent move to Melbourne is impending, 
and looks justified from their point of view.
Audiences sometimes seem to be unresponsive 
until the end of the set.
Marcus: “A lot of people just stand there and 
stare. It’s really weird to do a gig and hardly any­
body does anything, and then a great encore. That 
happened at the Tivoli last time.”
I mention that these audiences seem to be 
watching very carefully although they are not clap­
ping, as if perhaps they don’t want to admit some­
thing.
Jade “ Sometimes they’ve got a drink and a 
cigarette in their hands.
Martin: “They’re afraid of putting it down and 
losing it.
That man is QUITE competent at picking up glas­
ses.”
A gentle poke at a well known Tivoli barman 
called Jimmy, who shall remain nameless. Jimmy 
has never been seen without a five foot pile of 
plastic glasses in each hand.
Marcus: “Still, you feel like you should be getting 
some reaction. The audience is 50% part of the 
fun, and their having a good time is dependent on 
their being involved. Really depressing.”
Jade: “ I think it’s very important their interaction. 
Just the fact that they keep coming back.”
Marcus: “ People do get involved more when we 
get involved, like in Club a Go Go.
Car Races Are Less Dangerous desribes a guy 
who sets out to study the occult when he couldn’t 
even deal with his own reality:
‘If you could understand how passionately 
I feel the impassion and the ennui
I would........kill to believe’
(Car Races Are Dangerous).
This person needs limitations to be productive, 
and needs to choose a side but can find no ‘credi­
ble’ alternatives to the standard Religion, love, 
work, sex, because they’re not strong enough. 
They’ve not his love, his truths.”
The recipe of life deals with the actual choice, for 
example, organised religion, and the confusion 
(and what’s exploited from it) resulting from indoc­
trination by Jesus or whatever.
“We’ve got a Jimmy Swaggart song coming up.” 
The recipe is the simple solution. How people 
need simplicity. An answer that is simple enough to 
understand, but doesn’t have to be true:
‘Ronny (Reagan) has a vision 
and it’s called simplicity.’
(Ronnie has a vision).
“ It’s conditioning, simugated God, hamburger 
church/Recipes of life are dangerous.”
So people are vulnerable looking for something 
simple to believe in, vulnerable when they do be­
lieve in something simple, and made vulnerable by 
the methods employed to make them believe it. 
The last battle is the process:
“The conditioning techniques used by the Man- 
son family aren’t too different from those employed 
by the catholic church.
‘Now I’m no leader of the militants 
But I really think it’s criminal to scare small chil­
dren and call it religion 
The public has an appetite for a recipe of life 
And any pidgeon can iead the cattle.’”
(The last Battle.)
The Poets recently played a well received one off 
gig at the Paradise Lounge in Melbourne. The 
audience acted like they were ‘checking them out’
This interview is being conducted in a pretty 
informal nature in a friend’s living room, while the 
T.V. is blurting out the Academy Awards stupidity. 
The inevitable crops up.
Martin: “ Reagan’s obviously running to a script. 
Somebody wrote a script for him to get shot, and 
sorne guy to get shot in the head. I’m sure of it. And 
for him to go to hospital, and to write on a piece of 
paper I’d rather be in Philadelphia’, It’s all a script.” 
(Note that the^midday movie in Adelaide on the day 
of the shooting was called ‘The Gang That Couldn’t 
Shoot Straight’.)
Jade: “ It all puts American politics in perspective 
pretty well, doesn’t it? The fact that they can tie up 
Reagan’s shooting, like, Reagan the President, an 
actor, a ham actor at that, a B-grade. They can tie it 
up; they can tie up his shooting with the movie, and 
you know, he gets shot when he’s supposed to be 
on the Academy Awards. And then he does his bit 
from a hospital bed. It puts American politics in 
perspective, ’cos the whole thing’s just fuckin’ 
theatre.”
I mention my distaste for such sordid tasks being 
performed by the media, when its power could be 
used in a more than slightly beneficial manner. The 
mention of that word media causes more than a 
slight flurry of activity in the local vocal chords.
Jade: “The media are on ly. . .  is fiction pre­
sented as facts, obviously, most of the time. In a 
way that’s fair enough, what you read in the papers 
in the mornings. I guess people don’t really want to 
know that the paragons of the society are 
psychopaths who roll hard-boiled eggs at small 
boys under full moons. Or that, for instance, the 
leaders of society are maniac killers. Or the old 
lady who gets helped across the road by a cop. 
She doesn’t want to know that he’s on the Mafia 
payroll. And that’s fair enough, why should people 
want to know these things?”
Marcus: “The problem is that the media is a 
business too, totally bound by profit-making or­
ganisations. They print all the news that’s profita­
ble, or that keeps everything else profitable.”
Jade: “The public wants the enemy to be a sim­
ple one. That’s reasonable. Who wants to know 
what’s happening in the Pentagon, which is a
theatre of the absurd anyway? Who wants to know 
what’s really going on in places like that?”
Some concerned Poets and your humble inter­
viewer start muttering about it not being too bad 
wanting to know what’s going on.
Jade: “ If I thought for one second that the future 
of the world depended on the wisdom and integrity 
of Ronald Reagan, I would just get a flagon of 
Canadian Club and a couple of buckets of cocaine, 
a Magnam .38 and just go out and MUTATE!
“ Because, for one thing, I don’t believe that that 
guy has even . . .  his fingers twitch a lot, but I don’t 
believe he’s smart enough to have found the but­
ton yet. George Bush knows where it is. Haig’s 
probably built another one by now.
I say that it’s true, but when you’ve got people 
making a decision, and that decision effects you, 
and you’ve got no choice in the matter, it’s got to be 
a bit irritating.”
Marcus: “Yeah, some people have the world in 
their hands.”
■Jade: “Sure, but if I was going to stop and think 
that these politicians could effect my life: I refuse to 
believe that they can help or hinder me. Otherwise 
I’d just ask for flagons delivered with the milk, and a 
naval base in the back yard. You cannot let them 
have anything to do with your life.”
Marcus: “But if they’re not going to have any­
thing to do with your life, ther’s a million other 
people they’re going to have a fantastic effect on.” 
Jade clarifies that what she was trying to make 
clear originally was that hating, say, Reagan, was 
one level, and if you wanted to follow that down 
deeper, you’d find: “ .. .even more and worse 
psychotics below, and if you’re going to worry 
about all of them, you might as well stop function­
ing. Although I admit a nuclear holocaust might 
slow me down a bit.”
Finally:
Marcus: “ Let’s get off the political trail.”
Martin: “Yeah, it stinks.”
Willie Nelson comes on to the T.V. and some 
genius observes:
“ He’s got a lot of hair.”
We start talking about music again and Marcus 
parts with some special knowledge::
“Guitarists have been proven in laboratories to 
fuck up rats. The most damaging guitar solo was 
recorded by Lou Reed in ‘Heard Her Cali My 
Name’. It induced fusion of the spinal chord and 
brain in just about every rat.”
Jade: “And just think, Armand Schaubroeck, in 
the House of Guitars (sfudio), he recorded Rat- 
fucker.”
I ask if anyone would like to recite a few interview 
cliches.
Marcus: “Alright. We really hate being put in 
pidgeon-holes. We will never sell out.”
Jade (exasperated): Sellout? Sell out to who? 
Martin: “Who’d buy us?”
Marcus: “Sell out to the prize buck or something. 
Sell out to Countdown.”
Jade: “ It’s not the Gong Show. But if it’s live to 
air. If it was live to air I’d love to go on. If we just had 
twenty seconds that was uncensored live to air. It 
wouldn’t be Countdown, it’d be the Bad Poets on 
national T.V., able to do whatever they want.” 
The Bad Poets display sophisticated, but en­
dearing irreverence. Not much is held immune 
from spontaneous attacks of any kind. Except for 
one thing, their music. It isn’t tarnished, and I be­
lieve it will be kept that way at all costs.
“When the loudest voices divide the bad poets 
from the good
They still can’t stop them staring at the living 
And writing it down.”
(from) That’s Action.
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MEO 245
Adelaide University Bar
Adelaide will always be an exciting 
place to witness live music. Not only are 
some of the finest bands in the country 
based here, people only go and see 
what they consider worth seeing. Once 
interstate bands have exhausted east­
ern state venues they come to Adelaide 
polished and tight.
Meo 245 are no exception, coming to Adelaide 
after much sweating around the dives Melbourne 
and Sydney have the gall to call hotels. It must 
have been a relief for them to play three great 
venues with perceptive bands and exciting 
crowds. Crowd attendance figures were amazing 
considering Meo 245’s lack of exposure through 
the patronized music media.
The band were exciting live, playing sets of well 
constructed originals and a tasteful selection of 
covers. These men know what they are doing and
they get on with the job.
One of the most exciting points of their set was 
the spine tingling instrumental ‘‘Letters and Num­
bers” . Filled with soaring synthesiser fills and a 
nice tight rhythm, this song could make a cripple 
jump and dance, ‘‘Marching Feet” was another 
high point in their performance. This song would 
have to be one of the best Australian singles for the 
last year. Punchy beat and a well crafted melody. 
Every time it comes on the radio now I just have to 
turn up the volume and dance around.
Meo’s covers are great too. ‘‘Speed of Life” by 
Bowie was reproduced just the way it was 
recorded, with much precision and skill. Gene 
Pitney's arrangement of “24 Hours from Tuisa” 
was fantastic too. Ballads have always captured 
the irrational foolish romantic side of me.
This band of moody young men will probably be 
quite big names soon here in Australia. Reason 
being they have so much good taste and ideology 
amongst themselves and they have perhaps one 
of the smartest managements in the country 
nurturing them. In conclusion all I can say is go and 
see them before you can’t afford to.
DIRK WARHOL
Evii Hearted Neii -  foto. Eric Aigra.
JOHN DOE'S RUINED SCENE
Lady Diana’s REVENGE
EPISODE TWO
Well now, look at what’s happened. 
The Units and the Bad Poets have gone 
and pissed off interstate, the dirty bas­
tards. The Units had to play after a 
cadaver named Corporate Body in Mel­
bourne. Y’know, the type of audience 
that hates you if you don’t play covers 
from Rock’n’roll Swindle.
I remember watching all these people going 
ape-shit over Corporate Body playing Anarchy In 
the U.K. .Then they all went down-stairs and 
frothed at the mouth over La Femme. A bit like 
James Freud’s English accent really.
Anyway, now I’m wandering around Adelaide to 
see what’s left. The Shreds will be God sometime 
next week. Four of The Outcasts show signs of life. 
Some of the other bands still have a bit of pet-food 
left on them. The Spell wiggled their gills, and then 
swam backwards.
Peter Garrett goes crocodile hunting in the N.T. 
when he could be catching dinosaurs in Adelaide 
(or any of Australia’s capitals, particularly Mel­
bourne).
So I’m stuck with all this shit, and wondering 
who’s fault it is. There’s plenty of people to choose 
from, but there’s little doubt who the real culprit is. 
Who else could have the incomparable urge for 
such hideous revenge on loveable people like me?
I can tell you, whoever it is has a vital handhold on 
the lot of us now, and there’s no way that grip’s 
going to let.go before surrender.
Is it Molly’s fault?
The man invades our T.V. sets with some of the 
most incredibly senile foamings that have ever 
emerged from an orifice. He babbles uncontrolled 
meaninglessness throughout an hour of the most 
outrageous advertising scam ever devised. This 
abominable vomiting of verbal effluent abates only 
long enough to show a few of the most tedious, 
bottom of the lowest common denominator dead­
weight turkey bomb-out dud film clips that send 
records zipping into the charts like lemmings to a 
beach party.
No. It’s not Molly.
Is it the Australian mods?
Now here’s a hastily convened gang of perverts. 
These terrifying, slime-like creatures are dli well 
under five feet tall, hang out with three-piece bands 
like Rickenbackers (or want them) and grapple 
determinedly with such deep philosophical ques­
tions as James Freud’s cultural heritage. I wonder 
if these Australian exponents of that overseas ‘di­
rection’ are all royalists too. Or is that too difficult a 
question? If I were a Mod, I know it would be a
strain on my brain cell.
No. It’s not the Mods.
Is it the Iconoclasts? Nup.
Is it Mr. Fraser (Sir)?
Now there is a candidate. A man whom we can 
all thank for nothing. He was lead guitarist in a 
punk-rock band when he was a Young Liberal. 
Called the Inherent Squatters, they impersonated 
feminists, wore clothes made of money, and took 
cheap shots at the working class. They us^d to 
cover James Freud songs.
Poor James. Imagine being as big a waste of 
space as he is.
Poor Malcolm. He should have been born in a 
zoo.
Well, it’s neither of them. Not much anyway;
The real object of my vendetta was born with far 
greater things in mind. A creature of true ambition, 
she may have had a pretty shaky beginning. She 
really needed power and glory, and faced a few 
choices in getting it.
She nearly chose correctly the first time, but she 
chose rock’n’roll bands. She ‘met’ lots of rich 
people, but it turned sour. Punk-rock was ‘in’, and 
she had trouble getting the act right. She overdid it 
sometimes, and people thought she came from 
Melbourne.
She nearly chose correctly the second time. She 
took up with that twisted invertebrate who called 
Radio Birdman “ . .  .dense, storming, light 
metallo-pop(etc)” in the N.M.E. And her need for 
revenge grew when she discovered that he just 
wanted them out of the way, in order that he be the 
first kid on the block to copy them.
Well then she skulked around in bars for a while, 
looking under tables for something to do. Needless 
to say, she found the Blitz Club, where everybody 
wasn’t what they were. Her clothes were so out­
rageously normal that she was an overnight sen­
sation. Her mother (The Duchess) had always 
maintained that the Hammond Organ lessons 
would come in usefui one day.
It was here that she learnt to act like a real upper 
class, superior twit. These lessons gave her a 
complete new angle on where to collect on a for­
tune; not to mention how to carry out her ven­
geance.
She was soon dating a very rich aristocrat, with 
an enormous, some would say palatial, house right 
in the middle of London. She loved him dearly, and 
loves him still. She don’t even mind his yacht, or his 
mother.
And like every fairy-tale, this has a happy end­
ing. She’s gonna have that terrible revenge on 
rock’n’roll. And she might even give some new life 
to that aging term ‘Head of State’.
DIRTY POOL LIVE REPRESENTATION
• • • there iz a difference
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THE SAINTS
“ THE MONKEY PUZZLE’’
(Lost)
Right. Don’t ask if this is the REAL 
Saints.
Who cares? It’s a fucking fine band, 
and as John Lydon once said, What’s in 
a name? Since the collapse of the Ed 
Kuepper line-up, doom-laden punks in 
darkened shitholes all over this country 
have argued the validity of the existing 
personnel, in between eating Mandrax 
and being rushed to hospitals. Why don’t 
you poor silly bastards go and whip 
yourselves with a pushbike chain or 
something?
Of course, the current Saints would be rather 
less spectacular without Chris Bailey, who is at this 
juncture, unquestionably the band’s heart ’n’ soul; 
he has the knack of choosing great musicians, all 
the same. Guitarist Barrington provides that 
instantly recognizable jangling sound which is 
such a trademark of the “ new” Saints. Why then is 
this album — er — so second-rate?
As an L.P., ‘‘The Monkey Puzzle" would have 
made a fantastic E.P. The glory of four standout 
tracks is matched only by the mediocrity of 
everything else on the album. Playing standard 
and sound quality are so inconsistent that the 
record as a whole is vaguely annoying, because 
you know they could have done better. It hurts to 
say this, you know. The saints are the sort of band I 
would maim for in most circumstances.
There are obvious highlights. ‘‘Always” and ‘‘In 
The Mirror” are two of them, and if you are any kind 
of Saints aficianado you have already the single 
featuring these songs, ja? Recorded in London last 
year, here preserved for all time are two definite 
rock’n’roll balltearers. Production quality on these 
tunes outshines the rest of ‘‘Monkey Puzzle” by 
megawatts. Somehow Bailey’s production on the 
other tracks is reminiscent of Adelaide demo 
studios. He may, of course, have had to contend 
with crumby equipment, a hostile or bored 
(boring?) engineer, lack of studio time, or fifty other 
possibilities (including the fact that recorded 
material inexplicably loses a lot of fascination 
between the studio and the finished product). 
Whatever the reason, the effect is that several 
potential classics haven’t been given the technical 
treatment they deserve. Shit. Maybe I should be 
writing for electronics Australia. Sorry, folks.
Unfortunately, the slagging doesn’t end here. 
Look, Chief, couldn’t you get John Doe to review 
this? His complete lack of conscience is better 
suited to this painful duty.
‘‘Simple Love” from the amazing ‘‘Paralytic 
Tonight, Dublin Tomorrow” E.P. has .been re­
recorded, with sadly disappointing results. Appa­
rently inspired by Bailey’s dog, this tune should 
have been left alone. He must have been bitten by 
said canine between the recording of the two 
versions. Slightly less disposable is a live (in the 
studio?) version of ‘‘Dizzy Miss Lizzy” , recorded in 
France; presumably Paris, where the Saints enjoy 
the sort of adulation they should be getting in 
Australia. Ex-Saint, Ivor Hay, plays piano, if the 
credits are to be believed. It’s a great song, but why 
bother pressing it? ‘‘Monkeys (Let’s Go)”  shreds 
away with^weat-filled abandon, but the chords are
dangerously familiar — something like The Who’s 
version of ‘‘Summertime Blues” .
A couple of slower tunes are notable, if only 
because they’re untypical. ‘‘Let’s Pretend” is a 
hefty dose of best Bailey cynicism. ‘‘The Ballad” is 
a continuation of a favourite Saint’s theme. 
Despair. Hey, how come the soprano sax player 
doesn’t receive credit? With the Saints, of course, 
three horns are always better than one.
If you don’t already own the ‘‘Dublin...” E.P. and 
the “Always” single, then what are you waiting for? 
Buy one for a friend as well. A copy of “Always” will 
improve any relationship. As far as “Monkey 
Puzzle” goes, it’s not all mediocre. “Miss Won­
derful”  and “Paradise” are articles of faith in 
Bailey’s ability as a rock’n’roll songwriter. Some­
thing still disturbs me about this album, however. 
Did he fall or was he pissed? Let’s hope it’s only a 
temporary aberration. Listen to it more than once.
MARK CORNWALL
RADIO BIRDMAN 
LIVING EYES 
(WEA)
There was a time no band worth more 
than one cent in the dollar would touch a 
Radio Birdman song (with perhaps one 
exceptional cover of Love Kills, but I only 
read about it . . . ). The idea of it was 
laughable. But now they’re coming out of 
woodwork with little or no respect for the 
author(s) of these songs, and the bands’ 
stated attitude that if you’re going to play 
someone else’s songs, make them your 
own.
With that attitude Radio Birdman turned a lot of 
songs on their heads, and used them to comple­
ment a formidable line-up of crushing original 
material, the likes of which have not been heard 
before or since. And it’s not as if no-one’s tried.
The live Radio Birdman machine was so total. 
You loved it or you hated it. There was no space in 
between, they forced a decision. You have a 
certain bent to like your pop music this way.
On stage and on record Radio Birdman used 
and mixed sounds that have been understood, let 
alone used effectively, by very few.
They made their guitars ring in a way that so 
many clumsy imitators don’t even think to attempt.
Their music was loud, incredibly loud, and super 
fast, but always smooth and continuous. The 
power chord sequences contained melody in 
themselves, as was Tom Erdelyi’s (less) suc­
cessful formula on the first Ramones album. The 
sound was loud and distorted, but musical. With 
the lead guitar sounding kind of mellow arid 
smooth, clear but without a piercing trebly edge, 
they were able to play a lot louder than bands 
without causing discomfort.
Along with that daunting guitar attack came 
keyboard sounds that require a certain genius (or a 
lot of experience) to consider using in such an , 
aural assault. And it worked, as no doubt they 
knew it would. Harmony vocals for a little colour? 
Oh yeah, why not?
The mixture of these things and others made 
Radio Birdman sound unlike anybody. Put Rob 
Younger out front, and there’s fuck-all that looked 
anything like them either. R. Y.; “ I like to get myself 
in a state where I’m not aware of what I do at all. Yet 
somehow, I get it all out.”
If any one of them had been a B-grade musician 
or performer. Radio Birdman might have just been 
using up valuable air-space.
Well, now the famed Rockfield tapes have come 
out to get some sun, and suddenly some people 
have something to live for again. The album 
contains three songs already released (but now 
rerecorded) on the Burned My Eye E.P. many 
moons ago. These are Burn My Eye, 1-94, and 
Smith and Wesson Blues. At least one other track 
on the album. More Fun, caught some daylight on 
a bootleg.
The killer track on this album is undoubtedly 
Crying Sun. Younger’s voice is at it’s very best. It 
has a smooth, powerful, classic Birdman 
introduction/buildup, with dom inant organ 
keyboard sound, over a flowing lead guitar pattern. 
Great chorus.
Breaks My Heart, released on the single as well, 
builds from one of their quietest moments into a 
piercing guitar crescendo reminiscent of the 
tailend of You’re Gonna Miss Me. Will open a safe 
from two hundred metres. Hanging On is a ‘new’ 
song and contains a threatening version of the 
Raw Power riff that just drives and drives. Of the so 
far unmentioned songs, 455S.D. will boil a frog in 
less than three minutes. Do the Moving Change 
has to be a pop classic, and Time to Fall is glorious 
Radio Birdman throat punch.
This album is different from the others. It’s less of 
a total blitz, with perhaps more contrasts, and 
definite attempts at greater tonal variation. Deniz 
Tek’s guitar sometimes sounds a little less live, 
with less reverb and a thinner sound, and then 
turns around and is solid and full enough to shake 
the last meal inside your stomach. There is a hell of 
a lot on this record.
I could go on for quite a while. Buy this album, 
and teach the record company not to be saps. 
Force Molly to acknowledge their existence, right 
there on the T.V., on that shoddy little advertising 
show the ABC puts on on Sundays.
This band deserved so much more.
“ It’s called good rock ‘n’ roll. Y’know, nice clean 
fun.” D. Tek.
Beats kicking pigeons.
JOHN DOE
MAGAZINE
Play
(Virgin)
I can see why so many people said 
their concerts here were good. If (like 
me) you missed them, this album gives 
an idea what they sounded like in 
Melbourne.
Magazine had always reminded me of Genesis, 
and Play reminds me of the Genesis Live single 
album which came out in 1973. The rich, 
semiorchestral quality is maintained throughout all 
the familiar songs on the album. Except for a 
certain urgency and blatant effort, their live sound 
resembles almost to a T the studio originals. On 
first hearing, Howard Devoto’s voice irritated me. It 
sounded overstylised, as if he had to put special 
work into the lyrics to make his songs meaningful. 
In places it is perhaps a little too idiosyncratic, 
sometimes simply overacting, but in general he 
keeps together the fabric of the band.
The music, itself, could not so easily hang 
together without the vocalist to support it. They 
remain good at what they do. As it is, of course, the 
live album is following the actual concert by about 
six months. Already it seems an aging type of 
music, somehow of questionable relevance. I can 
see people buying this for nostalgic reasons, 
maybe, but in itself I can’t see anything truly 
progressive. There are more than a few Australian 
bands who have refined Magazine’s - sort of 
technique and done a good job of it.
As with the Crossfire album, the “ liveness” of 
this album is not too obvious. This is due to the 
quality of recording. After hearing so much at times 
about our pissweak venues it’s pleasurable to hear 
living room quality through one speaker.
(PS: They should have called it Real Live)
SPAN
THE FALL 
“ GROTESQUE 
(After the Gramme)’’
(GAP)
“Grotesque” is the name of the fall’s 
latest album and grotesque is singer 
Mark Smith’s vision of his world. If you’ve 
ever heard the indecipherable Lanca­
shire voices calling those Wigan versus 
Featherstone Rovers Challenge Cup 
Finals which occasionally crop up on the 
A.B.C, you’ll know how the Fall sound. 
The Fall are from Salford near Man­
chester and sound it. And if their music 
appears at first too parochial for us, that 
is more our fault than theirs.
Mark Smith’s cynical view of the plight of the 
working class in the north of England and Scotland 
pervades the entire album. In “English Scheme’ 
he sings, “the clever ones tend to emigrate” . Crush 
the working class with proletariate visions of post­
erity. The album is packed with viginettes of North­
ern struggles as bleak and hopeless as a row of 
decrepit terraces in Manchester or a crumbling 
abandoned cotton mill in the Lancashire coun­
tryside, “ The Container Drivers” , “ Pay Your 
Rates” , “New Face in Hell” and “Impressions ofJ. 
Temprance” .
And if you doubt the Fall’s sincerity, listen to “C 
’n ’ C-S Mithering” and you’ll know where they 
stand—outside the music business looking in with 
disgust. The Fall played in America and sing, “All 
the English groups act like peasants with free 
milk” . They came home to England and sing with 
equal contempt.
“You think you’ve got it bad with thin ties, miser­
able songs
synthesized and circles with A in the middle. 
Make joke record, hang out with Garry Bushel, 
Go on Round Table, I like your single. Oh great.” 
You may call them reactionary, depending on 
your musical taste, but you can’t call them 
dishonest.
“ C ’n ’ C-S Mithering” (Smith’s song titles are 
sometimes a little obscure) and “ The N.W.R.A.” (I 
got that one—The North Will Rise Again) at the 
close of side two, are the stand out tracks on the 
album, as bleak as the Fall are going to get. 
Smith sings on “The N.W.R.A.” ,
“The North will rise again.
Not in ten thousand years.”
Which nicely sums up his whole attitude.
He writes with a passion and the band play with a 
passion to match, albeit not with a great deal of 
adventure. There are very few hooks on the album, 
“New. Face in Hell” with its insistent keyboard riff, 
is the closest they get to a tune. This is not pop, 
though the sparse, often acoustic guitar, chanted 
vocals and shambolic beat burrow into your brain. 
This album is not coffee table music, it must be 
listened to. Very few bands have maintained their 
rage since 1977. The Fall are one who have.
SCOTT MATHESON
XL CAPRIS 
WHERE IS HANK?
(Axle)
Where indeed is Hank? Cos if he’s a 
decent songwriter then the XL’s need 
him back tout suite. Apart from the 
haunting and compelling ‘World War III’ 
(a Johanna Pigott/Todd Hunter collab­
oration) and Pigott’s ‘Evelyn’, the songs 
on this debut album barely rise above 
the mediocre. The blame rests squarely 
on the shoulders of lead guitarist/ 
sinqer/shouter Tim Gooding who’s ob-
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session with ‘topical’ topics {Red Bikini 
Runaway’ being the most blatant exam­
ple) wears thin on first listen.
The music could be described as the mutant 
product of a liaison between Dave Warner and the 
B-52’s, best when the bass and drums dominate. 
With Todd Hunter now a fully fledged Capri it is to 
be hoped that this direction is encouraged— 
although Johanna Pigott’s bass playing is very 
competent and commendable here.
Although the two best songs are on side one, 
side two with ‘On The Beach’ and ‘Hi-Rise Heart’ 
working best, is probably the more consistent 
song-wise.
Todd Hunter’s production is decent and sym­
pathetic and probably saves the whole project from 
complete collapse. But if they can’t find Hank be­
fore the next album then the Capris are heading for 
a crash. I would have also preferred to hear less of 
Mr. Gooding’s voice which on occasion wanders 
rampantly off-key.
Oh, the title track ‘Oa Est Hank’ is quite cute.
DONALD ROBERTSON.
R L A N D  J E r r R E Y S
GARLAND JEFFREYS 
Escape Artist
arland Jeffreys returns with a new 
’ album, a new label, and a new band. 
Appearing on this album, with Jeffreys, 
are The Rumour rhythm section, Andrew 
Bodnar and Steve Goulding. Also help­
ing out are the E-Street Bands, Danny 
Federici and Roy Bittan. Not a bad start. 
Lou Reed is one who contributes some 
backing vocals; Linton Kwesi Johnson 
does a spot of narration, and there’s 
credit on the sleeve for a thing called 
‘Hung Jury’, which features one David 
Johansen.
Escape Artist features some reggae songs. 
Jeffreys has always played some reggae songs, 
but now seems to have found some company and 
momentum in a fair sized bunch of very West 
Indian names who played on the ‘London Ses­
sions’ for this album.
The album starts with a straight forward Jeffreys 
song entitled ‘Modern Lovers’. ‘Christine’, the 
following song, is a tragic love story. The singing is 
completely believable, with some soul, and in that 
remarkable, distinctive voice.
If anything has changed in Garland Jeffreys’ 
singing, it’s that it has taken on an aspect of 
Graham Parkerishness (?). It sounds good, but I’m 
apt to prefer Jeffreys himself.
Also on this side is a tuneful cover of the classic 
‘96 Tears’. ‘Innoceht (not guilty)’ is a driving rocker, 
and builds up a healthy contrast to the slower, but 
powerfully structured ‘True Confessions’.
Side two opens with a song called ‘R.O.C.K.’:
‘All of the kids where I come from
Tell the same old story
They want to be in a rock’n’roll band
And get them a piece of the glory.
You can feel it in a heartbeat 
You can feel it like a soul beat 
You can hear it in the bassline 
You can feel it in the backbeat.’
R.O.C.K.
It’s a really powerful song in the vein of, but lots 
noisier than, ‘Rough and Ready’ from the album 
‘Ghost Writer’.
‘Graveyard Rock’ is straight out reggae, that 
might have been found in the same place as bits of 
‘London Calling’. ‘Mystery Kids’ is more rocky 
Garland Jeffreys, with a beautiful quiet, moody 
patch in the second half. Really gloomy, and then it 
blasts back into a full-on chorus before the end.
This is a tremendous record filled to the brim with 
Garland Jeffreys’ typical intensity (sometimes 
cunningly disguised in light melody). It’s livelier
than his others, and sometimes, as in ‘Jump, 
Jump’ the music borders on very attacking 
rock’n’roll.
‘Escape Artist’ comes with a complementary 
E.P. entitled ‘Escapades’, which contains three 
basic reggae songs, named ‘Lovers’ Walk’ , ‘Miami 
Beach’, and ‘We The People’, and another version 
of ‘Christine’. All in all it’s pretty worthwhile and 
necessary listening.
JOHN DOE
TACTICS 
“ MY HOUDINI”
(Green)
This is an awesome album. It will 
become many things to many people. It 
strikes too deep, too sharp to go 
unnoticed, and once inside it’ll never 
leave. I caught a glimpse of the am­
phetamine rush-and^splinter that was 
Tactics soon after their move from 
Canberra to Sydney, but never imagined 
being served up such a diverse 
trunkload as this, their first offering.
There’s a lot to digest in the twelve tracks here 
present, but to analyse in detail would be to crawl 
into the chest marked ‘Spin-out’ and swallow the 
key. Enough to say that the images taste ruthlessly 
reflective of what we are, what we won’t admit, 
where we’ve been and what lies under this ‘buried 
country’. Not a duff line in sight, but many splinters. 
No poetic wanking but a language that feels 
ancient in tone, yet modern in content. And the wit 
chills me almost as much as it heats and propels.
Production and musical aspects are the sam e- 
a diamond-hard blend of haunting dynamics, 
imaginative sounds and sheer consistency. I know 
it sounds like all praise and no criticism, but I 
honestly find little need to do so, the damn thing’s 
so neatly bound yet unfettered and open. Bass and 
percussion just melt together, smooth and lumpy. 
Guitars and quartz-like piano skitter and sing 
around a voice that gives new credibility to the 
nasal effect -  Redgum seems decidedly trite after 
this (sorry kids).
“My Houdini’’ is the first major release on Stuart 
Coupe’s Green Label, and it will be a rather hard 
act to follow. Up thru heaps of meaningless junk. 
Tactics is the Nautilus surfacing.
TYRONE FLEX
THE REVJLLOS 
‘Rev Up’
(Festival)
Straight from the heart of all gooid teen 
dreams come the RevHlos. Not shy, not 
overtly smart, and most definitely not 
without a sense of humour which is often 
so well timed the welt has usually healed 
before the sting is even felt. Compari­
sons would only serve to give them a 
false sense of attachment to past glories 
or present indulgences. Suffice to say 
the form is pop whilst the pace is 
extreme, and whether slow or fast the 
glint of fun is obvious in the efferves­
cence of the playing.
From the runaway locomotion of ‘Rev Up’ to the
lonely radio wasteland epic ‘On The Beach’ the 
Revillos prove their sorties to the sixties for 
inspiration, phrasings and ever so narcissistic 
melodies have been successful. Not a punchline is 
wasted nor a moment lost. Even though the disc 
lasts a mere thirty two minutes the compulsive 
variation within and between the tracks alludes to a 
much greater depth in presentation than I would 
have thought possible.
An extreme case of weirdness sometimes 
overcomes the full frontal of tinplate pyschedelia 
and sixties go-going giving not so much a lesson in 
how to be obscure as exhibiting a new tangent on 
the tired but now refreshed art of razzamatazz. 
Take ‘Juke Box Sound’ for instance, being led by
Eugene Reynolds’ growling voice through a maze 
of oyster laden poles beneath the boardwalk, or 
‘Cool Jerk’ with its furious sense of guitar 
harmonics placed coolly within a contrasting song 
structure featuring some of the most ridiculous 
back up vocals ever oh -  ahhed. Then from that 
into the furious pace of ‘Hippy Hippy Sheik’ which 
does more than publicize the fine art of dancing -  
all that plus a Shadowesque guitar break cleverer 
than even the strange background movements of 
the Revettes.
Faster than sound, thinner than a pink slip, and 
more mobile than a V -  8 jukebox are the Revettes, 
who, by the way are Babs and Cherie (loco -  g o -  
go), whose back up vocals often overtake the 
melodies they’re supposed to be supporting.
On the first side the action begins with a crazy 
send up of some fab serial’s soundtrack with 
definite references to the Shadows’ guitar styles. 
On the heels of that comes the aforementioned 
‘Rev -  Up’ which is totalled by the gloweave organ 
riffs neatly slotted in by Fay Fife’s seductively 
sweet vocal chords. More akin to the sublime 
hypnosis of supermarket muzak than the pop 
straight and narrow it nervously skates oyer, 
touching briefly on the Batman theme, motorbike 
revolutions and a sort of ill defined dance beat.
A memory of New York’s The Cramps seeps 
through into the ‘Voodoo’ of Eugene’s voice. 
‘Voodoo’ is one of the few numbers to get totally 
involved in its oblique sense of tribal TV rhythm 
stratagems at the expense of the more spicy 
overdubs. Not for long says Fay as she sings 
‘Bobby Come Back To Me’ with the heart felt 
pleas of one truly affected.
Maybe I should close on Eugene’s facsimile of 
horror on ‘Yeah! Yeah!’. Provocative tongue 
lashings stemming more from gravel roads than 
honeyed throats leads a somewhat dense move­
ment of sound into the outer reaches of the dance 
floor. A dangerous place to venture but without a 
doubt, that is where the Revillos are headed and if 
you want to risk the ride hang on tight cos’ they ain’t 
stoppin’ for nobody -  least of all some laid back 
Australian TOP 40 addict.
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BILLY THORPE 
21st Century Man 
(Mushroom)
You ever wonder what happened to 
Billy Thorpe?
He was an Aztec some years ago, but 
sleeping under pyramids in South 
American jungles seems to have given 
him some funny ideas. To express the 
logical outcome of this thought, he has 
prepared three albums. This is the 
second of them.
Supported by guitars, syntheiszers, (spelt right), 
keyboards, and two other humans on bass and 
drums, he offers his earnest plea that some 
agency get us off this planet.
For some reason space travel has become 
trendy again. If they ever provide a shuttle for 
Tourist Scenic Flights this is the sort of thing they 
might use as background music. First of all, they’d 
slice out the vocals.
The story Thorpe is telling is purest formula 
space opera music. I don’t even believe he’s 
vaguely interested in space travel. His attempt to 
look young, on the inner sleeve, is Gary Numanoid, 
with Ziggy Stardust haircut (because Thorpe’s 
fairhaired).
The record is a pinnacle of workmanship in the
craft of packaging but it’s empty as space itself. 
Billy Thorpe should try a flight into that.Maybe 
Surely that’s what space travel is alfabout.
s f a n
CRAIG N. PEARCE
RUSSELL MORRIS AND THE 
RUBES
ALMOST FRANTIC 
(Mushroom)
PAUL KELLY and the DOTS 
TALK
(Mushroom)
The same Poet who told me not to 
listen to Showaddywaddy said that this 
guy’s got one o f . . .  “those awful, dis­
tinctive voices”. I know what he means, 
but I like Paul Kelly’s voice. Stay awake 
for a couple of days, drink a lot of beer, 
then go see The Dots. It works out just 
right. (But if you’ve done all that, don’t 
look at the cover of this album, you’ll go 
blind).
With a negative attitude you could shred this 
album. And talking of Shreds . . . (oh, but The 
Shreds are another story) Kelly’s voice sometimes 
sounds somewhere between forced and corny, but 
is usually effective. It’s backed by not overpower­
ing, melodic guitar music that lends (borrows) itself 
well to the lyrics and meanings presented.
Live, The Dots turn up with an unbelievable 
ability to build a song (not so hard with 3 guitars) 
from a ballad to very full rock and roll, without 
overdoing it or ruining the general theme. Such 
contrasts aren’t present on this album. The songs 
and singing take precedent.
This changes in Billy Baxter, the single, which I 
deem unlistenable. A sort of reggae David 
Watts/Billy Hunt, it reeks of a calculated attempt at 
commercial success.
In songs like Recognition and Cherry, Kelly’s 
voice takes on irresistible quality. No-one in 
Australia presents songs in this manner. Few 
seem to appreciate subtlety like this. Cherry in 
particular has a not unpleasant smell of Mink 
Deville about it. A lot of the live show seems like 
rocky Mink Deville (Kelly’s general appearance 
may be a psychological link).
This album is a pretty good Australian showing 
in a style which is uncommon here, and could only 
be expected to sell like any old (sic) Garland 
Jeffries album (which it is reminiscent of). And like 
‘any old’ Garland Jeffries album it’s more than 
worth a good few listens.
JOHN DOE
For someone who’s been through the 
most gruesome experiences the rock 
industry has to offer, Russell Morris 
faces the world with surprising equanim­
ity. In his time he’s suffered teen 
idolatory, been forced to wear kaftans, 
lived through exile in L.A., and carried 
the millstones of such “classics” as The 
Real Thing around his frail neck.
Many a meaningful and coked-out “ confes­
sional” album has been concocted from lesser 
tribulations, but at the end of it all Russell has 
arrived back in his natural chart habitat with 
nothing more offensive than a patchy but enjoy­
able collection of mid-Atlantic pop souffles.
A lot of people are doubtless buying this album 
for the naff version of Hush it contains (they’d be 
better advised checking the Somebody’s Image/ 
Ian Meldrum original on Glenn A. Baker’s “Austra­
lian Rock Heritage” set) but rest assured it’s the 
lowpoint of the record. That marvellous, airy Morris 
voice, as capable as ever of delivering warmth and 
chill simultaneously is placed up front in the mix 
and songs like the yearning mandrax ode “Roar Of 
The Wild Torpedoes" and the choppy “ Walk Don’t 
Run”  show a commendable grasp of pop basics.
Unfortunately, the near-overpowering raunch 
the Rubes can kick out live is subdued by producer 
David Briggs, who as with his work with Australian 
Crawl (but less necessarily here> has downplayed 
them in a mix that too often congeals into a sub 
Tom Petty/Cars audio stew. The sparse drive of 
the opening “So Tough", enlivened by Wilbur 
Wilde’s sax is something the album could have 
done with more of. Keyboardist Bruce Haymes is 
probably the most distinctive pianist in local rock, 
but few of the dazzling Nicky Hopkins-meets- 
avante jazz licks he can deliver are on display 
here.
The exception is on Radioactive, an almost 
sinister rocker with a neat twist on the chorus and 
some edgy, skilful interplay between Haymes, 
guitarist Max Chazan and super-bassist Graham 
Thompson.
“Almost Frantic” also suffers from the lack of a 
full-throated ballad, something which Russell has 
perhaps forgotten how to write in his devotion to
ALBUMS
pumping out beer farm dance rhythms. And his 
lyrics, once one delves deeper than the needling 
choruses, are as unco-ordinated as ever; there’s 
nothing as memorably corny as those on last 
year’s single Hot Love — though the street 
concerts of/n The Heat Of The Night come close — 
but if Morris recruited a wordsmith capable of 
matching his adept melodic textures, he’d be taken 
more seriously than the outer suburban audiences 
to whom he’s become a reborn hero.
ADRIAN RYAN.
U.2.
“BOY”
(Island)
Sometimes very famous record pro­
ducers take on projects by small un­
known bands. The reasons they give for 
doing this are usually “I think they are 
interesting”. Usually they are quite dull 
bands. But sometimes they are good.
U.2. fall halfway between being dull and exciting. 
Their debut album is another Steve Lillywhite 
production.
U.2. perform eleven songs about being males 
and being confused, which is nothing new to 
anybody anywhere. Some of their lyrics have very 
homo-erotic overtones. The question one now 
asks — could they be homosexuals? and why isn’t 
their consciousness level higher if they are?
The answers to all these questions are not 
answered by this album. Anyway, the confusion is 
most explicit in the songs “I Will Follow” and 
“Twilight” . “I Will Follow” is the strongest song on 
the record. This being the best reason to make it 
into a single. The song is all about being lost and 
wanting a hero to follow. Let’s face it, we all heed a 
bit of guidance and nurturing in our life. Some of us 
are more honest than others about it.
“Twilight” is the song which held my interest the 
longest. The interest was in the line, “a teacher told 
me why I laugh when old men cry” . This is 
something this society suffers from immensely. 
Ageism is a problem we won’t admit to. We lack the 
compassion to cope with anyone outside our age 
groups behaviour and lifestyle. If U.2. are sincere 
about this, great, but if they are just flirting with a 
so-called understanding of life then they deserve 
to be ignored by everyone. This song also has 
homo-erotic overtones in the line ‘‘in the shadow 
boy meets man” . This can be interpreted as a 
sexual encounter or the process of finally realising 
one isn’t a child anymore.
U.2. also see themselves as the heroes they are 
looking for as exemplified in the song, “The 
Ocean” . They sing of the world all lost except 
themselves.
“Boy" is an honest album full of wonderful songs 
about life and problems within a cold society. 
Maybe U.2. will sell heaps of records and come to a 
better understanding of life in the process. I 
certainly hope so.
DIRK WARHOL
GENERATION X 
KISS ME DEADLY 
(Chrysalis)
Generation X, the Johnny come lately 
of the punk thingo. Almost different 
enough, almost clever enough, almost 
relevant. Almost sincere, but left ‘Danc­
ing with Myself’ as the first song goes.
Now defunct, Gen X were a curious phenome­
non, sometimes generating sparks of creativity, 
using influences to effect, and making noises 
which came close to greatness. Take a song like 
‘Kiss Me Deadly’, (not on this album), which is a 
beautiful song, but of a time when the tide was out. 
After the big bang. Many people were pretty sad 
and disappointed, and Gen X seem to perversely 
enjoy that.
Negativity like ‘Your Generation', a spinoff from 
a positive-«nd joyful moment, seems to charac­
terise their attitude. They chose to reflect attitudes, 
but picked aspects that were more bi-products of 
the ends, rather than the particular ends or the 
means leading to them. ‘Your Generation' could 
never have been the anthem that the other song 
about the same generation turned out to be. In fact, 
not even momentarily did it transcend the Who 
classic. It wasn’t even quick enough off the mark to 
be the cash-in it was supposed to be.
So Billy Idol goes off to America to become a 
movie star.
‘Kiss Me Deadly’ isn’t such a bad album, but it 
just talks about uninteresting things. ‘Revenge’ is a 
slow and desperate sounding lament, in an 
absolutely touching tone, with a chorus that really 
plucks the old harp strings, but:
“ Johnny came a looking 
a looking for respect 
But oh there was no chance 
He took what you could get.
See, Johnny had a vision 
That men would know his name.
They sucked him in and spat him out 
You know they’re all the same 
Revenge, that’s what they want.” 
Touching, but hindsight. It’s not as if we don’t have 
eyes.
“ One day I’m gonna walk through that door, 
I’m gonna take it all!
Cos that’s revenge.”
Yes, Billy.
Billy Idol does sing in quite an endearing tone, 
pleasant, but with little authority. He plays (has 
played) guitar with what could only be considered 
some bravery for the time. Not afraid of heavy 
metal tones as long as the quickness is there, with 
some lead breaks that get very noisy indeed. ‘What 
do You Want’ comes on with a lot of gizzards.
Gen X are just good commentators upon the 
mediocre. They don’t really commit themselves. 
Caught between outright commerciality and sim­
ple punk rock, they are stuck neither catchy novelty 
or/nor intense clever statement. They seem to 
want to be stars just to the extent where they have 
no longer any point.
Energetic, at times imaginative, listenable, 
pleasantly noisy, but all just about as meaningless 
as a dictionary. Can be listened to twice.
JOHN DOE
Down on the Corner, and Keep on Chooglin’.
The album was recorded at Oakland’s Col­
iseum, which sounds pretty tough, and takes in 
most of J.C. Fogerty’s best known songs. I’ve 
never gotten over this guys voice. If you were still in 
the cot, kids, and you’ve got a taste for rock and roll 
(with flavour), paddle on down to your nearest 
bayou disc shop and cop a chop of this lot. Play it 
real loud, and see if it doesn’t obliterate most of 
what you’ve heard between the last Birdman 
albums (give or take the odd pebble.).
Sorry folks, I just happen to like listening to it.
JOHN DOE
CREEDENCE CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
THE CONCERT
(Fantasy)
Sorry about this, Boss, but the old 
bullfrog calls. Swamp rock. Music to turn 
your canoe over to. An’ watchit fer 
snakes, y’all. Wished I’d lived on the 
coast of tine old U.S. of A. and been able 
to tune in to the big beat once in a while.
If one in a million singers had John Fogerty’s 
voice, this world would be a better place. Haha, 
thought I was going to do the nasty on ’em dintya. 
He who knocks these guys ain’t got no ears.
Choose your revival folks, whichever it may be, 
it’s on this album. And if the Ants backlash don’t 
getcha, this one will.
Yos kids. I’m touched. But I had a head start, I 
bought the T.V. album. Oh, shit, promised myself 
I’d forget primary school, Cosmo’s Factory, the 
rest. Actually, I did forget it all. But I can remember 
being in grade seven and my older brother telling 
me about the C.C.R. concert, and giving me a 
sticker which now adorns my guitar case. And 
heaven help me, O Lord, I do remember these 
songs. And I like them.
If you liked it once, doesn’t mean you have to 
hate it now. There must have been a reason. You 
can’t just scrap things in order to like something 
else. Addition is what leads to progress, not 
rejection.
I think this was done in the days when you 
recorded the basics live, and overdubbed the rest. 
Sounds like it, but still has a good strong sound. I 
do wish I’d seen them. There’s more energy here 
than the next twenty Mi-sex Albums put together.
Guess y’orta know which songs bless this 
gobbler. M’ thinks they’re all on other albums, but 
that doesn’t mean you can get them any more. 
So: Born on the Bayou, Green River, Tombstone 
Shadow, Don’t Look Now, Travellin’ Band, 
Who’ll Stop the Rain, Bad Moon Rising, Proud 
Mary, Fortunate Son, Commotion, The Mid­
night Special, Night Time is the Right Time,
VISAGE —
“ VISAGE”
(Mercury)
People let themselves be confused so 
easily, and Steve Srange’s collective 
effort “Visage” will no doubt continue the 
distraction. Of course, you should find 
out background info, if you like the music 
and /or the film clip, but the crux of the 
matter always boomerangs back to the 
movements on vinyl (at least until video 
equipment comes in pocket-size).
On the initial score. Yes, I do like this album 
(except for the childish''/W/nd of a Toy’) and 
recommend it to the listening public (that’s you 
beady-eyes). It’s the old ‘sophisticated’ Euro-disco 
pulse-beat, but the overall feel ranges from 
superlush to a less common snappy grit — a 
transient but succinct statement of the art.
One could rave on concerning the associated 
blaze fashion movement, but you can read about 
that elsewhere. I guess some of you will already be 
arranging ‘Blitz Nights’ at your very own clubs, 
while others will just buy the album, enjoy the film 
clips and let the rest of the business blow over, but 
maybe, just maybe, someone will attempt to 
subvert this superficial popular momentum and 
make something useful of this gaudy scene.
TYRONE FLEX
MICHAEL FRANKS 
WITH CROSSFIRE 
Live 
(WEA)
During the early part of their career, 
crossfire supported a singer named 
Wendy Grose. I have heard reports that 
she complemented their sound to the 
extent that they worked as a team. Now 
they’re doing it again with Michael 
Franks. I’ve never heard of him before in 
my life. As near as I can understand it, he 
writes patronising love lyrics about wil­
fully plastic situations.
I suspect that he began life as a radio 
announcer. It’s not impossible. He sings about how 
Baby sucks her thumb when the cookie jar’s 
empty, love is monkey-see and monkey-do (that’s 
all it is. Peaches);, cop a bluff and strut your stuff.,I 
find it a pointless attempt to be politely camp (for 
strange reasons, you might say) with no actual 
guts to do anything but distract me from the music.
Crossfire are a good band, notorious particularly 
for their ability to work together, as I have said. 
Contained by the mythology and structure of 
Frank’s words they do a competent job. One can’t 
help, feeling, however, the dangerous possibility of 
revelry in technique which leaves the music often 
vacant of soul, without a true heart.
For a live album, there is precious little audience 
sound on the record. Only at the end did I 
remember this was not a studio recording. It was, 
in fact, culled from two Sydney concerts and one in 
Auckland, New Zealand.
SPAN
IAN DURY AND THE 
BLOCKHEADS
“LAUGHTER”
(Stiff)
Very sorry, lovers of poo-poo humour 
and little word games, but there’s very 
little to say about this album. Ian makes a 
right barf of himself on half the tracks and 
a hefty percentage are also caught in a 
draught as far as mobile musical ideas 
go.
Lil rays of sunshine do flicker thru in the obvious 
shapes, singles material like‘7 wantto be straight” 
(brilliance), and to lesser extents, “ (Take your 
elbow out of the soup you’re sitting on the 
chicken)” and “Seuperman’s Big Sister” , with a 
dubious last position choice between “ Un- 
coolohol” and “Hey, hey take me away” . I really 
like liking dear ol’ Ian and the whole bananas 
bunch, but, well, as they say in the trifle business, 
“ It don’t quite gel.”
TYRONE FLEX
Anyone interested in purchasing The Nobodies 
cassette can write to them Cl- Dennis Beros, 42 
Southport St, Leederville, W.A. 6007.
T O D A Y S  P R O G R A M S
MORNING____________________
9.00
10.30
HERE’S PETER
THE BERNARD LILLIE SHOW
AFTERNOON__________________
12.00 O  THE PETER WALSH SHOW 
S.OOQDPETER LILLIE M.D.
4.00 O S IM O N  LILLIE’S WONDER 
WORLD
4.30 O  PETE’S NEIGHBOURHOOD
5.30 O I  d r e a m  of peter
EVENING_____________________
6.00 O  PETER EVERETT VIDEO 
SHOW
6.30 CD THE PETTIES (REPEAT) 
T .O O O LILLIE S E E  81 
7 .3 0 O B U C K  LILLIE IN THE
25th CENTURY
8.30 O MOVIE: APOCALYPSE LILLIE
( R )
Eccentric musician and zealot 
establishes cult and lures his 
followers to the Upper Amazon 
to establish “ Lillietown”
• . Part 1. B & W (repeat)
Next Week, Pt. 2 
“ Who Shot P.L.?”
ALL NIGHT TRANSMISSION
COMING SOON . . .  The 
PETER LILLIE ALBUM. In 
the meantime, the 3rd 
annual single, “ Adventures 
in Paradise/Homicide, 
Division 4 ” .
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RUMBLINGS FROM THE OLD 
DART
NEW ORDER: Ceremony (Factory)
These people are Joy Division without deceased 
lead singer Ian Curtis, and with the addition of one 
of the band’s girlfriends on bass. ‘Ceremony’ like 
the best of Joy Division is after midnight space 
music; heavy almost ponderous bass, repetitive 
guitar and vocals drowning in the aural soup, busy 
high hat. New Order’s music is solid, all encom­
passing — most music isn’t this physically 
moving . . .  I keep getting the feeling that my ears 
are missing half the bass because it’s so low. 
There is warmth here in the midst of cold.
‘Ceremony’ doesn’t tear you apart. . .  it oozes 
into you. A very good piece of music.
SIMPLE MINDS: / Travel (Arista Import) 
Big robotic disco sound that grabs you by the 
eardrums. Fantastic; production, effects galore 
marshalled with military precision. Sure there are 
influences at work, a Ferryish touch to the vocals, 
the odd familiar synth sound ... but meshed 
together with majesty! Dignity! Power! Love It!
THE PASSIONS: I’m In Love With A 
German Film Star (Polydor Import)
Once again that heavy British bass/drum sound, 
a hint of Cure guitar swirl, but- over the top a 
deliciously languid vocal (female) that counter­
points the ‘seriousness’ of the music wonderfully. 
A hint of Teutonic decadence, 30’s escapism, but 
with tongue enough in cheek to avoid over­
rampant narcissism. Slinky and smooth. Dreamy. 
A delight.
p
JUMP VISION: Can’t Get Used To You 
(Basilisk)
Before I get terminally depressed and go the 
way of poor ol’ Curtis. . .  something UP for a 
change. Jump Vision are one of the new bands in 
the Sydney underground resurgence. A three 
piece, like a lot of the bands, they pump out ‘Can’t 
Get Used To You’ with oodles of exuberance and 
at a pace sufficiently under breakneck to avoid 
aural blitz. The singing lacks a bit of tone, and the 
beat gets a little repetitive but the end result isn’t 
bad at all. The flip, ‘The Jump’ is a ska-style 
instrumental with lots of echoy brass, and while it 
could have done with a toast in the middle for a bit 
of variation, it’s good danceable stuff.
TINSLEY WATERHOUSE BAND: Full 
Of Ink And Talking Shorthand (E.P.) 
(Project 9)
Enjoyable, undemanding soul/R&B freshi from 
the front bar of Melbourne’s ‘Home of Pub Rock’, 
the Station Hotel. The best track is the one original, 
‘I’ve Been Dreaming’, which features triffic horns 
and Mr. Waterhouse’s strong gravelly vocals, with 
feeling.
THE CHURCH: The Unguarded Mo­
ment (Parlophone)
O.K., so they’ve ripped off the riff from ‘Ticket To 
Ride’. I don’t care. It’s what you do with stolen 
goods that counts and the Church do good things 
with this, their second single. Everything works — 
guitar, vocal (and they’re what counts) with 
‘ crnderpinning rhythm. If it’s given a chance — a hit.
POP MECHANIX: Jumping Out A Win- ' 
dow (C.B.S.)
Haunting organ, distinctive vocals, unusual 
arrangement all combine to make another winner 
from across the Tasman. A real grower this one -  it 
took me three plays before it really grabbed me, 
but once it did the hook just wouldn’t let go.
sing along withTHE REELS
POSTCABD
SORT SOL: Marble Station (4AD) 
Danish Joy Division according to the man at 
Phantom. The latter is obvious (Hannett, Prince of 
Denmark?) — the same heavy bass, slow pace, 
ringing guitar. If you’re terminally hooked on 
‘Closer’ you’ll probably like it, but non-manic 
depressives should not apply. God, it must be 
gloomy in Denmark.
ADAM AND THE ANTS: Cartrouble (Do
It)
A pre ‘Kings . . . ’ recording by the present Ants 
line up — double drums and all. No Red Indians or 
pirates in sight as Adam rollicks through a simple, 
big beat, catchy chorus single. Antmusic without 
the trappings — curious, but definitely FUN.
; »  M ; ̂  CT i i
FULL OF INK AN' TALKIN SHORTHAND
THE GREAT SOUTH LAND 
STRIKES BACK
THE REELS: Shout and Deliver (Mer­
cury)
Another steaming slice of mutated pop from the 
most underrated band in the land. Consists of a 
six-line chorus (conveniently printed on the single 
bag) sung a number of times over heavy drum beat 
and lazy keyboard pattern. Annoyingly insistent 
and very clever. I like it.
DONALD ROBERTSON.
JOSEF K: ‘It’s Kinda Funny’ (Postcard 
Records of Scotland)
It’s kinda slow and Lou Reedy, with a poing- 
poing syndrum sticking up like some kind of 
musical jack-in-the-box every now and then to 
offset the threat of turgidness. The guitarist flips 
almost into free-form jangling mid way through — 
like youthful exuberance being deliberately held in 
check. A strange undercurrent of tension. . .  
amateurish in the nicest possible way.
SIMPLE MIUDS liaAVEL
SPLIT ENZ: History Never Re­
peats {Mushroom)
Ah, now this is what I call a POP record. Deep, 
full sound with pop pensmith Neil Finn’s vocals 
soaring clean and clear as a lark high above. Fitted 
together tighter than a meccano kit by whiz-kid 
Dave Tickle and capable of penetrating lead walls 
with a single shot, this one should be cooing prettily 
at the top of the charts in many countries b^ore the 
leaves are fully off the trees. Who NEEDS history 
when we’ve got the Enz.
umbtrelb 
mu/ic
Upstairs,
Cnr. Frome and Bundle Sts., 
City.
ADELAIDE'S SECOND­
HAND RECORD STORE. 
We buy your unwanted 
records and tapes. See us 
now for the best price 
in town.
LARGE STOCK 
OF INDEPENDENT 
SINGLES AVAILABLE
When in Perth, shop secondhand at ATLAST Records, 2nd Root, Royal Arcade, 
City.
DIRTY POOL LIVE REPRESENTATION
• • ’ there iz a difference
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